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INTRODUCTION
0. Objectives of the study
0.1. General remarks
This study is an academic dissertation for a Ph.D. degree in Finno-Ugrian
linguistics. It consists of five previously published articles which are republished here together with this introduction. Collectively, they form a connected
treatise on the problems of research methodology and the ethnical interpretation
of the Finno-Ugrian substrate, most notably, the substrate nomenclature, in the
Russian dialects of the Arkhangelsk region.
The articles in this volume should be of interest to scholars working on
historical Uralistics and Slavistics as well as to those scholars who study the
ethnic history of North Russia from the point of view of history, archaeology,
folklore etc. Also, those scholars who study linguistic substrate from a general
linguistic point of view, or toponymists working on the etymologisation and
ethnical interpretation of substrate nomenclature in other areas, may find them
interesting.
The publications included in this study are the following:
Article 1: Kontaktilähtöinen kielenmuutos, substraatti ja substraattinimistö.
Virittäjä 104. Helsinki 2000. pp. 393–415.
Article 2: On the Uralic substrate toponymy of Arkhangelsk region: problems of
research methodology and ethnohistorical interpretation. Onomastica Uralica 4.
Debrecen 2006. [in print].
Article 3: Прибалтийско-финская антропонимия в субстратных названиях
Русского Севера. Перспективы изучения. Этимологические исследования,
Вып. 8. Екатерибург. pp. 136–148.
Article 4: Über die saamischen Substratennamen des Nordrusslands und
Finnlands. Finnisch-Ugrische Forschungen 58. Helsinki 2004. pp. 162–234.
Article 5: Is there Palaeo-European substratum interference in western branches
of Uralic? Journal de la Société Finno-Ougrienne 90. Helsinki 2004. pp. 187–
214.
These articles were first published in three countries, Finland, Russia and
Hungary, and in four languages (English, German, Russian and Finnish). Two
articles were published in international referee-journals (Journal de la Société
7

Finno-Ougrienne, Finnisch-Ugrische Forschungen [Helsinki]), two in international edited volumes which use peer-review practice (Onomastica Uralica 4
[Debrecen], Этимологические исследования, Вып. 8 [Yekaterinburg]) and
one in a Finnish referee-journal (Virittäjä [Helsinki]). The articles are not
published here in order of appearance, but in an order that is most logical from
the point of view of their content. Moreover, as the articles of this study have
been published in different countries and for different readerships, there is of
necessity much repetition of the same data. Nevertheless, each article has its
own focus.
The articles in the study have a theoretical emphasis. They do not include an
analysis of the full toponymic material of any region. While this may be a
drawback from the point of view of representativity and completeness, it means
also that the articles should be easily accessible even to a reader with only a
limited knowledge of the Finno-Ugrian languages or Russian.
Although methodological and theoretical, the articles in this volume have an
empirical background. They are related to the fieldwork activities carried out by
the author in the Pinega District of the Arkhangelsk Region in 1996–2005. The
Pinega River basin, a part of the drainage area of the Dvina, is one of those
North Russian areas in which the existence of a Finno-Ugrian substrate
toponymy and dialect vocabulary is especially obvious. Originally, it was the
plan of the author to write a monograph PhD thesis on the toponymy of this
district which would have included an etymological analysis of the central
toponymic models of this region, together with their ethnohistorical interpretation. While the current circumstances have made it impossible to realise
this plan in its entirety, the planned dissertation will hopefully be published as a
separate monograph (Habilitationsschrift) in the near future. This forthcoming
study will also provide a larger material base for the theoretical issues discussed
in the articles of this volume.

0.2. Research problems
The articles in this study outline methods that can be used for examining the
lexical residue of extinct languages which have not been preserved in literary
form. They contribute to the general linguistic discussion concerning the nature
of linguistic substrate and the outcome of language shift and to the onomastic
discussion concerning the etymological analysis of substrate toponyms and the
ethnic interpretation of toponymy that originates from extinct languages.
Among the theoretical questions the articles scrutinised are the following:
1) How may phonetic and morphosyntactic substrate interference be verified in
a situation in which many probable substrate features can also be explained
as the result of language internal development?
8

2) How typical is the transfer of vocabulary in the case of a language shift and
what groups of vocabulary are the most salient in the lexical residue of a
substrate language?
3) In what ways are the borrowing of toponymy and appellative vocabulary
connected in the case of a language shift?
4) How have the common recurring models of substrate toponyms come into
existence?
5) How does the etymologisation of the toponyms differ from the etymologisation of appellatives?
6) How reliable can the toponymic etymologies be?
7) How can the substrate language be identified? What criteria should the
substrate toponymy meet in order to be labelled as residue of a certain
language or language group?
8) How can personal names in toponymy be identified when the personal name
system behind the toponyms has disappeared and has not been preserved in
literary sources?
In addition to problems of general linguistics and onomastics, the articles of this
volume also shed light on questions related to Uralistics and Slavistics. Among
the most important of these are the following:
1) Which Finno-Ugrian languages were spoken in North Russia prior to Slavic?
2) Where were the boundaries of the predecessors of the present Finno-Ugrian
language groups (Finnic, Sámi, Permian)?
3) Are there traces of extinct Uralic languages or language groups in the
toponymy of North Russia?
4) When did the Slavicisation of the Finno-Ugrian population take place in the
area of the Arkhangelsk Region?
5) What were the mechanisms causing Slavicisation, i.e. to what extent was this
process connected to migration and to what extent to language shift?
6) What is the significance of the Finno-Ugrian substrate in northern Russian
dialects to comparative Uralistics, i.e how does it enhance our knowledge of
the interrelations between and development of Finnic, Sámi, Permian and
other groups of Uralic languages?
7) Are there any traces of pre-Uralic substrate languages in north-eastern
Europe?
It is clear that no unambiguous answers will be given for the complex questions
raised above. In many instances this treatise is only preliminary and many
challenges will be left for future research.
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0.3. Structure of the study
The structure of this study and the contents of its articles are the following.
The introduction first outlines the theoretical foundations of the study of
linguistic substrate. After that, an introduction to the ethnic history of North
Russia prior the Slavic era is presented. In this connection some new loan
etymologies from Finnic to Permian languages are considered. Because the
research history of the Finno-Ugrian substrate in Russian and the methodology
of the substrate studies are discussed in separate articles, these themes are dealt
with only briefly in this introduction.
The first two articles are general and introductory. Article 1 discusses
linguistic substrate as a contact linguistic phenomenon and lays special
emphasis on the problems of verifying substrate interference in the case of
phonological and morphosyntactic change on the one hand and in the case of
the transfer of toponymy and lexicon on the other. It is found that although
substrate interferences are often considered to affect first and foremost morphosyntax and phonology, the transfer of lexicon is still of crucial importance for
verification of the occurrence of substrate interference. Lexicon, including
toponymy, is also that part of the linguistic substrate that is most suitable for
drawing ethnohistorical conclusions. As this article is in Finnish, an English
summary of its contents is presented in the commentaries after the article.
Article 2 outlines the methodology of the study and general characteristics of
the Finno-Ugrian substrate toponymy in North Russia. As this article is the
longest and the most recent in this treatise and also includes much methodological discussion, it is a sort of nucleus of this book. The article discusses the
methods of the etymological study of toponyms and presents etymologies for
some of the most common recurring types of northern Russian substrate
toponyms. Special emphasis has been laid on the question of the verifiability
and probability of toponymic etymologies. At the end of the article, ethnohistorical considerations are presented on the basis of toponymic material.
Articles 3 and 4 discuss more limited problems related to the study of
substrate toponyms in northern Russia.
In article 3 a previously almost untreated theme, the place names derived
from Finnic personal names, is touched upon. Also, section 5.3 of article 2 is
dedicated to this problem and the issue is further discussed in the commentaries
concerning article 3. The methodological guidelines outlined in these sections
may be of importance not only for the study of northern Russian substrate
toponymy, but also for the study of Finnic toponymy in other regions.
Moreover, as the toponyms and personal names are interconnected, the study of
nomenclature may reveal previously unattested old Finnic personal names.
Article 4 presents a new view on the so-called Sámi layer of substrate
toponyms in northern Russia. In this article, the criteria for identifying
toponyms as being derived from Sámi are developed separately from the lexical,
phonological and typological point of view. It will be demonstrated that the
10

northern Russian toponyms considered as Sámi by earlier scholars point to very
different kinds of Sámi languages to those known to present linguistics. This
article thus participates in the debate concerning the ethnogenesis of the Sámi
people and Sámi languages and provides tools for identifying the substrate
language behind the substrate toponyms. The problem of Sámi toponyms is also
touched upon in section 6.2 of article 2.
In article 5 an effort is made to employ those methods developed for the
study of Russian substrate toponyms in other context, namely, for tracking
down possible Palaeo-European substrate lexicon in Finnic and Sámi. This
article is related to the ongoing debate in Indo-European studies, in which it is
often assumed that extinct languages have influenced the development of
present-day languages and language groups. Although the focus of the article is
not on North Russia, it nevertheless includes some new etymologies for
northern Russian dialect words.
After each article commentaries setting out the present position of the author
regarding the questions treated in the article are presented. In the end of the
book, the concluding remarks summarise the central results of the whole treatise
separately from the point of view of general linguistics and onomastics and
from the point of view of the Finno-Ugrian studies. The references for these
sections are included in the References of the Introduction.

1. Linguistic substrate
1.1. On the definition of linguistic substrate
In historical and contact linguistics, the notions of linguistic substrate and
linguistic substratum (< lat. sub ‘under’, stratum ‘layer’) are used side-by-side.
They are also both used in the articles in this study, although at present the
shorter form substrate is more common in scholarly literature. Despite the
ample use of these notions, there have been few serious attempts to define their
exact meaning. Different authors use these notions in several slightly different
meanings and this state of affairs is also reflected in the lack of coherent general
linguistic presentations on linguistic substrate.
The two main uses of these terms refer to a specific kind of language contact
situation and to a specific type of cross-linguistic interference. The oldest use of
the notion is in that of a contact situation. Romanist G.I. Ascoli, often considered the founder of substrate studies (cf. Veenker 1967: 5; ELL 4396), argued
that French and Spanish originated through a language shift from Celtic (in
France) and Iberian (in Spain) speakers to Latin and assumed that the influences
of these extinct language forms was the reason Spanish and French started to
diverge from Latin. In this sense, the linguistic substrate is thus a contact
situation in which the speakers of a culturally less prestigious language shift to
11

the language of a culturally superior population. It is also used concerning
discernable traces of language shift in an area where two speech communities
with different languages have merged and the descendants of both groups speak
a single language (cf. definitions by ELL ibid. and LES 497).
In addition, the term linguistic substrate has been used for a specific kind of
cross-linguistic interference. In this case it is the linguistic processes that are
referred to, not the social context or the outcome of the contact. Most notably
have Sarah Thomason and Terrence Kaufman (1988) referred to linguistic
substrate as a type of cross-linguistic interference connected to imperfect
second-language learning typically occurring in the case of a rapid language
shift (see section 1.7).
In the narrowest sense, the term linguistic substrate has been used of the
articulational or morphosyntactic peculiarities of speech caused by the speaker’s
mother tongue. In this case, the term linguistic substrate is not connected with
language shift but with second language acquisition and its effects on the L2.
In the articles in this study, the notion linguistic substrate is used in its
classical sense, referring to the residue of an extinct language that is discernable
in a present-day language. In this connection, the linguistic integration techniques of the features of extinct languages in present-day languages are also
discussed. It is therefore important to distinguish between a substrate situation
(a situation in which language shift has occurred and has resulted in discernable
linguistic traces) and substrate interference (a type of cross-linguistic
interference that occurs in connection with second-language learning). This
study is primarily about the former. But in order to understand properly how the
linguistic residue of an extinct language is preserved in a language that is at
present spoken in its place, one has to comment also on the latter.

1.2. Different kinds of substrate languages
Several linguistic substrate situations are known to historical linguistics. Typically, the scope and extent of substrate influences in the development of
present-day languages remains an open question and scholars are not unanimous
concerning the role extinct languages and the language shift of their speech
communities had in the development of present-day languages.
There are four possible kinds of substrate languages. First of all, the
substrate language may be a living language that has ceded in a particular area
but survived somewhere else. This is the case of the Celtic substrate in Irish
English or)Livonian substrate in Latvian (Zeps 1962) which are almost perfect
cases from the viewpoint of identification of substrate interferences.
Secondly, the substrate language may be genetically linked to living languages but be different from these. For example, in the far-northern dialects of
Finnish (Fi. Peräpohjolan murteet) there is a Sámi substrate that is discernable
in the vocabulary and toponymy and, to a lesser extent, in some features of
12

phonology and morphosyntax (cf. Mantila 2000: 198–199; Mantila 2001: 334–
338; Vahtola 1980: 60–93). The Sámi languages disappeared in this area in the
17th and 18th centuries (see Tegengren 1952 for details), but are still spoken in
northernmost Finnish Lapland. There are some word lists of the extinct Sámi
vernaculars spoken in southern Lapland in the 18th and 19th century and we
know that they were slightly different from all surviving Sámi languages (Äimä
& Itkonen 1918). A somewhat similar, but a more complicated case is the
Meryan substrate in Central Russian dialects (Tkačenko 1985; Ahlkvist 2001).
Merya (Ru. мерья) is a tribe name mentioned several times in Russian medieval
sources. Generations of scholars have considered the Merya a Finno-Ugrian
tribe. Most likely, its language was not closely related to any of the present-day
Finno-Ugrian languages and Merya formed an independent node within the
Uralic language family. Nevertheless, it is still possible to identify and
reconstruct some Meryan words on the basis of Russian toponyms and dialectal
vocabulary.
Thirdly, the substrate language may be known from literary sources but not
be related to any living language. This is the case with the possible Iberian
substrate in Spanish or the possible Illyrian substrate in the Balkan languages.
In these cases we know the substrate languages by names from historical
sources and they may even be literally documented to some extent, but there are
no parallels for them among living languages.
Fourthly, the substrate language may survive only in the linguistic residue of
present-day languages that can be identified as substrate by the methods of
historical-comparative linguistics. This is the case with the Palaeo-European
substrate in the Sámi languages (Aikio 2004) or the substrate vocabulary of
Proto-Germanic (Polomé 1986; Salmons 1992). In these cases, linguistic
substrate can only be established through purely linguistic investigation. Typically, the phenomenon of substrate can be identified but its scope and extent
cannot be easily determined.
Historically, many treatises concerning linguistic substrate in particular
languages have been no more than speculation and very loose substrate
proposals are continuously being made. This is the case with the Vasconian
substrate features in European languages proposed by Vennemann (2003) or the
attempt by Wiik (2002) to describe the development of all of the European
languages by assuming several substrate layers in them. This kind of groundless
implementation of the notion linguistic substrate is, however, no reason for
scepticism concerning the possibilities of substrate studies. Several researchers
have used the concept of substrate in a meaningful way and reached important
results.
It is a characteristic feature of those linguistic substrate situations adequately
described in linguistic literature that the effects of language shift in present-day
languages are unalike. In some cases, as in the case of the language shift of
native Americans to English, language shift has caused few or altogether no
discernable changes in the target language (if the toponymy is not taken into
13

consideration). In other cases, such as the language shift of Finnic speakers to
Russian, the theme of this study, substantial interferences are to be perceived.
Such differences reflect the varying social circumstances of the shift situation
and the diglossia that has preceded the shift, the different sizes of contacting
speech communities and the fluctuating speeds of shift.

1.3. Substrate and other kinds of contact situations
In addition to substrate, the notions superstrate (superstratum), adstrate
(adstratum) and perstrate (perstratum) are used in contact and historical
linguistics. All these refer to language contact situations in which linguistic
interference spreads from one language to another as a result of bilingualism in
some parts of the language collective or as a result of language shift.
Superstrate is the interference of a culturally dominating upper class
language over other language(s) in the contact situation. Typically, this kind of
upper class is of relatively small size, but because of its cultural domination it
exercises remarkable influence in the majority language. The term superstrate is
also used to refer to the linguistic effects of a language shift of an upper class to
the language of the majority population. For example, the French influence on
English during the Middle Ages has traditionally been characterised as
superstrate interference.
In adstrate the contacting languages coexist in the same area for a long
period, although no large-scale language shift takes place. In a prototypical
adstrate situation the contacting languages are fairly equal in prestige. Thus, the
Swedish and Finnish contact in Finland, or the contact between French and
English in Canada would count as examples of adstrate. Some theoreticians also
use the notion of perstrate (perstratum), which means language contact on the
literary level, i.e. the kind of influence Latin has had on most of the European
languages or Old Church Slavonic has had on Russian (for a definition of these
terms see Veenker 1967: 15–17; Vostrikov 1990: 10–12).
It has been noted that Sprachbünde or linguistic areas often originate in
contact situations characterised by multilingualism and the equal prestige of
several languages (see Lindstedt 2000). In this respect they are a special case of
multiple adstrate contacts. Recently the concept of Sprachbund has been sharply
criticised by Campbell (2006) and Stolz (2006) who argue that linguistic areas
typically emerge due to borrowing and not due to some kind of “areal”
linguistic interference. While the criticism of Campbell and Stolz is well
founded in that there is no special mechanism of linguistic interference involved
in the emergence of linguistic areas, Sprachbund may still be an adequate
concept for describing a situation in which adjacent languages share features. In
a similar manner to the concept of linguistic substrate, the concept of Sprachbund has thus been used in a somewhat confusing manner – regarding both the
14

result of linguistic convergence (a situation) and its explanation (a mechanism).
The latter use of this notion is, without doubt, misleading.1
According to Dixon (1997) periods of equilibrium and punctuation can be
distinguished in language development. The former is a period of adstrate
contacts that has as a result the emergence of a linguistic area. The latter, in
turn, is a period of the expansion of a linguistic community and has as a result
the emergence of a large language family. Thus, large-scale language shifts
would be characteristic of punctuation periods, which however, would typically
be short and followed by long periods of equilibrium. Although controversial in
many respects, the theory of equilibrium vs. punctuation highlights the fact that
the emergence of linguistic substrate is connected with expanding linguistic
areas and the emergence of language families. Typically, language shifts that
are accompanied by linguistic substrate interferences in the target language of
the shift provide the reasons for new languages emerging in an expanding
language family.

1.4. Prestige language, diglossia and language shift
The classical view of language contact situations described above presupposes
that in a language contact situation (or, at least in a contact situation
characteristic of the “punctuation” period) there would typically be a prestige
language that dominates the contact. This is the language of the culturally
dominating language collective, the target language of language shifters and the
language from which most of the borrowing takes place.
Though generally justified, there are some obvious shortcomings to this
assumption. As pointed out by many sociolinguists, a language that lacks
prestige among the general public may still be appreciated in local communities
or certain domains of speech (cf. Romaine 2000: 46–49; Aikio 1988: 35–37). In
these cases, a functional diglossia (or polyglossia) characterises the speech
community. The functional differentiation between languages in a diglossic
speech community is among those factors which may support a minority
language (cf. Romaine ibid. 54–55; Pyöli 1996: 72–73). In addition, the
minority language typically develops emblematic functions. It begins to be used
as a sign of membership in a particular group. Thus, although the Uralic
minority languages of Russia have very limited use in government, education or
the media, many of them have high prestige as markers of ethnic identity and
for displaying attitudes towards the cultural traditions of the minority people. A
similar relationship can be observed between the dialects and literary languages

1

A similar double meaning can also be observed in the notion of grammaticalisation.
Also in this case, the notion should probably be reserved for a result of a linguistic
change instead of a mechanism of change.
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of many European countries.2 This demonstrates that code-switching between
languages determined by domains is actually a sort of style-switching (cf.
Romaine ibid. 59).
Most of the language shift situations represent the language shift of a
minority language community to the language of the majority community. In
some cases, however, the language shift may occur in both directions. For
example, in the previously very bilingual Helsinki region, the Finnish speaking
upper-middle class has traditionally considered Swedish a prestige language and
a large-scale language shift from Finnish to Swedish among this social class
took place during the 19th century. The Swedish-speaking working class, in
turn, has substantially diminished, with most speakers having shifted from
Swedish to Finnish during the 20th century. Thus, both Swedish and Finnish
have been prestige languages in the contact situation and the choice between
them has largely been determined by the social background of the speakers.
According to Tandefelt (1988: 158), those Swedish-Finnish bilinguals in
Helsinki region who have maintained their language often had a higher level of
education and their work is somehow connected with language use. They thus
benefit from their bilingualism. For working class people, bilingualism has not
offered a chance to rise socially.
Not only language shift, but also language maintenance thus has social
grounds connected with the domains of language use. Needless to say, the
motivations for using or not using a particular language vary according to
speech community.

1.5. Reasons for language shift
Some language contact situations end with a language shift of the other speech
community while in other cases even seemingly inferior and persecuted cultural
minorities are able to preserve their own language. The outcome of language
contact is determined by multiple factors such as political and cultural power
structures, values, identities, social networks and the psychology of contacting
societies and individuals. This is well reflected in a study by Marjut Aikio
(1988) on the language shift of one North Sámi community to Finnish that is
based on interviews with the entire populations of five villages. Such a
microscopic view of language shift reveals that even a relatively rapid language
shift of a small population occurs very differently among individuals. Within
one generation some Sámi shifted to Finnish in all domains, while many others

2

From the point of view of comparative linguistics, many dialects of European
languages are in fact independent languages (such as Võru-Seto in Estonia, Friuli and
Sardi in Italy, etc.) and those questions related to the identity and prestige of dialect
speakers are thus often actually questions concerning the status of minority languages.
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now switch languages according to the domain, and a few have remained almost
monolingual Sámi speakers.
The reason for language shift is not necessarily the political and cultural
pressure put on the speech community – although even these factors should not
be underestimated – but the opportunities the target language of the shift has to
offer for the language shifters. Somewhat surprisingly, cultural pressure may
even be among the factors supporting the minority identity related to a specific
language. Thus, while the language shift of a Swedish-speaking minority to
Finnish has been quite rapid in Finland (cf. statistics by Tandefelt 1988: 76), a
country characterised by a relatively tolerant atmosphere in society and
multilingual education, no substantial language shift has taken place among
some persecuted minorities such as the Kurds or Chechens. In a similar way, the
language shift among Finnic language communities (Karelian, Veps) in the
totalitarian Soviet Union and its autocratic offspring, the Russian Federation,
and democratic Sweden (Tornedal Finnish [Meän kieli]), has in the latter half of
the 20th century proceeded very much in the same way despite the huge
differences in social and political conditions (cf. statistics in Pyöli 1996: 55–56
on Karelian and Winsa 1998 on Tornedal Finnish).
Language shift, like language change is thus probably more connected to
“soft” than “hard” power (cf. section 1.6 below). This can be seen, among other
things, in that in many modern societies the main factor promoting language
shift is education (cf. Skutnabb-Kangas 2000), that offers opportunities for social
rise but typically requires the adoption of the majority language and culture.

1.6. Social aspects of contact-induced language change
The study of linguistic substrate is simultaneously the study of language shift
and language change. It is not possible to discern the linguistic outcome of
language shift if the target language of the shift has not somehow changed as a
result of the shift. As is apparent from the aforementioned, examining the
effects of language shift is deeply interconnected with examining the effects of
contact-induced language change.
In a similar manner to language shift, language change is also ultimately
connected to changes in modes, fashions and values within the speech
community. The social force behind both these speech community events is the
efforts of individuals to express their values and strengthen their social statuses
by using a particular language in a particular way (cf. Labov 1990: 1–42).
Keller (1990) has described language change as a phenomenon that occurs
through an “invisible hand” when individuals use a language in such a way that
it makes them attractive in the eyes of others. According to him, language
change emerges through social interaction in which the language is involved,
although very few individuals consciously wish to change the language.
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While Keller succeeds in describing the unintentional dimension of language
change, he seems to miss the fact that in some cases the speech community
changes its language intentionally. Thus, a process in which features of several
mutually intelligible language forms merge into a new language form is referred
to as koineisation by Ross (1999: 236–238), and the same author refers to the
process of strengthening the emblematic differences between two language
forms as esoterogyny (ibid. 239). Both of these processes represent language
change that occurs because the speech community wants its language to change
either to become more comprehensible or more emblematic with respect to the
other languages in the contact situation.
Milroy (1992) has convincingly argued that in Belfast, a city divided into
catholic and protestant speech communities, it is those few individuals who
have contacts over the ethnic barrier who most often initiate the language
change in one or another speech community. In his opinion it is the weak rather
than the strong social networks that are crucial from the point of view of
language change. The strong social networks, in turn, are involved in language
maintenance.
The case made by Milroy demonstrates that in the language change situation,
the language forms of the other speech communities may function as a source of
innovations for creative or extravagant speech. In these cases, the language
contact does not necessarily lead to contact-induced change, but it is likely to
affect the equilibrium within the language system via bilingual members of the
speech community. If the innovations which originate in the idiolects of these
people under the influence of other language(s) turn into a norm in the speech
community, the language change occurs.
This kind of language change does not necessarily involve cultural pressure
or introduction of new cultural innovations but the adoption of new fashion
features of speech. This can be seen in that, for example, new borrowings have
constantly been adopted into Uralic languages from Indo-European languages
even within the vocabulary the Uralic speakers already possessed (*śäcä
*veti > Fi. vesi ‘water’ [a likely Proto-Indo-European borrowing], piŋe
*šampas > Fi. hammas ‘teeth’ [a Baltic borrowing], *emä
*äitei > äiti
‘mother’ [a Germanic borrowing]), etc.
This kind of change should typically make the language somehow more
complex, e.g. by increasing the amount of synonyms or by introducing new
linguistic patterns. Needless to say, borrowing occurs also when there is need
for cultural loans in those domains previously unknown to Uralic speakers.
Borrowings related to culture according to the Wörter und Sachen principle do
not, however, explain most of the borrowing that takes place within the lexicon
in language contacts.
Another way language contact changes the languages involved is when the
language is accommodated for the purposes of inter-group communication. This
does not occur only by imperfect learning of L2 (substrate interference, as
defined by Thomason & Kaufman, see sections 1.1. and 1.7) but it may also
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involve borrowing, change by negotiation or koineisation. Typically the overall
complexity of language tends to diminish when it is accommodated for
communication between two or more speech communities. This is reflected in
that languages with large numbers of speakers have, quite probably, typically
less marked features than languages with only average or a small number of
speakers. The overall complexity of a language thus seems to be loosely
connected with the size of its speech community. This is because widely spoken
languages had more language contacts as they typically expanded at the cost of
the other languages. It is also general knowledge in linguistics that those
languages which have few or no contacts with other languages change slowly
(e.g. Icelandic).

1.7. Substrate vs. borrowing?
As already noted above in section 1.1, some scholars have described the
mechanisms involved in the spread of linguistic innovations in a case of
language change.
From the point of view of substrate studies it is interesting to note that
Thomason and Kaufman (1988) use the notion of substrate interference of a
cross-linguistic interference type that occurs in connection with the imperfect
learning of L2. Although the effects of imperfect learning are not exclusively
restricted to a language shift situation, they are likely to occur in the case of a
rapid shift. If the social circumstances in the speech community favour the
innovations that originate in this way, the language changes caused by imperfect
learning may last for generations. They may spread even further if some parts of
the speech collective learn the target language of the shift from people who
have themselves learned it imperfectly as a second language.
Typically, language shifters strive to learn first and foremost the vocabulary
of the culturally dominating language. This is because the lexicon is the most
essential subsystem of the language for the needs of communication. A proper
pronunciation or mastering of complex morphosyntactic structures is less
important and learners’ errors are usually tolerated to some extent. It is also
these subsystems of a language in which the L2 learners make most mistakes.
Thomason and Kaufman thus assume that the substrate interference affects first
and foremost the phonetics/phonology and morphosyntax. Substrate interference is presumably opposed by borrowing interference that affects first and
foremost the lexicon. This borrowing interference occurs in a language
maintenance situation, when the language community enriches its language by
taking into use features from other languages, but no language shift takes place
(Thomason & Kaufman 1988: 46–50). This view on substrate interference by
Thomason and Kaufman is quite influential what can be seen, among other
things, in that it is cited in ELL (4396–4397) as a part of the definition of the
keyword substratum.
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Later, Thomason (2001: 129–156) has proposed a more elaborate typology
of linguistic mechanisms involved in language change under second language
influence. She now distinguishes code-switching, code alternation, passive
familiarity, second-language acquisition strategies, bilingual first-language
acquisition and change by deliberate decision. Any boundaries between these
interference types are difficult to draw, however. Thus, according to Thomason,
the emergence of a stress pattern existent neither in the source, nor in the target
language in Serbian spoken on formerly Hungarian soil is the result of
negotiation (ibid. 143) although it could, quite likely, have been classified as an
effect of second language acquisition strategy, also. The emergence of a
separate partitive genitive case in Russian under possible Uralic influence (see
below section 1.8) has been classified as second-language acquisition strategy
with a negotiation component although one could also argue that the code
alternation or second-language acquisition strategies would have been involved
in such a development.
In article 1 of this volume as well as in section 6.1 of this introduction, it will
be demonstrated that in most cases the effects of assumed interference types of
this kind are not distinguishable in historical time-depth, when trying to point
out the effects the language shift of the Finno-Ugrians might have had on
Russian dialects in the area under consideration. Furthermore, somewhat similar
criticism has recently been presented briefly by Campbell (2006: 22, note 1,).
This does not mean, however, that the distinction between imperfect learning
and borrowing would be a useless one. It was argued above that in the language
contact, the language change may occur either because of efforts by some
members of speech community to use the language resources of others in order
to express themselves more interestingly and clearly, or because there has been
a need to communicate over the language barrier and the members of one or
another speech community accommodate their speech by simplifying it. These
processes roughly correspond to borrowing and negotiation in the terminology
of Thomason. It is also probable that imperfect learning of L2 has indeed played
some role in many instances of language change. However, the two speech
community events referred to earlier differ from Thomason and Kaufman’s
mechanisms of language change in that they seem to be, at least in some cases,
more easily distinguishable even in the historical time-depth.

1.8. Linguistic aspects of contact-induced language change
Although language change ultimately is a social phenomenon, there are particular linguistic structures and features that are more likely to change than
others. In linguistic typology, much attention has been paid to the fact that
languages typically change in a particular direction. Thus, it is typical for
postpositions to develop into case endings while the opposite only very rarely
happens (cf., however, Sámi postposition haga / -taga ‘without’ which
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originates in an abessive case ending, Proto-Sámi *ptaGek < Proto-Uralic *pta /
ptä [ Finnish –tta / ttä, abessive case], Sammallahti 1998: 247). In a similar
manner, motion verbs typically develop into future tense markers, perfects into
evidentials, the names of body parts into postpositions, etc.
Such more or less universal tendencies of language development are present
also in the case of contact-induced change. However, the fact that these
developments are widely attested in the world’s languages makes it hard to
demonstrate that, in a particular case, they have occurred as the result of
language contact. It can be assumed that, in a language contact situation, the
spread of unmarked and typologically common features is connected with those
cases in which L2 learning is involved. Features may spread either as a result of
accommodation of speech via negotiation or as a result of imperfect learning.
The fact that many substrate features often are typologically common and
unmarked and its consequences for the study of linguistic substrate are further
discussed in article 1 of this study where examples are also given.
According to Thomason (2001: 60), among the linguistic factors which
affect language change, the most important are universal markedness, the
typological distance between the contacting languages and the degree to which
linguistic features are integrated into the grammar of contacting languages.
Thus, the replacement of marked features not present in the substrate
language by unmarked features often occurs in the case of contact-induced language change. These kinds of changes may include simplification of complex
morphosyntactic structures such as merger of declination or conjugation types,
replacement of synthetic structures by analogical ones, simplification of
phoneme paradigms by abolishing oppositions not present in the substrate
language, etc. Most notably, tendencies towards unmarked and iconic structures
are discernable both in L2 learning as well as in accommodating the language
for intergroup communication.3 The structures of L2 that cause learning
difficulties for language shifters may also be used in a hypercorrect way and
this may result in structural changes in L2 (Veenker 1967: 13–14; Tkačenko
1985: 16–42). In addition to imperfect learning, the process of negotiation or
merging of two closely related languages by koineisation would also be
expected to lead to the loss of marked features and increasing iconicity.
As for the typological distance between the contacting languages, it has been
claimed that contact-induced changes are most typical in those structures which
are relatively close to each other in the contacting languages. The mutual
transparency of the structures makes it possible for the bilingual language
community to integrate features from one language into another. Thus, one can
speculate that the distinction between total and partial object in Russian (хочу
хлеб ‘I want bread’ [patient in accusative case] vs. хочу хлеба ‘I want some
3

One should note, however, that even highly marked features usually are not eliminated
in language contact if they are present in all of the languages participant in the contact
situation.
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bread’ [patient in genitive case]) may have originated under Uralic influence,
since in Russian the object occurs in the genitive case when it is animate (cf.
Veenker 1967: 86–87). This means that the new contact-induced structure fits
well into the already existing grammatical pattern.
Those structures which are deeply embedded in the language structure and
involve complex morphological processes are harder to integrate into another
language system. For example, it is hard to imagine a language that would have
borrowed an accusative-marker from North Sámi, where the accusative case is
derived by complex morphophonological alternations (consonant gradation)
which belong to several different types. Some cases of borrowing of complex
morphosyntactic features have been described in contact linguistics, however.
Thus, Mednyj Aleut has borrowed its entire verb morphology from Russian,
while retaining the Aleut noun morphology. In Michif, nouns and adjectives are
declined according the rules of French grammar, but verbs, together with verbal
inflection are from Cree (Thomason & Kaufman 1988: 228–238). However,
most types of language change are unlike these, in that features which have
originated under the influence of the substrate language are typologically
common and unmarked. Moreover, the distinction between borrowing of an
entity and pattern replacement (see below section 1.9) should be taken into
account in recognising the effects of the language shift.
The third factor mentioned, the degree to which linguistic features are integrated into the grammar of the contacting language determines that the substrate
interferences – or any contact-induced interferences – are more likely to occur
in peripheral than core systems of a language. Thus, in Finnic languages some
local nouns may be used with comparative suffixes which usually combine only
with adjectives (ranta ‘shore’
ranne-mma-lla ‘closer to the shore’
[comparative + adessive, outer local case], laita ‘edge’ laidempana ‘closer to
the edge’ [comparative + essive, a local case]). This typologically relatively rare
feature is without parallel in Slavic with the exception of northern Russian
dialects, where some nouns may be used with the comparative in a similar
manner (река ‘river’
речае ‘closer to the river’, берег ‘shore’
бережее
‘closer to the shore’). It seems probable that this feature has spread into Russian
as a contact-induced (substrate) feature (Veenker 1967: 90; Vostrikov 1990:
41). As the comparative forms of nouns are restricted to few words with local
meanings, this feature can be described as peripheral and introducing it into
Russian has not brought about large scale restructuring of linguistic patterns.
This has probably been one of the reasons why transfer of the pattern has
occurred.
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1.9. Borrowing vs. pattern replacement
In the case of linguistic substrate, one observes a particular variant of language
in which contact-induced language change has occurred. The linguistic
investigation of contact-induced phenomena takes place separately in the sphere
of phonemes, words and affixes on the one hand and linguistic patterns and
structures on the other. The origin of the former can be studied by the standard
historical-comparative method while the origin of the latter is studied by various
methods which often cannot yield results with the same degree of certainty as
traditional comparativistics. The reasons for this are well described in Fox
(1995: 104–105): the history of words and phonemes is history of entities which
can be identified as identical in the course of time, while the replacement of
some features in a linguistic pattern influences the whole pattern.
Thus, although linguistic structures develop from other structures, they are
not entities which can be identified as identical in the course of time. For this
reason, it is difficult to distinguish between the amount of inherited and
borrowed in the case of a pattern change.
This is reflected in that in the case of contact induced morphosyntactical
change one is usually dealing with structures that are not identical in the source
and target languages. This is demonstrated in Sarhimaa’s research (1999). She
studied the Karelian necessive construction formed with the borrowed Russian
auxiliary должен 'must; be obliged'. Since Karelian lacks the grammatical
categories which are present in Russian and used with the auxiliary должен
(such as gender, verbal aspect and predicative clause formed without a copula)
the Karelian constructions which have emerged around the borrowed auxiliary
differ remarkably from their Russian counterparts. Thus, while it is clear that
the necessive auxiliary должен is a borrowing from Russian, it is much less
easy to say whether the new necessive construction that has emerged in
Karelian is also a borrowing. Structures like this imitate structures in their
source language but are formed within the grammatical categories and
constraints of the language they belong to. In these cases it is difficult to prove
that substrate interference has occurred if no borrowing of a grammatical
function word or an affix has been connected with substrate interference.

1.10. Substrate as predominantly lexical interference
In the past, much debate concerning linguistic substrate has concentrated on the
presumed substrate origin of phonetic/phonological and morphosyntactic
patterns. The idea that linguistic substrate in a particular language comprises
mainly features that have emerged through imperfect learning, i.e. as an
outcome of the substrate interference as suggested by Thomason and Kaufman,
is also reflected in handbooks.
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For the reasons described above searches for such substrate phenomena will
not always be fruitful, however. It is thus no wonder that a characteristic feature
of the debate concerning linguistic substrate seems to be that there is no
unanimity in the scope and extent of substrate interference even in those cases
in which language shift has occurred with absolute certainty (cf. a discussion
concerning particular phonological changes in Romance languages, ELL 4397).
This state of affairs reflects the vagueness of the methods of substrate studies
and the uncertainty of the results.
As already noted in section 1.1, from the point of view of historicalcomparative linguistics, a reasonable way to define the linguistic substrate is
that it is the residue of an extinct language form that is discernable in another
language spoken in the same area. Linguistic substrate is thus connected to both
the history as well as to the geography of a language. If defined in this way it
will not, however, be connected to linguistic processes that may occur during
language shift. It follows from this historical and areal approach, that those
linguistic substrate interferences that can be meaningfully identified and studied
have been lexical in the first place. This is because, as noted earlier, the lexemes
as well as morphemes have a genetic identity, in the linguistic meaning of this
notion, and therefore their source language can, in most cases, be identified with
a reasonable degree of certainty. Also when the identification of a particular
vocabulary layer is not possible, one may assume that it has been borrowed
from a source language that has become extinct. In such cases, however, the
exact number of borrowings from the substrate language is likely to remain an
open question (Aikio 2004: 9–10).
The view that those substrate interferences which are meaningful from the
viewpoint of historical linguistics are predominantly lexical has been presented
even by Aikio (ibid.), whose arguments follow the lines presented here (cf. also
article 1 of this study; somewhat similar viewpoint has also been presented by
Matveev [2001: 102–103]). Tkačenko (1989: 41–42) and Myznikov (2004: 19–
23) even distinguish between substrate and borrowing in the lexicon. In their
terminology, lexical substrate is a residue of the extinct language that has been
preserved in a speech community through language shift, typically because it
denotes concepts which were nonexistent in the target language of the shift.
Some other words have been retained as they have developed new meanings.
The borrowed vocabulary, in turn, has been transferred from one speech
community to another and it represents a principally different contact linguistic
process.
It is indeed possible to make this kind of distinction in some cases, for
example, when some borrowings are located in a dotted area of distribution or
where a particular borrowing occurs in several slightly different phonological
shapes in different dialects. Such cases point to the fact that the borrowings
have been preserved through a language shift (cf. article 5 and it’s commentaries). If linguistic substrate is to be understood primarily as a historical and
areal phenomenon, however, it is not always necessary to make such distinc24

tions. Thus, Richards (2003) identifies the oldest layer of Slavic borrowings in
Hungarian that, quite certainly, has been borrowed from extinct Slavic dialects.
Nevertheless, he does not implement any methods which would be characteristic for substrate studies only but bases his argumentation solely on the careful
implementation of the historical-comparative method.
In the lexicon, the substrate borrowings are typically found in domains
related to a particular region such as vocabulary connected to geography,
ecology, climate, flora, fauna and the local forms of livelihood. This kind of
vocabulary includes concepts that cannot be replaced by the vocabulary of a
language that has not been spoken in the contact area for a longer period of time
and therefore has not developed an adequate terminology to describe its
characteristics. Moreover, substrate vocabulary can be found in taboo and
affective words, presumably because such vocabulary is continuously in the
need of renewal and new affective words are coined out from all the sources
available in the speech community.4 The third, and in most cases likely the most
important domain of substrate vocabulary which is treated in detail in all of the
articles of this study is the substrate toponymy. Thus, the domains of substrate
borrowings are clearly different from the domains of cultural borrowings, which
usually include names for cultural innovations, terminology related to agriculture, religion, administration, etc.
Substrate interference may also be found in some morphological elements
which spread with the vocabulary and may in some cases become productive
morphemes. For example, some Finnic deverbal derivational suffixes have
been adopted into northern Russian dialects via borrowed vocabulary
(-андать  *-nta- / ntä- and –айдать  *-aita- / -äitä, Veenker 1967: 152).
It is also likely that in many cases substrate languages have played an important role even in the development of phonetic/phonological and morphosyntactic patterns of a language in which the lexical substrate is discernable. As
noted above in section 1.9, the identification of such substrate interferences is,
however, seriously hindered by the fact that changes in phonetics/phonology
and morphosyntax are typically pattern replacements in which the role of
inherited and borrowed is difficult to distinguish. One needs to note, however,
that this is not true of all of the morphosyntactic innovations. It is possible that
new morphosyntactic patterns enter from substrate languages, such as the
comparison of nouns referred to in section 1.8 above. It is also possible for a
morphosyntactic innovation to be based on a borrowed element that introduces
a pattern that somehow resembles that of the source language but is not
identical with it, such as the Karelian должен-constructions referred to above in
section 1.9. Because the core of such structures is the borrowed lexeme, they
can easily be identified.

4

A related sphere of lexical substrate interferences are also the secret languages
(Tkačenko 1989: 34).
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Also, phonetics and phonology are natural spheres of substrate interference,
especially if language shift has occurred rapidly, or the target language has
spread via people who have learned it as a second language. In cases such as
these, the linguistic mechanism involved in the emergence of phonetic/
phonological innovations is similar to substrate interference as defined by
Thomason and Kaufman, i.e. imperfect learning. Typically phonetic/phonological contact interference affects the whole class of phonemes. They may
represent changes in accentuation, neutralisation of phonological oppositions
that are nonexistent in the substrate languages or reduction of the phoneme
inventory of the interfered language by abolition of phoneme classes or
phonological features nonexistent in the substrate language.
In northern Russian dialects there are various, almost certain, phonetic and
phonological substrate features: initial syllable stress has become general,
voiced stops have become voiceless in certain positions, diphthongs have
appeared in the first syllable, etc. (cf. Venkeer 1967: 22–76). Such features
should receive separate treatment that would also implement the typological
knowledge concerning the development tendencies of phonological systems in
the world’s languages.
The fact that substrate interferences may be found in most of the subsystems
of a language does not mean, however, that all of them are equally important.
From the point of view of the identification of a situation in which a language
shift has taken place it is clearly the lexical substrate interference which is
crucial. Moreover, this is the most reliable source of information concerning the
characteristics of the substrate languages.

2. Ethnic history of northern Russia prior Slavs
2.1. The Dvina Basin and the diffusion of the Uralic languages
The Arkhangelsk and Vologda regions are the only North European areas
without a Uralic-speaking population and also the largest exclusively Russianspeaking gap in an otherwise relatively uniform Uralic language area. It is
therefore not surprising that scholars studying Uralic languages have always
assumed that this area was also once Uralic-speaking
Together with its surroundings the Dvina basin divides the Uralic language
family into two geographically distinct areas. The western area consists of the
Finnic and Sámi languages which have had long-lasting and intensive mutual
contacts. According to a traditional theory these two branches of Uralic share a
common intermediate protolanguage within the Uralic family (E. Itkonen 1966;
Korhonen 1981) but nowadays this theory finds less support (cf. T. Itkonen
1998; Koivulehto 1999; Saarikivi & Grünthal 2005). The five other groups of
Uralic languages are spoken east of the Russian enclave in a geographically
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more or less united area. The only exception is Hungarian, which has spread to
Central Europe as a result of medieval migration. In other words, the areal
distribution of Uralic languages alone is a sufficient argument to assume that
Uralic languages must have been spoken even in the present-day Arkhangelsk
Region for some period of time.

2.2. Scandinavian documentary sources
There is direct historical evidence proving that there was a Finno-Ugrian
population in North Russia. Various medieval documentary sources, both Slavic
and Scandinavian, mention non-Slavic tribes in this territory.
The Scandinavian medieval literary tradition concerning the pre-Slavic tribes
in the north of Russia can be classified into sagas, i.e. historical accounts, rune
inscripts, poetry and geographical literature. In these accounts, the north of
Russia is called Biarmia (Old Norse Bjarmaland) and its inhabitants the Biarmians (bjarmar). The much cited account by Ottar (Oththere) from Halogaland
that has been published in Anglo-Saxon by King Alfred the Great around 890
also belongs to the Scandinavian tradition. It reports that the Norwegian
merchant Ottar, who lived in northernmost Norway sailed along the Norwegian
coast, passed the North Cape and after several days’ voyage arrived at a great
river. There he found a rich and populous land whose white-haired settlers were
sedentary, cultivated land and practiced cattle-breeding unlike the nomadic
Finns (probably Sámi people in this context). Ottar did not know the language
of the Biarmians, but it reportedly resembled the language of the Sámis. The
Biarmians told Ottar about their country and other countries that bordered it
(Glazyrina 1996: 37–38; Tallgren 1931: 101–103; SHD1: 20–22).
Another account in Heimskringla and King Olafs Saga contains a description
of an expedition made by the merchant Tore Hund together with some friends to
Bjarmaland, to the mouth of the River Vína. These people started to trade with
the inhabitants and bought a great many pelts, whereupon they pretended to
leave. Later, they returned in secret, and plundered the burial site where the
Biarmians had erected an idol of their god Jomali. This idol had a bowl on his
knees containing silver, and a valuable chain around his neck. Tore and his men
managed to escape from the pursuing Biarmians with a rich booty (Haavio
1965: 176–187; 232–233; SHD1). The name of the deity in this account is,
according to already generations of scholars, connected with the Finnic word
jumala ‘God’5 (cf. Porthan 1982: 51–52).
There are around fifteen other accounts on Biarmia and Biarmians in
Scandinavian literature. The last part of the Edda, Háttatal includes a report of
5

This word (< *juma) has cognates in Sámi, Mordvinian and Mari and is likely an
Aryan borrowing (< *dyum5an, Koivulehto 1999b: 228) as are many other words related
to religion.
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an expedition to Biarmia, from where the viking Ogmundr continued to Suz’dal
in 1217. This and also some other accounts on Biarmia point to the fact that this
area had regular connections with the central Russian principalities. There are
also accounts in the sagas which include information that the Biarmians paid
taxes to the Slavs. According to the sagas, the last expedition to Biarmaland
took place in 1222. After that, in 1238, some groups of Biarmians fled to Norway in order to escape the Tatars (i.e. Mongols). They were given land and
baptised by the Norwegian king (Bulatov 1997: 28–29; Haavio 1965: 238–240).
Etymologising the toponym Biarmia from the toponym Пермь is a
centuries-old tradition in historiography (Olaus Magnus 1973: 19; Bulatov
1993: 18; Haavio 1965: 22–24; Jackson 1993: 249). This ethnonym, in turn, has
been explained as a Finnic borrowing from the toponymic composition
perämaa ‘hinterlands’ (Bubrih 1947: 30), although this is quite uncertain. The
connection between the ethnonyms Пермь and Biarmia also remains speculative as we do not know enough about the background of these ethnonyms.
The sagas also contain some other toponyms which can be localised in the
north of Russia. The most important are Gandvik, which has been identified as
Кандалакша (Fi. Kantalahti, the bay in the south of the Kola Peninsula), and
Vína, which is most likely to be identified as the Dvina. However, both of these
toponyms have also been explained in other ways, Gandvík as a denomination
for the Arctic Ocean (Tiander 1906: 73; Jackson 1993: 251–252) and Vína as a
general denomination for a river (Jackson 1992: 126).

2.3. Slavic documentary sources
The beginnings of the Slavic settlement in the Dvina basin are connected with
the colonisation activities of the Russian principalities after the Fall of Kievan
Rus’ in 1137. The most important of the principalities in the north was
Novgorod, which rivalled the central Russian states for control over the
northern peripheries.
Since Nasonov (1951), the colonisation of the north of Russia has been
divided into two main currents. One of them conveyed a Slavic population from
the vicinity of Novgorod to the northern peripheries via the water route along
the Svir’ to the White Sea, while the other connected the Upper Volga region
and its Slavic principalities Suz’dal, Rostov and Vladimir to the Dvina basin.
These principalities were seized by Moscow in the 13th and 14th centuries,
while Novgorod retained its independence until 1471.
Russian sources on the Finno-Ugrian people in the Dvina basin are numerous. They include Chronicles, hagiographies, juridical documents and birch
bark letters. Of these, the most important are the Chronicles. They contain information on the spread of Christianity and the rule of the Slavic principalities. In
this connection, conflicts between Slavs and the indigenous people of the Dvina
basin are continuously mentioned.
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The first Slavic source which mentions Finno-Ugrian tribes in the Dvina
basin is the Russian Primary Chronicle (NL). It contains a list of tribes which
paid taxes to Russia. Besides the present Uralic people, extinct tribes are also
mentioned: мерья, мурома, мещера, чудь and заволочская чудь. The last of
these has traditionally been considered a denomination for the Finnic tribe
living in the Dvina basin (see article 2, section 2.2 for the etymology and a
discussion of this ethnonym). The same ethnonym figures also in some other
chronicles. The notion of Заволочье has in a later period been used as a
denomination for that part of the principality of Novgorod which was situated in
the Dvina basin (on the etymology of the toponym see article 2, section 1.3).
Because the ethnonym чудь has been used of Finnic tribes (Veps and
Estonians), it has traditionally been assumed that the Заволоцкая чудь was also
a Finnic tribe. According to the Двинская летопись (a chronicle), the Заволоцкая чудь would have been called двиняне (from the river name Двина) after
they were baptised (Rybakov 1993: 540). Чудь also figures as an ethonym for
the legendary pre-Slavic people in northern Russian folklore. Also this oral
tradition is briefly considered in section 2.2 of article 2.
Another ethnonym mentioned in the Russian Primary Chronicle which has
attracted attention among historians is весь. This ethnonym has been
etymologically connected with an ethnonym for the Veps (cf. Grünthal 1997).
According to the primary chronicle the весь lived by the Beloozero. It has,
therefore, been suggested that the present Veps population by Lake Onega and
south of the River Svir’ is only the residue of a far larger area inhabited by the
Veps in the past. As some groups of Veps have used the ethonym чудь of
themselves, it has been suggested that prior to the Slavs most of northern Russia
was inhabited by the Veps (Haavio 1965; Pimenov 1965).
Among the other ethnonyms which figure in the Russian chronicles and
scholarly literature concerning northern Russia is емь. Some early scholars such
as A. J. Sjögren and J. J. Mikkola were of the opinion that the емь, a
denomination for the Finnic tribe Häme (in central South Finland), had also
lived in the Dvina basin. This theory was supported even in the second half of
20th century (Kirkinen 1963: 26–27), although it has since been severely
criticised by John Lind (1977) and nowadays it can be considered abandoned.
Most likely, in all cases in which the Russian chronicles mention the tribe name
Jem’, the connection is with present-day Finland.
Some Russian chronicles also mention other pagan tribes with ethnonyms
derived from toponyms. Among these are the тоймичи погане, сура поганая,
пинежане, важане, белозерции, etc. Most of these ethnonyms derive from
river names and it has been proposed that at least some of them refer to mixed
Slavic-Uralic populations (Bernštam 1973). While this certainly is possible in
some cases, there are historical sources which explicitly mention that the tribes
in question are pagan and hostile. Thus, there are accounts of the conflicts
between the Novgorodians and the сура поганая in the 15th and the тоймичи
погане in the 13th century.
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Documents of a political and juridic nature also contain information on
Finno-Ugrian tribes in the north of Russia. The Уставная грамота князя
Святослава Ольговича lists 26 settlements (Ru. погост) which pay taxes to
Novgorod. Most of these have Finno-Ugrian names and it appears that their
inhabitants were also largely non-Slavic by the time the document was written.
In view of A.N. Nasonov’s (1951) localisation of these settlements, it would
seem that the Dvina basin was the most prosperous region of Novgorod since it
paid most taxes. Another juridical document from 1315 mentions Finnic
personal names (Ровда, Азика, Харагинец) among the foremen of the Vaga
district, by now an entirely Russian speaking area (Haavio 1965: 58; Bulatov
1993: 64–65).
The versatile information included in the Novgorod birch bark letters
confirms that the Finnic tribes constituted a considerable ethnic group in the
principality of Novgorod. These documents include many Finnic personal
names and toponyms. Some birch bark letters also include some Finnic
vocabulary and one is written in a Finnic language (Helimski 1986; Laakso
1999). In the birch bark letters, the people with Finnic personal names figure as
normal Novgorodians, i.e. there are no accounts of hostile relationships or
conflicts between the Finno-Ugrians and the Slavs (cf. however Laakso 2005
who presents a different interpretation of birch bark letter 600). This fact
indicates that at least some sections of the Finnic speaking population integrated
into the the social order of the principality of Novgorod. This integration
process ultimately led to Slavicisation.

2.4. Archaeological evidence6
The area of the present-day Arkhangelsk Region has been subject to various
waves of archaeologically discernable influences from the south. This area
itself, in turn, has never been a cultural centre, which would have radiated
influences in other directions.
In the Ice Age the western parts of the present-day Arkhangelsk Region and
Karelia were under an ice sheet, while the eastern part was a tundra plain which,
most likely, was uninhabited. The oldest remnants of humans in the Dvina basin
are from the mesolithic period and date from approximately 7000–6000 BC.
The first ceramics in the area date from around 5000 BC, Approximately 3900
BC typical Comb Ceramics appear in northern Europe. They originated in the
Upper Volga region and diffuse in a wide northern European zone including
most of the area where Finnic and Sámi languages are spoken today. In the
Dvina basin, most of the cultural area related to Comb Ceramics is called the
Kargopol’ Culture which subsequently developed into the Late Kargopol Cul6

The following sketch on the archaeological cultures in Northern Europe is based on
the following references: Carpelan 1999; Carpelan & Parpola 2002, Manjuhin 2002.
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ture. This cultural area spreads from the River Onega to the upper course of the
River Sukhona.
Around 2000 BC, at the same time as the Late Kargopol Culture emerged, a
new cultural innovation, textile ceramics, begun to spread from Central Russia
to the north and northwest. East of this area another Bronze Age culture, the
Ananyino Culture, with connections to the Iranian people of the steppes
emerged. A simultaneous cultural innovation is also the Seyma-Turbino Transcultural Phenomenon, probably a network of traders who transmitted bronze
artefacts from the Urals to the west and east.
The diffusion of the Uralic languages to their present territories has been
connected with these archaeological cultures in various ways. Traditionally,
Comb Ceramics have been related to Proto-Uralic. This view was first presented
by Harri Moora (1956) and in the 1980s it became a standard theory for the
spread of Finno-Ugrians into present-day Finland and Estonia. This theory was
based on the facts that the Uralic protolanguage is traditionally dated
approximately to the period when Comb Ceramics emerged and to the fact that
there are no other cases where an archaeological culture spreading from central
Russia covered the whole Finnic language area. Recently, a new theory has
placed the Uralic linguistic homeland in the area of the Lyalovo Culture which
also belonged to the Comb Ceramics area (Carpelan & Parpola 2002). The most
recent interpretation suggests that the spread of Uralic to the west should be
connected with the later Seyma-Turbino Transcultural Phenomenon (Kallio
2006). The Ananyino Culture, in turn, has been connected with the Permian
group of Uralic languages by several scholars. One needs to note, however, that
the area of Ananyino culture is so large that it cannot have been linguistically
homogenous. Therefore, one has to assume that the Permian languages emerged
only in some part of the area covered by this archaeological culture.
There are various problems related to the identification of the languages of
archaeological cultures mentioned above. Similar difficulties related to ethnic
and linguistic identification of an archaeological culture are known from most
of the world (in Finnish context, see discussion in Taavitsainen 2002). Palaeolinguistic evidence is of little help here because the Uralic protolanguage and
many of the intermediate protolanguages of the Uralic family include little
vocabulary that would point to archaeologically identifiable types of artefacts
(cf. however Kallio 2006 that refers to a few palaeolinguistically meaningful
words of Proto-Uralic). It is clear, however, that Uralic languages were spoken
in the archaeological cultures referred to above and well-founded attempts to
unite archaeological and linguistic material will be necessary.
It is likely only in the Iron Age archaeological material, where it is possible
to follow the spread of cultural innovations which can be connected with
language forms with a reasonable degree of certainty. Especially can the
archaeologically discernable cultures which emerged in north-eastern Europe in
the Late Iron Age and Early Middle Ages be clearly connected to the
predecessors of present Uralic tribes and language forms.
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In the period 600–1000 BC there were two cultural innovation centres at the
shores of Lake Ladoga. The southwestern centre has been connected to the
emergence of the Veps ethnos and the northeastern is considered to have been
the original home of the Karelians (Uino 1997). In the east of the Dvina basin
the Vyčegda Perm’ Culture connected with the origins of the Komi-Zyryan
people took shape, while in the Jaroslavl and Kostroma regions on the Upper
Volga an archaeological culture connected with the extinct Merya emerged
(Leont’ev 1996).
The Iron Age archaelogical findings in the Dvina basin do not belong to any
of these archaeological cultures, but form local groups with different cultural
connections. Thus, on the Middle Vaga, the findings resemble most the
Karelian and Veps settlements, but also include artefact types of Vyčegda Perm’
origin (Ovsyannikov 1978; Rjabinin 1997: 141–142). In the Sukhona basin the
ethnical indicators of the findings relate them more to the Meryan settlements of
the Kostroma and Jaroslavl regions. The cremations in the Kokšen’ga river
basin resemble findings from the area inhabited by Permian tribes. On the other
hand, the artefact types found from these burial grounds are closer to Slavic
than Permian types (Rjabinin ibid. 142–143). In the Pinega district, the burial
ground findings of Verkola shows close resemblance to those from territories
inhabited by Finnic tribes (Kolpakov & Ryabtseva 1994). Even Tallgren (1931)
made a similar observation concerning the Vajmuša burial ground in the same
district.
Makarov (1993, 1997) emphasises the qualitative difference in the findings
of the Late Iron Age compared to those of previous periods. In his opinion, the
first permanent settlements in the Dvina basin emerged only a few hundred
years before the Slavicisation of the area. The considerable change in the size of
the population and in the means of livelihood is probably connected with the
relatively mild climate that prevailed in northern Europe in 800–1200 AD.
Another factor which attracted people to these northern peripheries was the fur
trade which was expanding quickly in medieval Europe. Thus, the colonisation
of the Dvina basin by Finno-Ugrians and Slavs in this period may be related to
the simultaneous spread of Finnic and Permian tribes to the North to their
present areas.
Detailed archaeological analysis by Makarov (1997) based on materials
collected from voloks, the watersheds where boats were dragged from one river
basin to another, testifies to Slavicisation of northern Russia. In the Middle
Ages, the watershed areas were populated by people who had trade connections
with the Slavic centres and who formed a network that played a crucial role in
the colonisation of the Dvina basin. In their early phase these settlements had
probably a mostly Finnic or other Uralic speaking population, but in 13th and
14th century the findings connected with the Slavs increase. Makarov cites
Bernštam (1973) who emphasised the mixed ethnical nature of the Iron Age
population in Заволочье. In his opinion, the Finnic tribes moved inside the
principality of Novgorod and had an active role in the colonisation of the Dvina
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basin. Thus, the emergence of permanent settlements in the Dvina basin cannot
easily be split into Slavic and Finno-Ugrian population streams.

2.5. Komi-Finnic contacts
One of the most important pieces of evidence for the Middle Age presence of
Finnic tribes in the Dvina basin is the fact that there are Finnic borrowings in
Komi, the Finno-Ugrian language spoken east of the Arkhangelsk Region. This
layer of Komi vocabulary has been investigated by Wichmann, Uotila, Lytkin
(1967), Turkin (1985) and other scholars.
According to the handbooks, the number of Finnic borrowings in Komi is
around 70. Most of these are dialect words related to agriculture, cattle
breeding, household accessories, etc. Most of them are known only in the
western Komi-Zyryan dialects of Ižva, Luza-Letka and especially Vaška. This
westernmost dialect of Komi-Zyryan accounts for around two thirds of the
borrowings cited in handbooks (cf. Turkin ibid.). About 20 Finnic borrowings
have a wide areal distribution in Komi-Zyryan dialects.
Hausenberg (1983: 16–17) has proposed that there may be two layers of
Finnic borrowings in Komi-Zyryan. Even older contacts between Finnic and
Permian have been proposed by Koivulehto (1981; 1983:124–125; 1989; 177–
178) who has argued that several Germanic and other early western IndoEuropean borrowings (e.g. katras ‘herd’, joukko ‘group; crowd’, otsa ‘forehead;
end’, kypsä ‘cooked; baked’, ehtiä ‘reach; arrive in time’) have spread from
Finnic and Pre-Finnic to Permian languages and Proto-Permian. He has argued
that, in addition to a loan etymology from Germanic or other western IndoEuropean source, the irregular phonological correspondences between Finnic
and Permian suggest that these words have spread as borrowings.
This line of argument can be supported by some new etymologies. It seems
that many of the “irregular” Finnic-Permian cognate words cited in etymological dictionaries (SSA, SKES, UEW) are in fact borrowings from Finnic and
its predecessors into Permian languages and Proto-Permian. In a lecture
delivered to the Finno-Ugrian Society, (19th January, 2005) the author of this
study presented several new cases of this kind. Like the borrowings pointed out
by Koivulehto, these too include words with Germanic and other loan
etymologies. As this lecture has not yet been published some relatively clear
cases are presented here.
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A. Borrowings from Finnic to Komi
1. tal’-ny, tal´-alny tal’-avny7 ’trample’ (different derivatives) < Proto-Finnic
*talla- ‘trample’ (> Finnish tallata).
The Finnic and Komi words have been treated as cognate words in KESKJ
(278) and as insecure cognates in SKES, SSA (the latter two both add two
question marks), NSES and UEW. The last one of these also adds an obscure
explanation concerning the problems related to this Gleichsetzung: ”Falls die
Etymologie akzeptiert werden kann, wurde das für die FP Zeit erschlossene *a
der ersten Silbe unter dem Einfluss des moullierten l’ im Frühurpermischen zu
*ä und später entwickelte sich das auf diese Weise entstandene urperm. *ä
regelmässig zu a. Das geminierte ll in den Osfi. Sprachen ist unregelmässig”. It
should be clear that a loan etymology would be a much more appropriate
explanation for the Finnic –ll– (which cannot occur in old words and only came
about as a result of the Finnic sound shift *-ln- > -ll-), especially as the Finnic
word seems to have an etymological explanation within Finnic: the word is a
likely derivation from talla ‘sole of a shoe or the bottom of a sleigh’, which in
turn, is a Germanic borrowing (cf. Old Norse stallr ‘base’, SSA III: 262).
2. lik-my-ny ‘come; reach’ < Proto-Finnic *liikku- ‘move’ (> Finnish liikkua
‘move’).
The Komi word is an -m-derivation that could, in principle, be derived both
from a noun and a verbal stem (cf. iz’ ‘stone’ > iz’myny ‘petrify’, todyny ‘know’
> todmany ‘point out; remark’). The Finnic word cannot be old as it has
phonological features which are Finnic innovations (long vowel followed by a
geminate, second syllable u). In some older handbooks Finnic and Komi words
are cited as cognates (Collinder 1955; KESKJ 160) but this Gleichsetzung is
rejected by SKES and SSA (II: 73).
3. pal’-avny ‘recover (fainted)’ < Proto-Finnic *pala- (Finnish > palata)
‘return’, in dialects also ‘heal, recover’.
Some etymological dictionaries cite this comparison, though with a question
mark (KESKJ 215, SSA II:229). According to NSES (861), “äännehistoriallisten ongelmien takia rinnastus ei kuitenkaan tunnu uskottavalta, kun
merkityskään ei ole sama” [“the idea that the words are cognates does not seem
credible because of the problems related to historical phonology; moreover,
even the meanings are different”]. The phonetic problem (Finnic a ~ Komi a
instead of regular o or u) could be explained by assuming that the Komi word is

7

In the following y is used for Komi and Udmurt high back vowel (8i or ï) and ö for
middle vowel (8e). This is a convention that is also used in several publications by the
Finno-Ugrian Society.
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a borrowing from Finnic. As in etymology 1, here also the Komi l´ corresponds
to the Finnic l.
4. kuröd ‘bad; inappropriate’, in compound kikuröd ‘untidy; careless; inaccurate’ (the first part of this compound is ki ‘hand’ [< PU *käti > fi. käsi id.],
-öd is a derivational suffix) < Proto-Finnic *kura ‘bad’ (> Estonian, Votian kura
‘left’, Finnish dialectal kurakäsi ‘left-handed’; the word also appears in Sámi).
The Finnic and Komi words cannot be cognates because of the irregular
vowel correspondence (Komi u instead of y). In both Finnic and Komi the word
is used in similar compounds, which makes a loan explanation even more
probable.
5. vad (: vadj-) ‘small lake in a forest; damp or swampy place’ < Finnic *vataja
‘damp place; a deep place in a river’.
According to UEW, the Komi word is probably a derivation from va ‘water’.
This does not seem possible as there is a –j– in the oblique stem of the Permian
word (cf. vadjyn ‘in a swampy place’). A borrowing from Finnic seems a likely
explanation especially as the word vataja is attested both in the substrate
toponymy and appellative borrowing in North Russian (вадега ‘a deep place in
a river’). A somewhat similar explanation for the Komi word has recently also
been given in MSFSZ (46–47).
6. pel’k ‘casual, accidental’ < Finnic *pelkkä ‘only; mere; pure; sheer’
(> Finnish pelkkä).
The Finnic and Komi words have been compared with each other in KESKJ
(219) which also refers to Mari pelkə ‘gentle; honest’ in this connection. SKES,
UEW (728) and NSES consider this Gleichsetzung unlikely and SSA (II: 333)
rejects it. The assumption that the Komi word is a borrowing from Finnic seems
most likely from the point of view of phonology. In any case, these words
cannot be cognates on phonological grounds. The Finnic word has a surprisingly narrow distribution in Finnic dialects and it represents a new phonotactic
type (with a string of three consonants in the middle of the word). Therefore, it
is likely a borrowing or a derivation.
B. Borrowings from Finnic to Komi and Udmurt
7. Komi and Udmurt kysky-ny ‘pull; jerk’ (< Proto-Permian *kys- (:kysk-)
< Finnic *kisko- id.)
Finnic kiskoa has earlier been compared with Komi ko7sny ‘jerk; pull; peel’
and Udmurt ke7sny ‘jerk; pull; cleave’ (further cognates of these are mdM
kə7skərams ‘nip’ and saN gaikut ‘jerk; pull’). If this comparison is correct (the
vowels are slightly irregular), it would enhance the credibility of the borrowing:
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the Uralic word would have been borrowed again inside the language family.
The back vowel in the Komi and Udmurt words seems to be a regular reflex of
the Finnic front vowel in cases where Finnic has a combination of a front vowel
in the first syllable and a back vowel in the second.8
8. Komi lya Udmurt lyo ‘sand’ (< Proto-Permian *lya ‘sand’) < Finnic *liiva
‘sand’; this, in turn, is a Baltic borrowing, cf. Latvian glīve ‘mud or clay’,
Lithuanian glyvas ‘slime’; the same Finnic word has also been borrowed into
Russian (> лыва ‘mud’, Kalima 1919: 157–158), but this word cannot be the
loan original of Permian words as there are no Slavic borrowings in ProtoPermian.
As with borrowing 7, the Permian y in the first syllable corresponds to the
Finnic i which appears before the second syllable back vowel in the loan
original. The Finnic and Permian words have previously been considered cognates. UEW (p. 250) even adds an explanation to the irregular sound
correspondences: “perm. Vokale sind durch den labialisierenden Einfluss des
inlautenden v zu erklären”. Even if this were so – which seems unlikely as there
are no parallels for the labialising influence of *v between first and second
syllable in Permian – both the Finnic and Permian words would belong to new
structure types (the former includes a combination of a first syllable long vowel
and second syllable low wovel, the latter has two syllables. Moreover, the
Finnic word has a very credible loan etymology. All this makes the idea that the
Permian word is a Finnic borrowing a most likely explanation.
9. Komi vargös ‘disobedient, lazy; shrewd, treacherous, sly’ Udmurt vargas- in
compounds vargasnylpi ‘disobedient, spoiled child’ vargasv‹a7œeg ‘a lonely
goose’ < Proto-Permian *vargVs < Finnic *varkas (> Finnish varas) ‘thief’.
The Finnic word has been explained as a Germanic borrowing < *wargaz
‘wolf; thief, robber’ (SSA III: 409). – The Permian words cannot be cognates of
the Finnic word because of their phonological structure; moreover, the Finnic
word has a credible loan etymology.
10. Komi kok-av-ny ‘hoe’(v.) kok-an ’hoe’, ud kukčo ’hoe’, kukčany ‘grub with
a hoe’ (all these are probably derivations from Proto-Permian *k8ok ‘hoe’) <
Finnic *kōkka (> Finnish kuokka id.). This word, in turn, is a Germanic
borrowing (< *hōka ‘crook’ > English hook).
The Finnic and Permian words have been compared in several etymological
dictionaries, but the comparison has been considered irregular and, therefore,
uncertain (UEW 669; SKES). According to SSA (I: 439), the phonetic shape of
the Finnic word does not fit in well with the Finno-Permian period and it is
8

A similar vowel correspondence also occurs in Finnic borrowings in North Russian.
See article 2, section 4.1.
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likely of Germanic origin. Also, NSES considers the word a Germanic
borrowing. If this is correct – and there is every reason to believe that this is the
case – the Komi and Udmurt words should be explained as borrowings from
Finnic.
C. Borrowings from Pre-Finnic to Komi and Udmurt
12 ko yš-myny ‘be excited; feel lust or desire’ yš-ödny ‘fascinate, lure’ < preFinnic *iša > su iha ‘cheerful, glad, merry; pleasant, agreeable, lovely’
(> Finnish ihailla ‘admire’, ihana ‘lovely’, ihastua ‘be delighted’ – this word
also exists in other Finnic languages and Mordvinian [mdM ožəlgədəms,
ežəlgədəms ‘cheer’]). The Finnic and related words have been explained as a
Proto-Iranian borrowing < *i(s)ts5a ‘wish, hope or long for’ (Koivulehto 2001).
Permian and Finnic words have been compared in SKES under a question mark.
Such a comparison has been considered insecure, probably because of the
irregular vowel correspondence. This comparison has also been recently
rejected by Rintala (2003) who has investigated words belonging to this
connection in detail. An assumption that the word is a Pre-Finnic borrowing,
explains these irregularities. As in the borrowings numbered 7 and 8, here also
the y corresponds to the Finnic i in a combination of the first syllable front
vowel and second syllable back vowel.
13 kaj-ny ‘climb; rise’ < Pre-Finnic *kaja- ‘become visible’ (> Finnish kajo
’sunrise’, kajastaa ‘shimmer; clear up’ ~ saN guojetit ‘clear up’ ~ mdE kajems
‘become visible (sprout)’ ~ mariL kaja- I koja- ‘to be visible; appear’ – the
word has other cognates in Samoyed).
This Komi word has previously been presented as a cognate of the Finnic
kaja- (KESKJ 115; SKES), but new handbooks are more suspicious. SSA (I:
278–279) adds a question mark and UEW (p. 643) rejects the comparison
altogether. These suspicions are justified because the Finnic a usually
corresponds to o and u in Komi. The assumption that the word is a loan would
explain the irregularity.
There are few phonological criteria to determine the age of the borrowing. In
light of the wide distribution of *kaja in Uralic languages, this borrowing could
be old, but the absence of the word in Udmurt suggests it is a more recent
borrowing. Because of the sound structure of the word and its distribution in
various Uralic languages, the borrowing cannot be considered Finnic in the
strictest sense of the word.
In conclusion: cases 1–6 above fit in well with the traditional pattern of Finnic
borrowings in Komi. They are restricted to Komi-Zyryan and have a Finnic loan
original. Cases 6–12, however, suggest that contacts between Komi and Finnic
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are older and more extensive than a traditional view supposes. They include
borrowings from Finnic both in Komi and Udmurt and also one case (11) which
seem to have been adopted before the Finnic sound shift š > h.
The Finnic and Pre-Finnic borrowings in Permian thus point to the
conclusion that there have been long-lasting contacts between these two
branches of the Uralic languages after their independent development began.
The situation regarding Finnic and Permian would thus resemble the mutual
relations between Finnic and Sámi in some extent, with the exception that only
borrowings in one direction (from Finnic to Permian) have been identified so far
(probably because those Finnic languages which adopted borrowings from
Permian have disappeared). Many of the “irregular” sound correspondences
between Finnic and Permian could be explained by assuming that the words
have spread from west to east as borrowings. This agrees with the fact that
many of words of this kind have well grounded loan etymologies. It also helps
to eliminate numerous phonological irregularities in Finnic–Permian cognates
and is thus a step forward in examining the complicated historical vocalism of
Permian.
The fact that there are Finnic borrowings in Komi is also of great importance
from the point of view of northern Russian substrate toponymy and the
numerous Finnic borrowings in northern Russian dialects. This proves that the
speaking areas of these two groups of Uralic languages must have been situated
next to each other. As there are different layers of Western Uralic loanwords in
Permian and some of them are old, it seems likely that also some layer of Finnic
or “Finnic-Sámi” substrate toponyms (cf. section 6 of article for discussion) in
the Finnic-Permian contact zone must be of high age.
As the newest layer of borrowings is restricted to individual Komi-Zyryan
dialects, the latest contacts between Finnic and Permian must have taken place
in the period when Komi-Zyryan had already dispersed into dialects. This fact
seems especially important from the standpoint of dating Finnic-Permian
contacts. Namely, many Komi dialects with Finnic borrowings originated fairly
late. Thus it has been suggested that the Udora dialect with over 50 attested
Finnic borrowings originated in the 14th century (Lašuk 1972: 115–116). In a
similar manner, the Komi population by the Ižva originated as late as the 16th
century as some groups of Komis moved north. According to a legend these
Komis encountered the чудь in the Ižva basin as they arrived (Efimenko 1869).
The fact that there are some Finnic borrowings which occur only in the Ižva
dialect seems to suggest that this legend may have some historical grounds.

2.6. Other sources on Pre-Slavic population
In addition to linguistics, history and archaeology, some other disciplines may
also contribute to the study of the Pre-Slavic past of Russia. Most notably,
folklore and oral history include information on pre-Slavic inhabitants of the
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Russian north. The folklore tradition connected with the чудь is considered in
some detail in section 2.2 of article 2.
In ethnology, numerous parallels have been pointed out between Finnic and
northern Russian material culture. These are related to the forms of livelihood,
architecture, handicrafts and accessories, etc. The Slavic peasant culture changed remarkably when it spread to the north and Finnic influence played a
significant role in this process. In physical anthropology, some attempts have
been made to investigate the parallels between the Finnic people and the
northern Russians. According to M.V. Vitov (1964), there are three anthropological types among northern Russians, one of which is also distributed among
the Karelians and Vepsians. It has also been found that the anthropological
characteristics of the western Komis are similar to Finnic people and this has
been interpreted to mean that the Finno-Ugrian tribes of the Dvina basin have
transmitted genes from west to east (Hausenberg 1983: 9; Žerebcov 1982).

3. A brief history of the study of Finno-Ugrian substrate
in northern Russian dialects
Contacts between Finno-Ugrian languages and Russian have been studied from
various points of view for already over two hundred years. From the viewpoint
of substrate studies, there are three fields which are of interest, namely,
loanword studies, studies on contact-induced change in grammar and the study
of toponymy.

3.1. Studies on the northern Russian dialectal vocabulary
The systematic study of Finnic-Slavic contacts most likely begins with H. G.
Porthan, who identified several dozens of Slavic loanwords in Finnish dialects.
On the basis of Scandinavian and Slavic historical sources, he was also aware of
the fact that tribes linguistically close to the Finns had formerly been living in
North Russia. These sources were first systematically studied by A. J. Sjögren
who also referred to toponymy, folklore and etymologies for Russian dialectal
words and argued that the Заволоцкая чудь and емь had been Finnic tribes who
had lived in the Dvina basin prior to the Russians (Sjögren 1832a & b). Sjögren
also collected Finnic borrowings in Russian9 and pointed to the fact that there
had been contacts between the Komi people and the Finnic tribes. After him,
9

In Sjögren’s notes there is also a list of Finnic borrowings in the Pinega dialect, which
is likely collected during his journeys in Northern Russia. This list has never been
published and the author of this volume discovered it in the microfilms of Sjögrens
notes which are preserved in the Slavonic library of Helsinki.
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M. A. Castrén (1844) also discussed this theme in a small study and, in addition
to Finnic, referred to Sámi influence in northern Russian dialects.
The first comprehensive treatise of Russian borrowings in Finnic was written
by J. J. Mikkola (1894), who argued that the oldest Slavic borrowings in Finnic
would have been adopted before 800 AD, in a period when the Finnic
protolanguage had already dispersed, but borrowings could still have spread to
all of the Finnic languages. In this study, as well as in its later version (1938)
Mikkola also treated some central Russian toponyms from the point of view of
the Finnic languages and assumed that large Russified areas of northern Russia
must have been linguistically Finnic.
The first studies on Finno-Ugrian borrowings in Russian were published in
the 19th century (Butkov 1842). As the collecting of lexical materials from
Russian dialects proceeded and the first large dictionaries were published (Dal’;
Podvysockij), the possibilities to study the dialectal vocabulary improved. The
first more or less comprehensive treatise of Finnic loanwords in Russian
dialects were written by Veske (1890), who also handled the Russian borrowings in Finnic. Pogodin (1904) published another list of Finnic borrowings
in North Russian, which consisted of over 200 etymologies, many of which are
outdated at the present.
Veske and Pogodin were soon followed by Jalo Kalima, whose work Die
Ostseefinnischen Lehnwörter der Russischen Sprache (1919) has retained its
value as a standard work in this field up to the present day. Kalima investigated
over five hundred words most of which he considers Finnic borrowings into
Russian. Most of them occur in the dialects of the former Olonec and Arkhangelsk Gubernijas i.e. in present-day Karelia and in the Dvina basin. Smaller
layers of borrowings are attested in Novgorod, Pskov and other dialect groups,
also.
In the latter half of the 20th century notable contributions in the study of
Finnic borrowings in Russian dialects have been made by A. I. Popov,
A. K. Matveev, L. A. Subbotina, O. A. Teuš, V. O. Vostrikov, Irma Mullonen,
N. N. Mamontova and others. Most notably, a recently published lexical atlas
and monograph by Myznikov (2003, 2004) substantially enhances the
etymologies presented by Kalima by specifying the distribution of lexemes and
presenting areal groups of Finnic borrowings in Russian dialects. Another
important contribution to the study of the Finno-Ugrian substrate in North
Russian is the etymological dictionary of Uralic borrowings in the dialects of
the Dvina basin and the neighbouring territories (MSFZRS) that is currently
being prepared in Yekaterinburg. In addition to Finnic borrowings, these
sources also discuss some North Russian words which point to a substrate
language close to Sámi. The number of borrowings of this kind is quite limited,
however, and the question of the characteristics of the substrate languages in
which they originate is related to the origin of those North Russian toponyms
which have common features with Sámi languages (this issue will be discussed
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in article 4). Komi and Nenets borrowings, in turn, are much less common in
the dialects of the Arkhangelsk Region.
Some studies of northern Russian substrate vocabulary have specified typical
areal distributions of borrowings. Thus, the lexical atlas by Komjagina (1994)
demonstrates that most of the Finnic borrowings occur in the same area as those
Slavic words which have spread to the historical area of the principality of
Novgorod. Koževatova (1997) has demonstrated that there is a group of
borrowings from Finnic which is found in the north-eastern periphery of the
Arkhangelsk Region (Pinega, Lešukon’e and Mezen’ Districts) and, in addition,
in western dialects of Komi. This lexical distribution pattern roughly
corresponds to “northeastern” distribution pattern of vocabulary by Komjagina
(Komjagina ibid. 228). As the distribution of this vocabulary layer does not
cover the western half of the Arkhangelsk Region, it seems likely that those
words belonging to it were adopted from extinct Finnic languages which were
spoken in the Dvina basin.

3.2. Studies on grammatical substrate
The second approach for studying the Finno-Ugrian substrate in Russian has
been to search after phonetic/phonological and morphosyntactic substrate
phenomena. It has been argued by various scholars that Finno-Ugrian language
shifters could be responsible for the outcome of various phonetic/phonological
and morphosyntactic features of Russian. The first scholar to propose this was
probably J. Dobrovsky (Stipa 1990: 238). Also such eminent slavists as
Baudoin de Courtenay and Šahmatov pointed to the influence of Finno-Ugrian
languages to Russian.
Lewy (1961 [1925]) was first one to propose Finno-Ugrian influence on
particular features of Russian. Some phonetic/phonological and grammatical
features of possible Finno-Ugrian origin were also presented by Kuznecov
(1949). The main reference for this approach is Veenker (1967), in which 52
probable phonetic/phonological and structural substrate features of Russian are
discussed from various points of view. These include both central features of
the literary language such as akanje (first proposed as a Mordvinian substrate
feature by Stipa 1953 and again by Lytkin 1966), the palatal correlation of
consonants or the alternations in Russian object marking (total vs. partial
object) as well as the dialectal features with a restricted distribution such as the
sound shift l > w, okanje or cokanje (merging of c and č to become a single
affricate).
Although Veenker makes his case for phonetic/phonological and morphosyntactic substrate interference carefully, many features which he regards as
substrate phenomena are not convincingly argued, at least from the point of
view of present-day research. Thus, in the light of linguistic typology, the rise
of palatalised consonants or reduced vowels – both considered as probable
Finno-Ugrian substrate in Russian by Veenker – seem to be phenomena which
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may easily have come about even without contact interference. The main
arguments of Veenker are scrutinised by Vostrikov (1990), who regards many
cases of substrate interference proposed by Veenker unlikely. In the opinion of
Vostrikov, the Finno-Ugrian substrate is restricted to northern and central
Russian dialects and is best discernable in the vocabulary. Similar criticism is
presented also by Myznikov (2004: 259) who argues that the assumption of
‘Finno-Ugrian substrate in Russian’ is far too general. It is the individual Uralic
languages which have influenced Russian dialects. This criticism could also fit
in with the very general discussion on the assumed grammatical and
phonetic/phonological substrate features in Russian presented by Thomason and
Kaufman (1988: 238–251).
The debate on the phonetic and morphosyntactic substrate in Russian
resembles many other cases of possible substrate interference in that there is no
unanimity on the scope and amount of substrate interferences. The reasons why
this is typical in the case of grammatical substrate were discussed in sections
1.8 and 1.9 above. At this state of the research, the possible substrate features
found in Russian phonology and grammar should be treated anew by taking into
account typological information concerning the rise of grammatical categories
and the direction of linguistic pattern change. Also, the distribution of the
features in dialects and their correlation with the appellative lexical and
toponymic substrate should be taken into account in this connection. Such a
treatise would be likely to prove the existence of Finno-Ugrian interference, at
least in the case of some dialectal innovations in Russian.

3.3. Remark on the history of the study of toponymy
As the scholarly history concerning Finno-Ugrian substrate toponymy of
northern Russia was considered in some detail in section 2.1 of article 2, it is
not treated here. The reader is advised to consult that article and its commentaries.

3.4. Remark on the methodology of the studies in this volume
The articles in this volume are methodologically orientated, i.e. they focus on
the question of how the Finno-Ugrian residue in the northern Russian dialects
can be identified and interpreted ethnically. For this reason, the methodology of
the substrate studies is discussed in all of the individual articles, most notably in
section 3 of article 2 and in section 3 of article 4. Some methodological
conclusions are also presented in the concluding remarks. It was therefore
considered unnecessary to include a methodological treatise here.
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ARTICLES

ARTICLE 1:
Kontaktilähtöinen kielenmuutos, substraatti ja
substraattinimistö

English summary of the contents of article 1
Because the article 1 was published in Finnish, a brief summary of its contents
is presented here in English.
This article discusses the possibilities of demonstrating Finno-Ugrian
substrate interference in the northern Russian dialects, laying special emphasis
on the verifiability of morphosyntactic and phonetic/phonological substrate
interference. These are contrasted with the lexical substrate phenomena, most
notably the borrowing of geographical vocabulary and toponymy.
To begin with, the overall social and historical context of Russian-Finnic
language contacts in the area is described. After that, the reader is presented
with the notion of linguistic substrate both in the classical meaning and in the
meaning used by Thomason and Kaufman. It is found that in northern Russia all
the usual preconditions for linguistic substrate interference to take place exist.
Several proposed substrate features from both literary Russian and the northern
dialects are listed and some of them are scrutinised in detail.
It will be observed that the case of the devoicing of voiced stops in some
northern Russian dialects represents the development of a marked feature in an
unmarked direction and it is therefore not obvious that the Uralic substrate
language caused this change in northern Russian. It is further argued that in the
neighbouring Finnic languages an opposite change has occurred: a series of
voiced stops has originated. In the scholarly literature, this has often been
connected with Russian interference. Thus, it is doubtful how well the
geographically closest Finnic languages fit into the characteristics of the
proposed substrate.
It is further noted that while a Finno-Ugrian substrate has been considered to
lie behind Russian palatisation, this same innovation has also continuously been
explained without the assumption of a substrate interference. The fact that
palatisation in Russian occurs before a front vowel is that feature of palatisation
most common in the languages of the world and probably no additional
explanation for it needs to be given. Fonemicisation of palatisation would thus
be connected with the disappearance of the yers.
In case of the Russian habeo-construction (у меня есть X pro я имею
X+Acc.) it is noted that although this structure is similar to that of the FinnoUgrian languages, parallel structures exist also in the other Slavic languages. It
is thus not imperative to argue that this feature has come about due to language
contact and, in fact, the Finno-Ugrian influence in this particular case has been
explicitly denied by some scholars.
The fourth example scrutinised is the use of Russian instrumental case in
constructions which express a temporary state (Он был учителем ‘he was a
teacher’ literally: “he was as a teacher”). The similarity of this construction to
Finnic essive-constructions has been demonstrated by several scholars but the
assumption of Finno-Ugrian substrate has remained unproven even in this case.
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This is because of the late appearance of this construction in literary Russian
(16th century) and the fact that there are analogical constructions in other Slavic
languages.
After these sceptical remarks, some reasons why linguistic substrate features
are not easily discernable are listed. It is noted that the proposed substrate
features have traditionally been denied on the basis of the fact that there are
parallels for them in other dialects of Russian or in other Slavic languages.
Many sceptics have also observed that such developments are also found in
other contexts, where they are not related to substrate interference in any way.
Furthermore, it is often argued that the assumed substrate phenomena are
typologically common or unmarked, or that the developments which led to them
are attested in many languages worldwide.
In the verification of substrate interference to explain phonetic/phonological
and morphosyntactic developments a paradoxical situation prevails. Substrate
interference seems most probable when the proposed substrate features are
typologically uncommon (or the developments which led to them are
uncommon), if they are marked, or if they are without parallels in other Russian
dialects or Slavic languages. It is, however, clear that there are not many
substrate features like these as most of the structures and developments in the
languages of the world are by definition unmarked and typologically common
and as it is only natural that most of the Russian dialectal features will have
parallels somewhere else in Slavic.
In fact, most of the probable substrate features of phonetics and morphosyntax are indeed not uncommon in the world’s languages and they represent
developments that have parallels in other Russian dialects and Slavic languages.
They may have come about under Finno-Ugrian influence, but this is, in many
cases, hard or impossible to prove. Some reasons for this were discussed above
in section 1.
It will be further argued that while substrate interference in morphosyntax
and phonetics/phonology is often hard to prove, a study of lexical substrate
usually yields much more reliable results. In verifying substrate interference in a
case where language shift presumably has taken place, the lexicon including the
toponymy remains in a key position. The examples to illustrate this are taken
from geographical appellatives and Finnic toponyms in the Dvina basin. It is
argued that some geographical appellatives with a narrow distribution in
dialects far away from living Finnic languages should be considered borrowings
from extinct substrate languages of the Dvina basin. In addition, it will be
shown that in those dialects with presumed morphosyntactic substrate features
there are thousands of substrate toponyms from Finnic languages.
At this point, some theoretical remarks on the status of toponyms in
language contact are made. It will be noted that as a toponym refers to a
particular place, toponyms are inclined to be maintained by a language shifting
population whenever the need to refer to these places remains in the language
shifting speech community. This state of affairs is related to the characteristics
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of the propria. Although names have lexical semantics when they emerge, this is
not of great importance from the point of view of toponym function. They can
be used irrespective of their lexical meaning, in their onomastic meaning, when
referring to particular locations. If there is need to speak about these locations in
the speech community the names will be preserved even through the language
shift.
In conclusion, the theory by Thomason and Kaufman referred to above in
section 1 above has been criticised for leaving the burden of proving substrate
interference for grammatical phenomena which are often of disputed origin and
discarding the toponymy, an important part of linguistic substrate in many
areas. It is argued that the lexicon, most notably the toponymy, is indeed an
important part of the linguistic substrate although lexical borrowing may not be
so extensive in a language shift than language maintenance situation. It is
further argued that in making a case for substrate interference in morphosyntactic or phonetic/phonological innovations, the researcher should always
check whether or not there is substrate toponymy in the region in which the
presumed substrate phenomenon occurs in dialects. It is also argued that, in
many cases, the identification of the substrate language is only possible on the
basis of lexical substrate borrowings.

Commentaries concerning article 1
At present, I would make a clear distinction between pattern replacement and
the development of the same entity in historical linguistics. This issue was
discussed in section 1.9 above and I believe it is important for the study of
contact-induced language change. Because morphosyntactic developments are
pattern replacements, it is hard to follow the development of a historically
discernable entity in these.
The fact that in many cases of morphosyntactic or phonetic/phonological
innovation, the verification of substrate interference is a hard task does not
necessarily mean that substrate interferences in these subsystems of a language
are rare. On the contrary, I would think that they are quite common, even if
many of them will probably never be proven. I am not an extreme sceptic,
however, and believe that a contact explanation for pattern replacement can be
reasonably well grounded even in the case of a common language change or
feature. This requires comprehensive material from both the source and target
language and a detailed knowledge on the circumstances of the language
change. As already noted in section 1 there is often no single reason for a
particular change. Developmental tendencies of grammar, grammatical
constraints of specific languages, particular social circumstances favouring a
language change and the presence of other languages by the time of the
language change may all occur simultaneously.
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Thus, I am inclined to believe, for example, that devoicing of voiced stops in
northern Russian dialects is indeed a Finno-Ugrian substrate phenomenon.
Arguments to support this view are the following: devoicing occurs only in
dialects which are close to the Finnic language area, or in the area where there
are traces of a ceded Finnic population. There are also other likely substrate
features in the phonetics and morphosyntax of the same dialects. Moreover, the
opposition of voiced and unvoiced stops is of great importance in the Russian
phonological system and it seems unlikely that this system would have
collapsed without any external force. It seems also probable that many
peculiarities and hypercorrectivisms concerning the occurrence of voiced and
unvoiced stops in the central Russian dialects (presented by Tkačenko 1985:
16–93) are indeed susbtrate phenomena related to an extinct Finno-Ugrian
language and the language shift of its speech community.
In so far as the other main point of the article is concerned, I still think that
presence or absence of substrate toponymy should always be taken into
consideration when presenting substrate assumptions concerning phonetic/
phonological and morphosyntactic innovation. If ideas regarding phonetic/
phonological and, especially, morphosyntactic substrate interference are
presented without any lexical evidence, there will be too much room for imagination. Recently, Kalevi Wiik (2002) has made several daring assumptions
related to substrate studies. He claims that most of the central phononological
and morphosyntactic changes in the European languages have originated
through language shifts. Many of the badly-constructed substrate explanations
of Wiik have been pointed out in scientific reviews (Kallio 2004, Lindstedt
2004, Palviainen 2003). It should be added that, in most of the cases, no
attention was paid by the author to toponyms, and where this was done,
outdated sources were cited without any critical commentaries.
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1. General
1.1. The geographical characteristics of the research area
European North Russia is probably one of the most thoroughly studied areas
with a substrate toponymy in the world. Quite naturally, most of the studies
concerning it have been published in Russia and in Russian. Therefore, they
may have been left unnoticed by many western scholars. Nevertheless, the study
of northern Russian substrate nomenclature is of importance for both the history
of Uralic languages and the spread of various groups of Uralic peoples, as well
as for the mechanisms and chronologies of the Slavicisation of the Russian
north.
This article provides an overview of the Uralic (Finno-Ugrian)1 substrate
toponymy of the Arkhangelsk region (Ru. Архангельская область) It serves as
an introduction to this research field both for Uralicists and Slavists. It also
offers a methodological discussion of the possibilities and limitations of the
study of substrate toponyms as well as the problems connected with an ethnic
interpretation of northern Russian place names. In this connection some new
views which deviate from main-stream Russian research are put forward.
Throughout the article, special reference is made to the toponymy of the Pinega
basin (a tributary of the Northern Dvina), both because fieldwork has been
carried out in this area by the author and because the toponymy of the area well
characterises several general features and interpretation problems of northern
Russian substrate toponymy.2
The Arkhangelsk Region (320,000 km2, 1,336,000 inhabitants) is nowadays
an overwhelmingly Russian-speaking region. There are various areas with a
Uralic speaking population in its vicinity, however: in the west there is the
Republic of Karelia and the Leningrad Region with an indigenous Finnic
(Karelian and Veps) population, in the east the Republic of Komi with a
Permian (Komi) population and in the northeast the Nenets Autonomic District
with Samoyed (Nenets) population. Administratively, the Nenets autonomic
district is part of the Arkhangelsk Region, but it stands apart from it in
geographical, historical and linguistic respects alike. At its southern edge the
territory borders on the overwhelmingly Russian-speaking Vologda and Kirov
Regions. To the north the area borders on the White Sea and the Arctic Ocean,
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In this article, Finno-Ugrian and Uralic are used as synonyms. Traditionally, the notion
Uralic is used of seven Finno-Ugrian branches and the Samoyed languages. In this
article, only toponymy from Finno-Ugrian branches will be taken into consideration.
2
A monograph by the author of this article on the toponymy of the Pinega District will
hopefully be published in the near future. This will provide a larger material basis for
the methodological discussions presented in this article.
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but the Kola Peninsula with Sámi (and as a result of 19th century migrations the
Nenets and Komi) population is only 60 km away by water.
Most of the Arkhangelsk Region belongs to the Northern Dvina drainage
area. To the west, part of the area belongs to the basins of the River Onega and
to the north-east to the basins of the Kuloj and Mezen’. All these rivers flow to
the Arctic Ocean and the old dwellings in the area are typically situated along
them. The landscape is relatively flat. The climate is mostly cold and dry and
most of the area is taiga with coniferous forest and marshland. In the extreme
north-east the dominant vegetation type is that of the tundra.
At the beginning of the 20th century, the Russian peasant population
practiced cattle breeding based on the exploitation of flood meadows and
agriculture based on the slash-and-burn method. In addition, hunting, gathering
of berries and mushrooms, and peasant reindeer herding were practiced. During
the 20th century the population has grown rapidly due to industrialisation, the
establishment of military bases and, during the Stalin era, due to numerous
GULAG prison camps. Simultaneously, forestry has become an important
means of livelihood.
In the 1970s it became Soviet policy to abolish the small collective farms.
Thousands of villages were declared “pespectiveless” and their inhabitants
moved to bigger settlements. This meant considerable changes in the use of the
land and in the cultural landscape. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, most
of the collective farms have ceased functioning and the concentration of people
into larger settlements has been accelerated. These changes threaten to destroy
the remnants of the North Russian peasant way of life, which until now has
preserved substrate toponyms from the period preceding the Slavic era.

1.2. The present language forms of the region
The Russian dialects of the area have a twofold historical background. The
dialects of the northern part of the region derive from the Old Novgorod
vernacular (древненовгородское наречие, древненоовгородский диалект)
represented in the Novgorod birch bark letters (cf. Zaliznjak 2004), whereas the
dialects of the region’s southern border are descendants of the central Russian
dialects spoken in the upper course of the Volga (cf. Komjagina 1994: 228–
232). This state of affairs reflects the twofold origin of the Slavic settlement in
northern Russia. The northern and western parts of the Archangel Region were
until 1471 a part of the Principality of Novgorod with the southern and eastern
parts being subject to colonisation from the principalities of the Russian central
plain – Rostov, Suz’dal, Jaroslavl, Vladimir and – in the later period – Moscow
(cf. Nasonov 1951).
The division of North Russian into dialects is quite controversial and is not
discussed here. It is enough to note that from the point of view of Russian
4

dialectology, the Archangel dialects are quite conservative. Most of them share
full okanje (non-reduced pronunciation of non-stressed vowels) and cokanje
(the merging of two east Slavic affricates into one). They have also preserved g
between vowels, in a position in which the Russian literary language has γ or v.
Many North Russian dialects also have a sporadic glide v before a rounded
vowel (cf. вострый < острый ‘sharp’) and they represent the development l >
w in a postvocalic position in a closed syllable (cf. доугий < долгий ‘long’).
Uralic, mostly Finnic and, to a lesser extent, Permian substrate interference is
discernable in the vocabulary and in some features of prosody and
morphosyntax. The scope and amount of these substrate interferences has been
subject to debate for decades and there is no unanimity as to what extent certain
North Russian dialectal features, such as the nominative object, the postponed
article, changes in accentuation, dialectal merger of voiced and voiceless stops,
comparative forms of nouns, etc. have come about due to Finno-Ugrian
influence.3
As noted above, all the other languages in north-eastern Europe are Uralic.
Karelian and Vepsian belong to the Finnic branch of the Uralic languages.
These are offsprings of an intermediate protolanguage of the Uralic family,
Proto-Finnic. This protolanguage was probably spoken approximately 500 BC–
500 AD in the vicinity of the Finnish Gulf (newest dating [Kallio 2006]; see p. 2
of the cited article for datings by earlier scholars and also discussion in section
6.5.) The present Finnic settlement of most of inland Finland and Karelia
emerged not earlier than the Middle Ages.
The Sámi languages spoken in the Kola Peninsula and northern Fennoscandia (together approx. 25,000 speakers) are daughter languages of another
intermediate Uralic protolanguage, Proto-Sámi. Proto-Sámi has usually been
located somewhere in the Onega region and was probably spoken simultaneously with Proto-Finnic. Prior to Finnic, the Sámi languages were spoken in
most of Finland and Karelia (cf. T. Itkonen 1948: 88–107; cf. also article by
Ante Aikio in this volume). Finnic and Sámi have had considerable mutual
contact. According to a traditional view (E. Itkonen 1966; Korhonen 1981),
these language groups also share a common protolanguage within Uralic, PreFinnic. Today, this hypothesis finds less support (Itkonen 1998; Koivulehto
1999a: see also Saarikivi & Grünthal 2005).
Tundra Nenets, spoken in the Nenets Autonomic District, belongs to the
Samoyedic branch of Uralic. The languages of this branch are offsprings of
Proto-Samoyed, which likely was an earlier protolanguage than Proto-Finnic:
The proto-Samoyed vocabulary reconstruction of Janhunen (1977) includes
approximately half as much vocabulary as the reconstruction of Proto-Sámi by
3

Information on proposed phonetic, phonological and morphosyntactic substrate
features with references can be found in Veenker (1967), Vostrikov (1990), Sarhimaa
(1995) and Saarikivi (2000).
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Lehtiranta (1989) and Proto-Finnic has an even greater common vocabulary
(Häkkinen 1985). The area in which Proto-Samoyed was spoken is in western
Siberia, whereas the Nenets of the Arkhangelsk Region are medieval newcomers.
Komi-Zyryan, spoken in the Komi Republic and in the area of the former
Komi-Permyak Autonomic District, belongs to the Permian branch of Uralic
languages. Further, the spread of Komi to the north and east is a relatively
recent phenomenon which took place not prior to the 13th century. The original
homeland of the Komi was in the Vyčegda river basin in the south of the Komi
Republic, and the Proto-Permian homeland was probably even further to the
south, in the Kama region (Lašuk 1970; Belyh 1999). The dispersal of ProtoPermian is probably a somewhat later phenomenon than the dispersal of ProtoFinnic, dated approximately 700–800 AD (see Bartens 2001: 10–13). There are
Finnic loanwords in the Permian languages and it is therefore obvious that there
have been contacts between these two groups of Finno-Ugrian languages
(Lytkin 1967, Hausenberg 1983, Saarikivi 2005 see also section 6.5).
In addition to aforementioned languages, extinct Uralic languages may have
been spoken in northern Russia. There are historical sources which mention preSlavic tribes without parallels among the present-day Uralic peoples (see below
1.3). This issue is discussed in detail in section 6.5.
It is also plausible that prior to or even simultaneously with the Uralic
languages, extinct Palaeo-European languages were spoken in northeastern
Europe. There is historical (in medieval Russian sources) and archaeological
evidence of a tribe called the печера4, who seem to have stood culturally apart
from the present northern European populations. These people, who lived in
northernmost Europe, may have been referred to as the sihirtja in Nenets
folklore (cf. Lašuk 1958). In the light of multiple substrate borrowings in
Nenets, these people were in all probability linguistically non-Uralic. Moreover,
there is vocabulary which is probably of substrate origin in Finnic and
especially in the Sámi branches of the Uralic languages (Saarikivi 2004a; Aikio
2004) which suggests contact between these language groups and extinct
languages (see section 6.5).

4

The name of this ethnic group is connected with the name of the River Pečora and is
derived form the Russian dialectal variant of пещера ‘cave’. According to historical
sources, the печера lived in the caves at the mouth of the river Pečora.
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1.3. Historical and archaeological sources
on Finno-Ugrian populations
There are both Scandinavian (Old Norse) and Slavic literary sources on the PreSlavic populations of northern Russia. Certain 11–13th century Scandinavian
sources call northern Russia Bjarmaland and its inhabitants the bjarmar. Some
facts on the northern Russian Pre-Slavic population mediated by Scandinavian
sources indicate that the people of northern Russia were of europoid
appearance, spoke a language close to Sámi and practiced agriculture and cattle
breeding. Sagas also contain information showing that the bjarmar had constant
contact with the Slavic principalities in the 13th century (Haavio 1965; Jackson
1993, Mel’nikova 1986).
Russian chronicles and hagiographies mention several pre-Slavic populations in the present-day Arkhangelsk Region. The tribe name заволоцкая чудь
which figures in the Russian Primary Chronicle has traditionally been
considered the earliest Russian ethnonym of the Finnic population of the Dvina
basin (cf. Castrén 1844; Haavio 1965). This name is derived from the word
волок which has been used as a designation for those places where boats were
carried over land from one water system to another. In later centuries, the notion
Заволочье was used of that part of the Principality of Novgorod which was
situated in the Dvina basin, outside the basic administrative units, the пятины
(the “fifths”). The other component of the ethnonym, чудь has been used of
several Finnic tribes in the vicinity of the Gulf of Finland (on the use of the
ethnonym see Grünthal 1997; on the origins and use Grünthal ibid. and
Koivulehto 1997). Besides заволоцкая чудь Middle Age Russian sources
repeatedly mention the “common” чудь in northern Russia. As noted above,
there are also historical sources which mention pre-Slavic tribes with no
parallels among present northern European populations: сура поганая, тоймичи погане, пинежане, важане, белозерции, etc. Most of these ethnonyms
derive from river names and it has been proposed that at least some of them
refer to mixed Slavic-Uralic populations (Bernštam 1973). Some have been
clearly hostile to the Slavs, however, as the Chronicles report armed conflicts of
Novgorodians with сура поганая and тоймичи погане during the Middle
Ages.
According to the уставная грамота князя Святослава Олговича, a
historical document written at the time Novgorod emerged as a sovereign
principality, northern parts of the Dvina basin were under Novgorod rule even
in 1137 (cf. Nasonov 1951; Makarov 1997: 18–20). By that time, the population
was certainly overwhelmingly non-Slavic. This is also reflected in 11–14th
century archaelogical findings which point to various local groups of FinnoUgrians. Material culture among some of them (Vaga basin, individual findings
in the Pinega basin) shows similarities with the area populated by the Finnic
tribes while some (Kokšen’ga and Sukhona basin) had intensive contacts with
7

the Upper Volga region and its pre-Slavic settlers (Ovsyannikov 1978; Rjabinin
1997; Kolpakov & Ryabtseva 1994). Western influences from the Ladoga
region are noticeable even in medieval archaeological findings in the west of the
Komi Republic (Saweljeva 1992), whereas those findings related to Permian
tribes in the Arkhangelsk Region are clearly less important.
During the Middle Ages, Novgorod and the central Russian principalities
rivaled over the control of the northern peripheries and their resources. The first
Slavs in this region were likely tax collectors and fur traders, who were
followed by peasant migrants, probably from the beginning of the 14th century.
The Slavicisation of the area was accompanied by an influx of new people from
areas where Finnic languages were spoken, localities that were already subject
to Novgorod rule. Thus, the migration waves to this area cannot easily be
divided into Slavic and non-Slavic. This is emphasised by Makarov (1997), who
has investigated the development of the trade and communication routes
connecting the Dvina basin to Slavic centres by analysing archaeological
findings from the major watersheds of the Russian European north. In the 12th
century, most of these had both Finno-Ugrian and Slavic components. In
subsequent centuries, findings connected with the Slavs increased, which seems
to point to (at least cultural) assimilation of the local Finno-Ugrian speaking
populations with the Slavs.
The Slavicisation of the Arkhangelsk Region seems thus to have occurred
both by Slavic migration and by a language shift of the Finno-Ugrian
population. The latter has consisted of several groups, some of which participated in the same population waves as the Slavs within the Russian
principalities which colonised the northern European peripheries. The final
linguistic assimilation seems to have taken place in the Late Middle Ages, in
some places probably as late as the 16th or even 17th century. The population
statistics continued to have separate entries for Russians and чудь5 up to the
19th century, however, and even up to the present day there are some bare-foot
Russians that consider themselves either as chudes or as the offsprings of the
chudes.
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This is the most common ethnonym of the pre-Slavic populations of North Russia (see
below 2.2).
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2. Toponym systems in northern Russia
2.1 History of the study of northern Russian toponyms6
Even prior to the first toponymic studies, Finnish and Swedish scholars such as
von Becker, Arwidsson and Porthan were aware of the fact that people
linguistically close to Finns had previously lived in a an area that subsequently
became Slavic. This conclusion was inevitable on the basis of Scandinavian
sagas and medieval Russian literature. Many historicians also demonstrated that
there is a rich northern Russian oral tradition concerning the pre-Slavic people
of the region (see below 2.2).
Probably the first linguist to treat the problem of northern Russian toponymy
was A. H. Vostokov (1812) who focused on the recurring final components of
many northern and central Russian river names. He concluded that these had
originated in extinct languages and were remnants of geographical terms. After
him, the fennougrist A. J. Sjögren (1832a, 1832b) dealt with northern Russian
toponymy in several articles dedicated to determining the origin of the Finnic
tribes and describing the Uralic peoples. Also, the founder of modern FinnoUgrian studies M. A. Castrén wrote a small article on northern Russian
toponymy (Castrén 1844). He was the first one to point out that, in addition to
the Finnish, some toponyms were etymologisable on the basis of the Sámi
vocabulary. Some of Castrén’s Sámi toponymic etymologies were later
mentioned by K. B. Wiklund (1911) in his treatise on the history of Sámi
settlement. Minor treatises on Finnic toponymy in northern Russia were also
written in the 19th century by August Ahlqvist (1887) and Mihkel Veske
(1890).
The first scholar to systematically collect toponymic material from various
sources and interpret the distribution of toponymic types as proof of the
prehistoric spreading of languages in northern Europe was D.E.D. Europaeus
(1868–70). Quite erroneously, however, he assumed that many central hydronyms of northern Russia and Finland were of Khanty origin. The later work of
Europaeus on Ob-Ugrian toponymy was continued by Artturi Kannisto (1927)
who asserted that the western boundary of Ob-Ugrian toponyms was much
farther east, in the Dvina basin. Even Kannisto’s views were later rejected by
Matveev (2001) who concluded that there is no convincing evidence of ObUgrian toponyms in the Russian north.
During the first half of the 20th century, eminent slavist Max Vasmer (1934–
36, 1941) made an attempt to draw the approximate ethnic boundaries of preSlavic Russia on the basis of place names. He used only macrotoponymy and,
being ignorant of Uralic historical phonology, made haphazard comparisons
6

The history of the study of northern Russian toponyms is most thoroughly treated by
Matveev (2001: 13–47). The sketch presented here relies heavily on this source.
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based on first-view impressions of the similarity of Russian toponyms and
words of Uralic languages. Although he also implemented modern methods,
such as a search for parallels of substrate place names in living languages, his
results were no more reliable than those of his predecessors. Another eminent
slavist Jalo Kalima made interesting remarks on the structure and adaptation of
place names such as the observation that the Finnic s is substituted both with
Russian s (с) and š (ш) in northern Russian substrate toponyms (cf. Kalima
1944a, see also Kalima 1944b, 1946). Regrettably, he did not continue his
studies on this topic.
In the Soviet Union of the 1950s and 1960s the Leningrad scholar
A. I. Popov published several articles on the toponymy of Finno-Ugrian origin.
He implemented modern methods such as semantic argumentation that referred
to those geographical characteristics of the object denoted by the name and took
into consideration the role of personal names in toponym formation (for
example, Popov 1965). From the beginning of the 1960s the Sverdlovsk (later
Yekaterinburg) scholar A. K. Matveev began collecting northern Russian
microtoponyms by engaging in fieldwork. Matveev and his pupils (most notably
M. L. Gusel´nikova, N. V. Kabinina, V. O. Vostrikov, L. A. Subbotina and
O. A. Teuš) have treated the Finno-Ugrian substrate toponyms of the
Arkhangelsk Region in numerous dissertations and articles. As a result, the
most common types of northern Russian substrate toponymy have by today
been described and provisionally analysed.
According to Matveev (1980, 2001, 2004), the main pre-Slavic toponymic
layers of the Dvina basin are of Finnic and Sámi origin. It has also been
clarified that Permian traces in the toponymy are not numerous and that they are
concentrated in the eastern periphery of the region (Matveev ibid; 1999).
Substantial parallels between the toponyms of southern parts of the Dvina basin
and the area historically inhabited by the Merya (Ru. мерья), a Central Russian
tribe mentioned several times in Chronicles, have also been demonstrated
(Matveev 1996, 1998)7. Many interpretation problems concerning the nonFinnic and non-Permian layers of substrate toponymy remain, however. In
addition to Sámi, these layers are referred to as Meryan and севернофинская
(“North Finnic”) by Matveev (see discussion in section 6).
An important contribution to the study of northern Russian toponyms has
been made by the Petrozavodsk scholar Irma Mullonen. She has studied Finnic
and Sámi substrate toponyms along the Finnic-Slavic language boundary in
Karelia and adjacent territories (Mullonen 1988, 1994, 2002). Her studies are
based on the simultaneous investigation of living Finnic and substrate toponyms
and have yielded reliable results revealing a detailed picture of ancient language
contact situations. One should also mention G.Ja. Simina (1980) and A. L. Šilov
7
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(1999), who have made many interesting remarks concerning substrate
toponyms in North Russia.

2.2. Russian ethnotoponyms
In addition to the substrate toponyms, some toponymic models of Slavic origin
include information on the pre-Slavic settlers of North Russia. These are mainly
ethnotoponyms, which point to contacts between Slavs and other ethnic groups
in the area.8
The most common ethnonym in the place names of the Arkhangelsk Region
is чудь. The wide distribution of this ethonym in place names does not
necessarily mean that the Russian European north was ethnically homogenous
by the time of the arrival of the Slavs. Most likely, чудь was used as a
designation for various Finnic tribes. As noted above, a rich tradition of oral
history is connected with the Chudes. According to this, the Chudes were whitehaired and white-eyed people, who practised cattle breeding and agriculture.
When the Novgorodians arrived, the Chudes refused to convert to Christianity.
According to legends, the Chudes either buried themselves under the hummocks
or moved to “other rivers”. These legends also contain information showing that
some of the Chudes assimilated to become Russians (Pimenov 1965; Bulatov
1993). In addition to Russians, the Komis also have similar legends about the
Chudes. In the oral tradition of the Sámi, a legendary tribe whose name is
etymologically connected to the Russian чудь, the čuhti (:čuđ-) are characterised differently to the Russian and Komi traditions concerning the чудь, as a
hostile and violent tribe (see T. I. Itkonen 1948: 537–545).
The Sámi, Komi and Russian traditions concerning the Chudes and čuhti
have likely arisen independently. The fact is that some northern Russians have
until these days considered themselves offspring of the Chudes9, and that the
same ethnonym has been used as a self-designation by a group of Finnic people,
the Veps. This suggests that чудь was probably an endonym of some northern
Russian substrate populations.
Other Uralic ethnonyms have a more restricted distribution in toponyms.
Toponyms derived from the ethonym Корела (former Корѣ ла) ‘Karelian’ form
a couple of clusters in the lower reaches of the Dvina, Pinega and Onega.
Toponyms derived from the Nenets ethnonym самоед form clusters in the
lower reaches of the Mezen’, Pinega, Dvina, Onega and even in the extreme
8

A survey of the distribution of ethnotoponyms in the research area was documented
has been by E.Ju. Popova (1999). The following rests mainly on this source.
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The author of this article has encountered one man in the village Čakola village of the
Pinega District who insisted that he is not Russian but a Chud. This was also confirmed
by his neighbours.
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southwest of the Dvina basin. There is also a historical record and oral tradition
on Nenets in some present-day Russian parts of the Archangel Region, such as
the mouth of the Dvina (cf. Kabinina 1997). The origin of the самоедethnotoponyms in the south of Arkhangelsk Region remains an enigma. They
may be connected with individual settlers, or have a motivation not connected
to the Nenets.
The ethnonym of the Sámi, лопарь, is present in a few toponyms of the
Arkhangelsk Region (see Matveev 2004: 192). Even their interpretation is not
unambiguous, because the Russians have also referred to the Nenets as the
лопарь,10 In addition, there are several dozens of substrate toponyms derived
from the stem lap-, that is probably related to Finnic ethnonym for the Sámi (Fi.
lappi). In Finland, ethnotoponyms derived from this stem are commonplace
(T.I. Itkonen 1948: 103). The interpretation of northern Russian lap-names is
not altogether clear, however. One should note that the ethnonym lappi has been
also used to refer to Ludes and Karelians (see Saarikivi 2004b: 180–181 for
discussion).
Ethnotoponyms connected with the Permian people, зыр(ь) and пермь are
found in some eastern areas of the region and, quite surprisingly, also in the
basin of the River Ust’ja at the southern edge of the territory. In this area,
зыр(ь) has also been used as an invective (STE).

2.3. Amount, use and systems of substrate toponymy
in the Pinega region
Substrate toponyms are common everywhere in the Arkhangelsk Region.
Altogether, there must be tens of thousands of primary substrate toponyms in
this area (see Matveev 2001: 51). Quite naturally, however, the amount and
density of substrate toponyms varies according to district. In the Pinega District
(Пинежский район, 41.000 km2, 31.000 inhabitants) there are approx. 1200
primary and at least as many secondary substrate toponyms, which is probably
around 4–5% of all toponyms (cf. statistics by Simina 1980). In hydronyms,
substrate toponyms are more common than Slavic names. The flood meadows
situated at the bends in the rivers often have names of substrate origin as well.
In cultivation names the substrate toponyms are much less commonplace and
many of the existing substrate toponyms were probably connected to
geographical rather than agricultural objects in the substrate languages. Also,
surprisingly many microtoponyms, such as names of meadows, fields and parts
of villages are of substrate origin. In addition, there are surnames, nicknames
and invectives of likely Finno-Ugrian origin.
10

In the dialect of Pinega this is the normal meaning of the word. This state of affairs is
a further argument for the late appearance of the Nenets in Europe.
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As the oldest layer of toponymy, most of the substrate toponyms are
macrotoponyms. From these a substantial amount of Russian microtoponyms
has been derived. Thus, the river name Шарда denotes a tributary of Pinega (in
middle course). The name of the river has apparently served as a base for a
group of names even in the substrate language, since there is a village
Шардомень (variants: Шардонемь, Шардоменя etc.) at the mouth of the
river. This originated from a name connected with the bend of the river
(< Finnic *neemi, see below section 5.1). Several Russian microtoponyms have
been derived from these two macrotoponyms: Верхняя Шарда and Нижняя
Шарда (Upper and Lower Шарда river names), Шардоменский ручей
(brook)11, etc.
Substrate and Russian toponyms often have the same motivations. In some
cases, toponymic pairs of substrate and Slavic names may be interpreted as
Russian translations of a substrate toponym (see section 3.2 below). In other
cases it seems that Russian and substrate toponyms have been based on the
same naming motivation because it has been a natural choice in the context
where the names appear. Thus, two brooks named Нижный (lower) and
Верхный (upper) Петручей presumably derive from the Finnic *petäjä ‘pine’.
These brooks flow into Lake Сояльское through pine woods named the Бор, a
standard North Russian toponym based on an appellative meaning ‘pine
woods’. This Russian name is probably not connected to substrate names
etymologically, but the connected motivations of the names nevertheless
support the proposed toponymic etymology for Петручей.
In the Pinega region, settlement names of substrate origin are also commonplace. The northern Russian village typically consists of a lenghty chain of
small settlements by a river. Typically, the whole chain and its oldest parts have
substrate names, while most of the parts have Slavic names. Thus, the oldest
part of the village Лоxново is called Хидгора, a name connected with the Finnic
word stem (Finnish form given) hiisi (:hiite-) (in modern language) ‘troll; evil
spirit’, (originally:) ‘a sanctuary, centre of a settlement’ (cf. section 5.2). The
second component of the name, -гора, is a Russian word meaning ‘hill’, but it
has developed to become a sort of settlement suffix in the Pinega dialect. The
conclusion that Хидгора is an old centre of a village can be further supported by
the fact that the neighbouring part of the village is called Усигорка (< Finnic
*uusi ‘new’).12 Other parts of the village have Russian names.
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Ручей means ‘brook’.
According to an old literary source (MIKHP, p. 93) this part of the village has also
been called Новинка (< Russian новый ‘new’). This name can be considered a loan
translation of the substrate name. The same source also mentions a parallel name
Чюдикса, which is connected with the ethnonym чудь and serves as a further argument
for the pre-Slavic origin of this settlement (Denis Kuzmin, personal communication).
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Many settlement names include elements which, even originally, have been
connected to permanent settlements. Thus, the suffix –ла typically attached to
settlement names in the Finnic languages (-la, -lä) or the word final name
component –пала (< ?*palva ‘village’ see section 5.1) are commonplace in
Pinega settlement names. The fact that many hydronyms are derived from the
names of dwelling places (Воепала village > Воепалка river etc.) and that
many of the settlement names are etymologisable on the basis of Finnic
personal names also points to a surprisingly old age for many settlements.
Quite naturally, there are substantial differences in the distribution of substrate toponyms between villages. These differences can sometimes be interpreted as the result of dissimilar Slavicisation processes. Thus, in the group of
villages situated by the River Sura there are especially many (approx. 80)
substrate toponyms. Also, a remarkable percentage of the microtoponyms is of
substrate origin. It is thus astonishing that over by the River Pinega only a few
kilometres away, in the villages of Gorodeck and Ostrov, just a couple of
isolated substrate toponyms are attested. However, a considerable amount of
oral tradition on the Chudes has been recorded in these two villages while, in
turn, legends of this kind are less characteristic in the villages beside the river.
The oral tradition related to the Chudes in Gorodeck and Ostrov differs from
that of many other villages in that it contains legends about warfare between the
Chudes and the Novgorodians. There are also historical accounts of the conflicts
between the Russians and the “heathens of Sura” (Сура поганая) in the 14th
and 15th centuries. In connection with this correlation a question arises: could
the small number of substrate toponyms in Gorodeck and Ostrov and the
simultaneous abundance of oral tradition on the чудь be interpreted to mean that
these villages were originally founded by Russian newcomers who created their
own toponyms and encountered a pre-Slavic population mainly in conflict
situations? The villages by the River Sura could then be interpreted as
settlements of Uralic language shifters, who preserved their old place names
through a language shift. This line of reasoning is further supported by the fact
that Gorodeck and Ostrov are Slavic dwelling-place names, whereas many old
dwelling-place names in the vicinity are of substrate origin.
The above examples demonstrate how the substrate toponyms function
together with the Russian toponyms in a network comprising much information
about the pre-Slavic settlers in the Russian European north. In most cases,
however, this kind of information can only be obtained through fieldwork.
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3. Some methodological questions concerning
the study of substrate toponymy13
3.1 The semantics of a toponym as an object
for etymological study
From the point of view of historical phonology, the methods applied to the
etymological study of toponyms are mainly similar to the standard methods of
historical-comparative linguistics and, therefore, they are not presented here.
One should note, however, that there are some minor peculiarities in the
phonological development of substrate toponyms. For example, phonological
reduction and dissimilations are more common in toponyms than in the
appellative vocabulary and there is more phonological and morphological
variation in substrate toponyms than in appellatives. Moreover, unintelligible
toponyms maybe subject to folk etymological interpretation. Toponyms with the
same lexical content borrowed from a substrate language thus often occur in
numerous, slightly different phonological forms in different areas (cf. the
Finnish Kukasjärvi, Kuukasjärvi, Kuukka, etc, which all originate from the
Sámi, cf. North Sámi Guhkesjávri ‘long lake’ [see Ante Aikio’s article in this
volume and Ageeva 1989: 94]).14.
All these pecularities of phonological development are related to the fact that
toponyms may loose their connection with the lexemes they are derived from.
This is because the main meaning of the toponym is its denotation (in other
words: a place) and not its lexical content (see in detail Ainiala 1997: 15–22).
Thus, one of the basic criteria for etymological research, looking for related
meanings in the source and target language of the language contact, is not
applicable to the study of toponyms.
Though secondary from the point of view of their primary function, all
toponyms have a lexical content when they emerge. The formation of toponyms
is connected to naming models, which in turn are based on syntactic construction types and lexical conventions (for further references see Kiviniemi 1977).
This means that the same structure, the same lexemes and the same naming
13

As is apparent from the aforementioned, at the present there is an established
scholarly tradition in the etymological research of the Uralic substrate toponyms of
northern and central Russia. The main references for the methods of such studies are
Matveev (1986, 2001), Glinskih (1983) and Mullonen (2002). What follows rests
mainly on these sources. Such standard methods as the checking of the old forms of the
toponym in the written sources available are left aside here. This method, though useful
and important, has severe limitations in northern Russia where the majority of substrate
toponyms does not figure in with any early documents.
14
Some of the toponyms which derive from the Sámi guhkes have folk etymologically
been connected with the Finnic kukka ‘flower’.
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motivations recur in thousands of toponyms. This considerably simplifies the
identification of lexemes in the case of unintelligible toponyms.
The main methods of the study of the semantics of substrate toponyms are
the following:
1) Comparative study of the structural and semantic typology of toponyms in
substrate languages or languages related to them, the aim of which is to
determine common naming models and motivations.
2) Study of the geographical characteristics of the objects denoted by substrate
toponyms, and checking to confirm that they correspond to the naming
models and motivations in the assumed substrate languages.
The succesful comparative study of toponyms usually requires place name
material not only from the area under investigation, but also from the assumed
substrate languages. In many cases we are not able to tell exactly which
language this was and, therefore, are forced to use material from related
languages.
The perspectives for comparative toponymic studies of Uralic substrate
toponymy are relatively good, as many of the Uralic languages have been
studied from the point of view of place name typology. In the Uralic languages
toponyms are typically compounds consisting of two parts, a specific and a
generic. The latter expresses the type of object denoteed, whereas the former
specifies or qualifies the object by describing those characteristics which differentiate it from other objects of the same kind (e.g. Finnish Kivi/niemi ‘rock/
cape’, literally ‘cape by a rock or with rocky terrain’, Suo/järvi ‘marsh/lake’,
Uusi/pelto ‘new/field’, etc.). The generic is typically a geographical term
whereas the specific can be a noun, an adjective or a semantically opaque
element. There are also other structural types of toponymy in the Uralic
languages such as toponyms derived from participles of verbal stems in Finnic,
toponyms formed from action forms of the verbs in Sámi and toponyms formed
with a derivational suffix in several Uralic languages. It seems that in language
communities with a greater need for toponyms such as the Sámi and Ob-Ugrian
communities, which practise a nomadic way of life and occupy large areas of
land, deverbal structure types semantically connected with events tend to be
more common than in those communities which use only an average number of
toponyms. These in turn, use predominantly denominal toponyms connected
with the characteristics of the object. In communities with a greater need for
toponyms there also seems to be a tendency to create toponyms which consist of
more than two lexemes and toponymic clusters consisting of a large number of
toponyms.15 Deverbal substrate toponyms or substrate toponyms consisting of
15

The observations concerning interdependency between toponymic types and the size
of the toponymic system were made by the author when comparing the remarkably
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more than two lexemes are not common in northern Russia, however, and this
suggests that the Uralic substrate populaton lived in permanent settlements.
In the course of typological studies of the toponymy of the Uralic languages,
the most typical generics and specifics of Finnish (Kiviniemi 1990), Veps
(Mullonen 1994), Estonian (Saaremaa and Läänemaa dialects, Kallasmaa 2000,
2003), South Estonian (Faster & Saar 2001) and Inari Sámi (S. Aikio 2003)
toponymy have already been clarified and similar information is also available
on Udmurt (Atamanov 1988), Komi (Turkin 1989), Mari (Galkin & Voroncova
2002) and Khanty (Dmitrieva 2006) toponymy. This information can be used in
identifying the recurring elements of northern Russian toponyms.
Thus, for example, the hundreds of toponyms in northern Russia with the
seemingly arbitrary final components –немь, –мень, –минь, –нeмa, –мена,
–мина, etc. refer to capes, riversides, and coastal objects. In view of the
toponym formation of the Uralic languages, it is obvious that these phonemic
chains have originated from a geographical term, more precisely, one that was
related to the Finnish niemi ‘cape’ (< Proto-Finnic *neemi). This word is among
the most common generics in most of the Finnic languages (Kiviniemi,
Mullonen, Kallasmaa, Faster op.cit.). The metathetic forms (–мень, etc.) are
explicable in the light of the tendency of Russian to avoid words with a final –m
while final –n is commonplace (Matveev 2004: 205).
In a similar manner, hundreds of substrate toponyms in a wide area with the
final components –ой, –ай, –оя, –ая, etc. denote brooks. Most of these, quite
certainly, originated in Finnic or related Uralic toponyms with the generic
*woja ‘brook’ (> Finnish oja). This word also belongs to the most common
generics in all of the Finnic languages. A related generic is also to be found in
Sámi (saN oadji ‘brook’ SaK vuå´jj ‘brook’16). In addition, toponyms suggest
that a related word has existed even in Udmurtian (Atamanov 1988: 61–62).
In addition to generics, the commonly recurring specifics of the substrate
toponyms can also be identified on the basis of the living Finno-Ugrian
languages. Thus, for example, the Russian toponyms Кузонемь, Явронемь, and
Котонемь can be compared with the Finnic (only Finnish forms given)
toponyms *Kuusiniemi, *Järviniemi and *Kotaniemi (from the appellatives
kuusi ‘spruce’, järvi ‘lake’, kota ‘hut; tent’). The specifics of these names
belong to those most common in Finnic toponyms. The proposed etymologies
are further supported by the fact that these specifics recur in a number of other
substrate toponyms as well, although with different endings (e.g. Кузоя brook,
Явроньга river, Котой brook).
different topopnym systems of the reindeer Sámi and the Sea Sámi. It seems to find
support in the toponymic system of other Finno-Ugrians practisising nomadism such as
the Khantys (Dmitrieva 2006). It is the aim of the author to consider this subject in a
future publication.
16
On the basis of its restricted distribution in North Sámi dialects, the latter word is
presumably a borrowing from Finnic (Ante Aikio: personal communication).
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The recurring word final elements, which typically originate in the generics
of substrate languages are referred to as (topo)formants (Ru. топоформант) in
Russian toponymic literature. The word initial elements of substrate toponyms,
in turn, are referred to as bases (Ru. основа). Both terms are adopted below.
This is because the terms specific and generic do not adequately refer to name
elements which have lost their lexical and/or morphological nature.
Despite the fact that formants historically often originate in generics and
bases in specifics, formant and base are to be understood as primarily
synchronic notions. In substrate toponymy, several assimilative changes may
namely affect the shape of the individual toponyms and many formants thus
occur in positions in which the corresponding generics are not reconstructable
in the substrate language. Moreover, many formants are of multiple origins,
though from the point of view of the Russian place name system, they all
include phonotactic elements which make it possible to understand them as
names. Thus, in the terminology of this study, base and formant may be defined
as phonotactic types of one-morpheme opaque toponyms. A characteristic
feature of the formant is that it often makes it possible to understand the word as
a place name, or sometimes as a name denoting a specific kind of place. The
bases do not have this characteristic.

3.2. Probability and verifiability of toponymic etymologies
Toponymic etymologies can (and should always, if possible) be supported
semantically, also. If a place name that presumably includes a substrate
language term for ‘lake’ indeed denotes a lake, or an object close to a lake, this
substantially adds to the credibility of the etymology. This is the case with most
of the toponyms with the ending –немь, –мень, –минь, etc. which denote capes
and river bends, or toponyms with the ending –ой, –ай, etc. which typically
refer to capes and brooks.
Some toponymic etymologies are not verifiable on the basis of languageexternal facts, however. As for Котонемь it is impossible to prove whether the
cape denoted by this name has sometimes been used as a temporary settlement
without archaelogical investigation. As for Кузонемь, these kinds of names
denote various bends in the rivers, alongside some of which spruce grow while
beside others they do not. The proposed etymology may still be correct. It may
be that the characteristics of the place have changed during the centuries.
It is also possible that the proposed etymology does not indicate the
existence of any features in the denoted object which could verify or falsify the
etymology. For example, Сетала, the name of a part of a village Валдокурье
may be connected with Finnic *setä ‘uncle’ as proposed by Matveev (2004: 67).
However, there is nothing in the object itself that could verify or falsify this
etymology. We have to look at different kinds of sources (historical documents,
18

other toponyms, etc.) in order to find support for the etymology and even if this
kind of search fails, the etymology could still be correct, though somewhat less
probable than many other toponymic etymologies.17
Another factor that affects the reliability of toponymic etymology is the
frequency of toponymic models in languages used as material for comparisons.
The toponymic etymologies referred to above are based on the assumption that
common toponymic models of present-day languages were also common in the
substrate languages to which they are related. While this certainly is likely, it
means also that toponyms based on unusual naming motivations cannot be
etymologised with the same degree of certainty as those based on frequent
motivations.
The probability scale for toponymic etymologies that follows is based on
material from the Pinega District and is, quite probably, not generalisable in all
contexts. Furthermore, it focuses only on probability problems related to the
semantics of the toponyms as the phonogical problems regarding toponymic
etymologies can, in the most cases, be accounted for in a similar manner to
other etymologies. The toponymic etymologies which fulfill the characteristics
for group 1 are, in the opinion of the author, most probable, with the probability
diminishing down the scale.
1) Toponyms which belong to toponymic types present in living languages
with an etymology that can be verified by language-external facts, cf.
Лимозеро a lake Лимручей a brook < Finnic. lima ‘slime’ (the objects are
characterised by slime crops), Летозеро a lake Летопала a village < Finnic
*leettek (> Finnish liete ‘sludge’, Karelian liete ‘fine sand on a shore’, those
places denoted as indeed having a sandy bottom and shores), Солозеро a
lake < Finnic *salo or < Sámi *suolōj < *salo(j) < ?*salaw ‘island’ (there is
an island in the centre of the lake). *lima, *leettek and *salo(i) are all terms
widely used in toponym formation in Finnic. *salo(i) is also frequent in
Sámi toponyms.
2) Toponyms with semantically well-founded etymologies that can be verified
by language-external facts when there is no corresponding toponymic model
in living languages, cf. Кычас a river, Кыча a lake Кычверетия a passway
17

In case of Сетала, Matveev (ibidem) has proposed that the nearby toponym
Чучебалa, presumably derived from the Sámi *ćeaci ‘uncle’ and *palva ‘settlement’
(see below 5.1) would support this etymology. The toponyms Сетала and Чучебалa,
are also used as synonyms in a 16th century document (Matveev 2004: 105–106). The
hypothesis concerning of Sámi origins for of this toponym is still incorrect because of
the formant which clearly is not Sámi and because of the phonological phonetic shape
of the base (this is also admitted by Matveev himself, ibid.). The assumption by
Matveev, that the toponym Чучебалa, derives from the same semantics as Сетала may
still be correct in principle.
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through a marsh18 < Finnic *kiccas (> Finnish kitsas) ‘narrow’ All these
names denote objects characterised by their narrowness. However, toponyms
with a corresponding appellative are rare in Finnic. The same concept is
expressed with several other words (Finnish kapea, kaita, soukka and their
counterparts in other Finnic languages).
3) Toponyms which belong to toponymic types present in living languages
when the places they denote are neutral regarding the proposed etymology,
cf. Ристимень bend in a river < Finnic *risti ‘cross’, *nееmi ‘cape’
(toponyms formed from the appellative risti ‘cross’ are common in Finnic
languages, but there is no evidence that there was any kind of a cross in that
place, or that the place would have been situated at some kind of
crossroads), Ламбас two brooks, one lake < Finnic *lampas ‘sheep’
(toponyms formed from the appellative *lampas are common in Finnic
languages and the objects denoted are relatively close to old dwellings and
could thus have been connected to sheep herding. However, this would seem
impossible to demonstrate)19, Сергозеро < *särki ‘roach’ (roach is a
common fish in luxuriant lakes of northern Europe and it could be a possible
naming motivation for a large number of lakes in any district).
4) Names connected to appellatives not used in toponym formation in living
languages while the object is neutral in regard to a proposed etymology, cf.
Рачмина, Рачканда < Finnic *raccu ‘mount; riding horse’ (Matveev 2001:
63). Etymologies of this kind are extremely uncertain and in many cases
probably false.
A fifth group of toponymic etymologies which does not need to be placed in the
probability scale is the toponymic etymologies proper, i.e. toponyms which may
be connected with each other while no appropriate etymological explanation for
them can be given. Thus in the Pinega basin there are two rivers called Кырас.
On phonological criteria, they may be connected with Finnic hydronyms
derived from specific kyrö(s)-. In Finland, similar names are connected to
several rapids and stony places by rivers, or to fast flowing rivers.20 The element
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Веретия is a dialect word that means ‘a narrow dry passway through a marsh’.
Matveev (2004: 45–47) has proposed a connection of this toponymic model and the
Russian dialectal ламбас ’bay of a river’, which is, in turn, almost certainly is a
borrowing from a Finnic word related to Finnish lampi ’small lake’. In the Pinega
district, those toponyms derived from *lampas are not connected to river bays or small
lakes, however, and this makes the etymology proposed above more probable in the
given context. Similar toponyms connected with the Finnic lampi and the Russian
ламбас exist in other districts.
20
There is also a homonymic western Finnish toponymic type *kyrö(s) which is derived
from *kyδö ‘moorland burnt-over for cultivation’ (> Fi. kytö id.). The hydronyms
derived from the stem *kyrös have a wider distribution and are not connected with
these.
19
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kyrö(s) itself, however, is without an etymological explanation. Another
example is the river and village name Турья that may be connected to several
Finnic toponyms with the specific turja-. No credible etymological explanations
for this have been given. Nevertheless, such correspondencies can point to links
between the toponymy of certain regions and thus help to clarify problems
related to settlement history.
The probability scale presented above is not an absolute one. Above all, the
difference between toponyms which can (groups 1, 2) and which cannot be (3,
4) verified on the basis of language-external facts is not a stable one. There are
some toponyms which point to the discernable and stable characteristics of a
place (*salo(i) ‘island’, *leettek ‘fine sand’). Some point to discernable but
unstable charateristics which may change over time (*kuusi ‘fir’, *särki
‘roach’). Moreover, some toponyms can be found to be motivated in their
geographical context although they do not point to any of the discernable
characteristics of an object (cf. the etymology for Усигорка above in 2.2). Thus,
from the point of view of their semantic probability, toponymic etymologies
form a continuum that can be illustrated by the following scheme:
Table 1.

less probable etymologies

more probable etymologies

Å Å Å Å Å Å Å Å Å Å Å Å Å ÅÆ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ Æ
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
| *uusi ‘new’ |
|
|
|
|
|
*raccu ‘horse’ |
*kota ‘hut’
| *särki ‘roach’
| *leettek ‘fine sand’ |
*setä ‘uncle’
*risti ‘cross’
|
|
*kuusi ‘spruce *saloj ‘island’

There are still other factors which may enhance the probability of a toponymic
etymology, but which do not figure in the scale above. One of them is the length
of the etymon. The more there are regular sound correspondences in the
toponym and its assumed etymon, the less likely it is that the toponym would be
similar to an existing Uralic toponymic type by chance. Another factor is the
amount of phonologically possible and semantically credible etymologies for
any particular substrate toponym. If several plausible etymologies can be found
for an individual toponym, the less likely it is that one of them is correct. The
third factor is the “critical mass”. The more there are etymologies from a single
source, the more they include cases with individual sound correspondences and
the more they are connected with the same kind of objects in the same territory,
the more likely will be that most of them are correct.
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4. Adaptation of substrate toponyms to Russian
4.1. Phonological adaptation
As in most of the Uralic languages, the accent in substrate names is on the first
syllable in the absolute majority of the toponyms. There are also few examples
of word initial voiced phonemes. This points to the fact that the substrate
languages of this area have been dissimilar to Permian, Mari or Mordvinian
branches of Uralic which all have voiced consonants or Udmurtian which
follows word final stress pattern.
The phonemes of substrate languages are most easily reconstructed in the
first syllable and in the consonant cluster between the first and second syllable.
The second syllable of the substrate name typically has reduced vowels, and if
this syllable is word final, it also includes the Russian gender ending, which is
typically determined by the gender of the geographical appellative that
characterises the object. Thus, village and river names are typically feminine
(and end with an а), because the words деревня ‘village’ and река ‘river’ are
feminine while brook names tend to be masculine (< ручей ‘brook’) and lake
names neutre (< озеро ‘lake’). This substantially diminishes the possibility of
some vowels occurring in word final position. Thus, the reconstruction of
substrate language phonemes in the second syllable can usually be made only at
the lexical level when the word the toponym is derived from has been identified
with the aid of the first syllable.
The central sound correspondences of Finnic loanwords in Russian were
clarified at the beginning of the 20th century (Mikkola 1894; Kalima 1919; see
also Myznikov 2004: 345–371). The sound correspondences found in northern
Russian substrate toponyms are mainly close to these. They are not completely
uniform in the entire Dvina basin, however (see Matveev 2001: 123–151).
The following table includes the most typical sound correspondences of the
toponyms in the Pinega district. Some correspondences in other northern
Russian areas are discussed in the footnotes. Most of the correspondences
included in the table can be supported by several etymologies from groups 1, 2
or 3 in the reliability scale presented above.
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Table 2.
A CONSONANTS
t
t, d

Торос- < Pre-Sámi *toras- ‘crosswise’’,
Хит- / Хид- < Finnic *hiiti ‘sanctuary;
centre of a settlement’
Каск- < Finnic *kaski ‘burnt-over clearing’,
Сог- < Finnic *soka ‘dirt; litter’
Палт- < palttV- ‘slope’
Ламбас- < *lampas ‘sheep’

k

kg

p

pb

tt
kk
pp

t
k
p

Хатар- < *hattara ‘bush’
Азик- < *Asikka personal name
??Луп- < Karelian luppo ‘water lily; Nymphae or
Calla palustris’21

ć

č

Чолм- < Proto-Sámi *ćoalmē or Pre-Finnic *ćolma

c

č

Печ- < Proto-Sámi *peaccē or Pre-Finnic *pecä
‘pine’

m

m, n

ŋ

n

Лим- < Finnic *lima ‘slime’,
Ланбас < *lampas ‘sheep’22
Вонга < *voŋka ‘deep place in riverrun’

s

s, š, z, ž

h

h, g

hk
Vu

ht
Vv

Шул- < sula ‘unfrozen’, Сул- < *sula,
Перз- < *perse ‘back’ (in modern language:
‘rump’)23
Хит- < *hiiti ‘sanctuary’ (see section 5)
Карг- < karhi ‘harrow’ (in toponyms also ‘rough’)
Пихт- < *pihka ‘resin’24
Лавд- < lauta ’board’ (in toponyms ‘trap’)

21

This etymology is very insecure in that the base Луп- only occurs in the toponym
Луптега. It is not clear what the –pt- stands for. However, Луптега is a river covered
by water lilies.
22
The correspondence *m ~ n is a rare one and clearly is a result of sporadic
dissimilation.
23
It is not clear, how many sibilants there were in substrate languages (see discussion in
section 6.3).
24
This somewhat surprising correspondence also occurs in some other districts. In most
of the dialects, however, –hk- has also been substituted as –hk- and –vk-.
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The following substrate language consonants always correspond to parallel
consonants in Russian: l, r, v, n. The phoneme j also corresponds to the vowel
prothesis or to j.
Russian p, t and k are regular correspondents of the substrate language *p, t
and k in word initial position and next to an unvoiced consonant. Russian b,d
and g are regular correspondents of the substrate language *p, t and k between
vowels and next to a voiced consonant. In some cases however, unvoiced t, p
and k also seem to occur in these positions. It is possible that toponyms of this
kind originate from derivations. Thus, it seems likely that the brook name
Ретова (var. Рётова) is related to the Finnic *retu ‘dirt’ as this word
commonly occurs in Finnic toponyms. The Russian –t– hints that it goes back to
the substrate language plural stem derivation *retto(i) – this kind of derivation
also appears in Finnish and Karelian toponyms (Rettoinsuo, Rettuisuo,
Retteinnotko etc. [NA]). The alternation хит ~ хид ‘sanctuary; centre of
settlement’ may also have arisen because toponyms with the base хитoriginated in plural forms (cf. Finnish Hiittensuo, etc.), whereas toponyms with
the base хид- suggest a singular (cf. Finnish Hiidenvuori, etc.).
Some occurrences of the phoneme *t in Finnic originate from the phoneme
*δ, cf. name of the river Сотка < Proto-Finnic *sotka < Pre-Finnic *śoδka
‘wild duck’. It is not clear whether this phoneme was preserved in some
substrate languages. In any case, its reflexes are the same as those of *t.
As the northern Russian dialects are characterised by cokanje (i.e. they have
only one affricate) it is impossible to trace back the possible different reflexes
of two Finno-Ugrian affricates. Although both affricates occur in the etymons of
the substrate toponyms, they represent only one phoneme and it is impossible to
know whether the two Finno-Ugrian affricates were present in the substrate
language (see section 6.4. for further discussion).
The occurrence of h and g as reflexes of the substrate language *h depends
on the phonological environment. g is a regular correspondent of the substrate
language h next to a back vowel, h next to a front vowel.
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Table 3.
B vowels
a

a,o

e

e, ë, a

*ee
i

e
i, ï

o, oo

o

u
y

u
u, ï (8i)

ä

ä, e, a

ö

?ï (8i)
?aj

*aj > ej

Варгас < *varkas ‘thief’
Полта < paltte ‘slope’
Кëлд- < *kelta ‘yellow’,
Падр- < *petra ‘wild reindeer’
Лет- < *leettek ‘fine sand’
Пим- < *pime ‘dark’,
Кыч- < *kicca(s) ‘narrow’
Вонга < *vonka ‘adeep place in the
river’ Лод- < *loode ‘west or south’
Руск- < *ruske ‘red or brown’
Кыл(ь)м- < *külmä ‘cold’,
Юрома < *jyrämä ‘a river that
runs through a lake’
Хярг- < *härkä ‘bull’, Серг- < *särki
‘roach’, Сейвас < *seiväs ‘(hay)
‘pole’25
Выр(ь)- < ??*vöörü ‘slope’26
Хайн- < ??*haina ‘hay’

According to the standard interpretation (Matveev 2001: 133–136), the
correspondence a ~ o is older than a ~ a. The Russian short a developed into o,
but this development may be more recent than generally assumed (Juhani
Nuorluoto: personal communication based on a new interpretation of the
occurrence of vowel graphemes in the Novgorod birch bark letters). The
toponymy of the Pinega district supports this hypothesis in that here the
correspondences a ~ o and a ~ a occur in the same area.

25

In the Pinega district, the correspondence substrate language ä ~ Russian a is limited
to the second syllable. It is also attested also in first syllable in some other northern
Russian territories.
26
Because the ö is an infrequent vowel in Finnic, this correspondence is quite insecure.
In Finnic, there are two close words with the meaning ‘slope’ *veere (> Finnish vieri-)
and *vöörü (> Finnish vyöry-). The latter clearly is a labialised variant of the former, but
the fact that it is present in both the northern and southern groups of Finnic languages
points to its high age. Thus it is well quite possible that the Pinega toponym Вырполье
which indicates a field situated on a slope in the village of Krylovo may be connected
with this Finnic word.
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The correspondents of i and e are determined by the vowel in following
syllable. If the second syllable has a back vowel the regular correspondents are ï
(ortographic ы) and a. If the second syllable has a front vowel, the
correspondents are e and i (see also Matveev 2001: 137–138; Matveev 2004:
205–210). In southern Finnic, a mid-central vowel (in Estonian ortography õ)
has emerged in the first syllable of the words which have the combination e ~ a
(Holst 2001). It is not impossible that a similar process might have also
occurred in the Finnic substrate languages of the Dvina basin.

4.2. Morphological adaptation
Several morphological adaptation techniques are applied in the integration of
substrate toponyms into Russian. At least the following morphological
integration types can be distinguished.
1) The full adaptations (Finnic *Kuusineemi ‘fir/cape’ > Кузомень, *Haaraniemi ‘branch/cape’ > Харомень, *Kuusioja fir/brook > Кузоя).
In these cases the Uralic substrate name typically consisting of a generic and
a specific has been borrowed into Russian as a single-morpheme name. Thus,
Finnic *Kuusineemi is a syntactic construction that consists of two intelligible
appellatives, but the Russian Кузомень is an arbitrary one-morpheme name
which cannot be segmented in the language in which it functions. Thus,
although the formants are word final, from the point of view of morphology,
they are more like stem types than suffixes.
As the same formants recur in thousands of toponyms, the relationship
between them and the types of objects they denote is often more or less obvious.
This may have resulted in a limited consciousness by Russian speakers that, for
example, the phoneme chain –мень usually denotes a cape or a bend in a river.
This may lead to a kind of “remorphemisation” of the substrate name what can
be observed from the fact that sometimes formants develop analogically in
Russian from other word-final elements in order to keep the name in shape with
language-external facts (cf. Торома > Торомень > Торонемь, as the object
denoted is situated on a cape).
2) Partial translations (*Limajärvi > Лимозеро ‘slim/lake’, *Petä(jä)oja >
Петручей ‘pine/brook’).
In these cases the generic of the name is translated into Russian while the
specific remains untranslated. As a result, the substrate toponym consist of two
morphemes, the latter of which is a Russian geographical appellative functioning as a classifier and the former a lexically arbitrary element that carries the
denoting function of the name.
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The number and types of partly translated names vary according to the type
of object and the area. The names of the lakes and marshes tend to be partly
translated, whereas the names of rivers hardly ever are, while again, names of
brooks are translated in some areas and in some areas they are not
(Gusel’nikova 1994). In some cases the phonological similarity between the
substrate language word and its Russian counterpart may have favoured partial
adaptation (?cf. *vaara ‘hill’ > Ru. гора ‘hill’).
As mentioned in section 3.1, some topoformants, especially those connected
to river names (-га, -н(ь)га, -ма), can to some extent fulfill the function of a
generic also in Russian. This is probably the reason why river names are rarely
partial translations.
3) Elliptical toponyms (*Kylmäjoki ‘cold/river’ > Кыл(ь)ма, *Lampasjärvi
‘sheep/lake’ > Ламбас.
With this kind of toponym the generic of the substrate language has
disappeared and only the original specific of the name functions as a onemorpheme substrate name. In Finnish onomastics, such names have been
referred as elliptical.
In some languages (including Finnish), etymologically opaque toponyms
have a tendency to shorten by abolishing the generic (cf. Finnish Kymijoki Æ
Kymi) . In the Pinega district the borrowing of a substrate name as an elliptical
toponym always occurs when the last syllable of the original specific would
have yielded, as a result of phonological adaptation, a syllable identical to the
common topoformant. Thus, the river name Кылма has a final syllable similar
to place names with the formant –ма (see below section 5.1) and this seems to
be the reason why the second component of the river name has disappeared.
Sometimes, however, the disappearance of the generic is not connected to the
phonological form of the name in any way.
Elliptical shortenings seem to be especially common in river names,
probably because these are the most important names in the toponym systems of
northern Russia and often serve as bases for other names.
4) Suffixations (*Vihto(j) personal name > Вихтово, *Kylmäoja cold/brook >
Кылмовка).
In these cases, the substrate name has been adopted with the aid of a Russian
suffix. In some cases, the suffix has probably replaced a generic or a derivational suffix of a substrate language.
Many settlement names of substrate origin have been formed with the aid of
the suffix –(o/e)vo which is typically attached to personal names or to toponyms
derived from personal names (*Aino(i) personal name > Айново village
(cf. section 5.3), Toivottu personal name [< toivo ‘hope’] > *Toivottula >
Тойвотолово village, cf. Saarikivi 2003: 140, note 93). In some cases, these
kinds of suffixes may have replaced a substrate language derivational suffix
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*–la / –lä (cf. below section 5.1), other names for this type (probably a majority
of them) may be genuine Russian names derived from Finnic personal names.
In addition, many brook names have been adapted to Russian by attaching a
deminutive suffix to the name stem. In other names, suffixation rarely occurs.
This is apparently due to the fact that topoformants function in northern Russian
dialects in a somewhat similar way to suffixes. As to the latter, they also carry
the information that the word belongs to the class of names.
5) Translations (calques) (*Seiväsjoki ‘pole/river’> Сейвас > Жердь ‘pole’,
?*Rautaveräjät > Железные ворота).
In these cases the whole name has been translated into Russian. Translations
can be identified if the substrate language toponym has been preserved in a
literary source, or (and what is more common in northern Russian circumstances) if a substrate toponym with similar lexical content has been preserved
in the immediate proximity of the Russian toponym. Thus, the Pinega District
river name Жердь formed from an appellative with the meaning ‘balk; pole’
and the River Сейвас (< Finnic seiväs ‘pole’, probably an elliptical name from
*Seiväsjoki) are situated only one kilometre away from each other. Therefore, it
seems quite probable that the Russian name is a translation of the latter. This is
further supported by the facts that the Russian name represents a structural type
not common in Russian toponymy (the name is composed of a substantive only)
and that Slavic river names are otherwise rare in the Pinega district.
Another case in which translations can be identified is when the toponymic
model is semantically so unusual that it could hardly have come about in two
languages independently. One such case is the toponymic model Железные
ворота ‘iron gates’ attested in several northern Russian regions. This model is
associated with narrow passways through marshes or rocky terrain. In Karelian,
there is a similar toponymic type Rautaveräjät (Kuzmin 2004: 154–155) and it
is likely that the Russian Железные ворота corresponds to this as a translation.
Most likely, many translated toponyms will not be identifiable because of a
lack of literary documentation and substrate names with a similar lexical
content.
6) Full or partial folk etymology (Лодозеро river < *looδesara ‘west/brook’,
Рандростров < *Rantasara shore/brook).
In these cases the substrate name has been adapted to Russian by mixing it
(or a part of it) with a Russian appellative that resembles its phonological shape.
The result is an (at least partially) intelligible Russian name that lacks semantic
motivation. Thus, Лодозеро is seemingly a lake name. The object is not a lake,
however, and there is no lake in its vicinity. The name denotes a river that forms
the upper end of a water system in the basin of the River Pokšen’ga. A
characteristic feature of the River Лодозеро is that it flows into the Pokšen’ga
straight from the west. This would make it possible, although with reservations,
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to connect the name etymologically with the Finnic *looδe ‘west’ (in modern
Finnish: ‘southwest’ – this etymology by Denis Kuzmin, personal communication). The Russian second component озеро would, in this case, have originated
from *sara ‘a river at the top of the water system’ (see section 5.1).
In a similar manner, Рандростров is apparently an island name. The object
it denotes is a brook, however. As all the island names in the Pinega district are
partial translations one could, although with reservations, connect this name
etymologically with the appellative *sara ‘brook’ (see below 5.1). In this case,
the phonological similarity of *sara and *saari ‘island’ would have produced
an erroneous translation (Gusel’nikova 1994). It is even possible that the folk
etymological mixing of *sara and *saari has happened in the substrate
language and reflects the fact that there were two closely related Finnic substrate languages in the area (see below section 6.3 for discussion).

5. Most frequent elements in Russian substrate names
5.1. Most common formants and their origin27
In what follows some representative toponymic models of north Russian
substrate toponymy are presented.
The first list includes the most common formants of the substrate toponymy
of the Arkhangelsk Region. As noted above, most of the formants originate
from geographic appellatives. Some formants, especially those denoting rivers,
seem to be of multiple origins. Thus, those names, which at present include
same formants, have not necessarily been of same structure in the substrate
languages. This is because in those circumstances in which large amounts of
substrate toponymy are borrowed, unintelligible toponyms easily affect the
phonological shape of one another. When enough substrate toponyms with
similar endings are borrowed, they may turn into a structural toponymic model
which, in turn, begins to affect the adaptation of new toponyms. There are cases
where substrate names analogically adopt new formants in Russian. This kind of
reorganization of the toponymic system is a continual process and sometimes
there are concurring forms of many toponyms with different formants used
simultaneously (Торома ~ Торомень ~ Торонемь, cf. above section 4.2).
For all the formants below, the following information is given: 1) the most
common form of the formant and its main variants in brackets, 2) some
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The most common formants of northern Russian substratum toponymy are presented
and etymologically analysed in several articles, manucripts and a recent monograph by
A. K. Matveev, (Matveev 1980; 2001; 2004). The following discussion rests heavily on
these sources. In certain cases, however, the views presented below will differ from
those of Matveev.
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examples of toponyms which include the formant, 3) a relative number of
toponyms which include the formant in the Arkhangelsk Region (according to
Matveev 2004), 4) the classes of objects the formant is connected to and 5) the
proposed etymology.
-Vн(ь)га | Шиленьга, Покшеньга, Явроньга | rivers | several hundreds | The
formant is of multiple origin. Some names originate in a combination of Uralic
genitive *–n and PU *juka ‘river’ or one its successors (as already pointed out
by Sjögren). Some are analogical formations and have originated in Russian
from toponyms with different word final elements. Some names are possibly
connected to Finnish toponyms with the suffixes –nki, -nko, -nka, -nkä. Also,
this Finnic group is of multiple origin (see Räisänen 2003), but some of the
toponyms in this group are probably of considerable age.28 Furthermore, the
somewhat fantastic etymological suggestion by A.L. Šilov that toponyms with
this formant could include a Uralic word connected to Khanty (Proto-Khanty
form given) *jeŋk ‘water’ (< *jeŋi) could also find some support, in that two
other common toponymic types (ухт-, –пала) are also connected to Uralic
words surviving only in the Ugric languages.29
-мень (–немь, –нема, –мина) | Кузонемь, Шуламень, Каскомень, Чухченема
| several hundreds | villages, capes, river bends, flood meadows, coastal objects |
< Finnic *neemi ‘cape’ (the form –мень has come about through metathesis
caused by the unusual word final –мь) The word *neemi is without cognates
outside Finnic and without a generally accepted etymology.
-га (-юга, -юг, -уг) | Немнюга, Ежуга, Пинега | rivers | approx. 200 | The
formant is of multiple origin. Most of the names with this ending, quite
certainly, originate from PU *juka ‘river’ and the words related to it (> fi. joki,
SaN johka, Komi ju, etc.). Some of the names with this ending originate in
words with a derivational suffix (*-k, *-kkV)30 and some are the result of
analogical name formation or adaptation in Russian.
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Although Räisänen has presented etymologies for most of the Finnish toponyms with
these endings, some of them are quite dubious (they would belong to groups 3 and 4 on
the reliability scale presented in section 4 above). Those Russian toponyms with the
formant *–н(ь)га are equally enigmatic. It is possible that among the both groups of
names there are pre-Uralic toponyms. This seems likely in that many names of this kind
are refer to objects of considerable size and even their bases are difficult to etymologise.
29
A.L. Šilov further suggests that the Mari eŋer ‘river’ with its cognates in Russian
substrate toponymy [Matveev 1998] would also belong to this connection as
derivations. However, the Mari word derives from Proto-Uralic *eŋi- while the Khanty
word points to Proto-Uralic *jäŋi. Therefore, this explanation cannot be correct.
30
These kinds of suffixes are common everywhere in Uralic and reconstructable in
Proto-Uralic. –k is deverbal (cf. Finnish lähte- (< *läkte-) ‘to commence; to leave’ Æ
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-(в)ой (-бой, -буй, -ой, -уй, -оя, -уя) | Каргоя, Кукобой, Мурдой | brooks |
< 200 | < PU *woja ‘brook’ (> Fi. oja, SaKi vuåjj, saN oadji). Northern Russian
substrate languages clearly had two lexemes related to the Uralic word meaning
‘brook’, *oja and *woja. The latter of these has been characterised as Sámi by
Matveev (2001) but this is not inevitable because both the Finnic oja and the
related Sámi words derive from *woja.31 Therefore, those names which go back
to the substrate language *woja can ultimately also derive from another kind of
Uralic language than Sámi.
-ма | Торома, Мадома, Полтома | rivers, meadows, coastal objects | < 200 |
Most of the names with this formant originate from various suffixes of Uralic
languages (see discussion by Mullonen 2002: 222–228). These include deverbal
suffixes and the suffix *-mV often attached to geographical appellatives (cf.
Finnish oja ‘brook’, virta ‘stream’, reuna ‘rim’ Æ ojama / ojamo, virtama /
virtamo, reunama, etc. [geographical appellatives]). The suggestion that
toponyms with this ending could have originated from the Uralic *mi8 xi8
(> Finnic maa) ‘earth’ (Matveev 2001: 200–202) is, in most of the cases,
probably false.32
-сар(а) (-сара, -сора, -зора, -зор, -зур etc.) | Соросара, Лавзора, Явзора |
rivers, brooks, especially the uppermost brooks of the water systems | < 100 | ?
< Finnic *sa(a)ra ‘brook, branch of river’. The meaning attested in substrate
toponyms is close to another Finnic appellative haara (< *hara < *šara)
‘branch’, but the two Finnic words referred to are not etymologically connected
(the former is probably a Sámi borrowing (Aikio 2001), the latter a Baltic loan
(cf. Lithuanian žarà ‘branch’, Jorma Koivulehto, personal communication with
Ante Aikio). One should also note that there is no living Finnic language with a
high frequency of the word sa(a)ra in toponyms. It has a limited area of
distribution in southeastern Finnish dialects, Veps and Ludian. However, even
bases of northern Russian toponyms with the formant -сара are often
etymologisable on the basis of Finnic languages. This suggests that the language
in which the *-sar(a)-names originate was likely different from living Finnic
languages.

lähde (< *läktek) ‘source; spring’. –kkV forms collective denominal derivations (Finnish
kuusi ‘fir’ Æ kuusikko ‘woods that grow fir’).
31
In Finnic and Sámi, word initial *wo developed into o (cf. PU wolka ‘elbow’ > Fi.
olka SaN oalgi). East Sámi and also Livonian have a secondary vowel prothesis.
32
In Finnic, maa is used in toponym formations mainly as a part of compounds
(sydänmaa ‘heartlands’, palomaa ‘burnt land’ etc.). There are also some other naming
models with the generic maa (‘large island’, etc.).
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-ч | Вадасеч, Кокач, Котич | brooks, small lakes | approx. 100 | < Finnic *-vcvcu
(a deminutive suffix). Also Sámi has a vc-deminutive although this is of another
origin (< *–n7c–) and some names of this kind may be connected with it.
-пал(а) (-пол(а), -бал(а), -бол(а)) | Летопала, Кушкопала, Воепала | villages,
settlements, coastal objects | over 50 | < ?*palwa ‘settelement’ (> Khanty V
puγəl, etc., Mansi TJ pawəl, etc., Hungarian falu ‘village; settlement’). In the
present Finnic languages, the word *palva is not used as an appellative, but it
has probably been preserved in Estonian toponymy as the component –palu in
some settlement names.33 It seems clear that toponyms with this formant
denoted settlements even in the substrate language. The comparison with PU
*palwa presupposes a somewhat unexpectable phonological development in the
second syllable, where *w should have disappeared. This development could
well have been caused by the adaptation of toponyms into Russian in some
dialect, from which the formant would have spread further by analogy. Another
possibility is that the second syllable development va > u took place in the
substrate language.34
Some, but likely few names with this formant may have originated from the
Finnic *palo ‘burnt land’ and *pooli ‘half; side’, in toponyms also: ‘region’.
-важ (-ваш, –маж, -маш etc.) | Роваж, Игловаж, Косваж | brooks, rivers |
over 50 | < Proto-Permian *vož (> Komi vož Udmurt vuž) ‘branch, brook’. The
variants of the formant are explainable on the basis of the phonological
environment of the formant. In addition to Permian, there is a word vož ‘branch
of a river’ with a toponymic use also in Mari, where the word can be considered
a borrowing from Permian. The Permian etymology of the formant is verified
by the fact that even the bases occurring with this formant are etymologisable
on the basis of Permian.
-вей | Вырвей, Ельвей, Тылвей | brooks | under 50 | < Proto-Permian *vVj
‘brook’ (Komi -vej in place names; ud. vaj ‘branch; brook’ [latter meaning in
place names]). As noted by Matveev (2001), the Permian character of the names
33

Most of the Estonian toponyms with the with final component -palu are, without
doubt, connected to the appellative palu ‘burnt land’ but in some cases the origin of the
names is not altogether clear.
34
Cf. Estonian palve ’request’ but palu-da ’to request’ (< *palvu), where the
derivational suffix u has triggered the assimilation vu > u. In fact, Finnic *palvo’request, beg; worship’ could be a derivation from of *palva ’village’ which otherwise
lacks cognates in Finnic. The semantic connection would be understandable in that a
village or a settlement is also the place of the common cult. Note, that the Finnic hiisi
’devil’; pagan divinity’ has originally meant ’centre of settlement’ (Koski 1967, cf.
section 5.2. below).
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with the formant –вей is obvious both on the basis of their distribution and the
fact that the bases of the names are usually etymologisable from the Permian
languages. One should note, however, that there is a similar word in the Sámi
languages as well: saN veadji ‘brook’ (< *vejä). The Sámi and Permian words
cannot be cognates, but the Permian word could be a western Uralic borrowing
(see section 6.4).
–ла | Веркола, Чакола, Кеврола | settlements | over 50 | < Finnic –la / –lä, a
locative suffix added to place names. This suffix has developed into a suffix of
settlement names exclusively in Finnic, but it has etymological cognates in
other Uralic languages.
–вера (–бера) | Матвера, Пимбера, Русковера | settlements, hills, slopes | ?30
| < *veeri ‘hill; slope’ > Finnic vieru, vieri, vieremä ‘slope’, Proto-Sámi *vēr8e
(> saN vierra ‘hill on which trees grow’). Also, mdE veŕ mdM väŕ ‘upwards’
belong here. The semantics of the places denoted by this formant in the Pinega
district are similar to that of the Finnic words. Surprisingly, many of these
denote settlements, but as the settlements in the Pinega district are typically
situated on high places beside rivers, it is not possible to decide which meaning
was the original one. Note that in Estonian, a common settlement name model
with the ending –vere, has most likely developed from *veeri ‘slope’ (Kettunen
1955: 272–324).
–вара (-вора) | Кочевар, Пaдчевары | hills | approx. 20 | < SaN várri ‘hill’ <
PS *vārē or Fi. *vaara ‘hill’. The Finnish and Karelian vaara is, most likely, a
borrowing from Sámi. The background of the Sámi word is not clear.35 The
North Russian toponyms with this formant only occur in the western periphery
of the Dvina basin and in the Beloozero region (Matveev 2001: 188).
-сарь | Кивсарь, Лапсарь, Пиксарь | meadows, islands | < 20 | < Finnic saari
‘island’. The meadows denoted to by this formant are situated on the islands or
by the low shores of the river which form islands during the spring floods. The
Finnic saari is without a generally accepted etymology.
-конда (-канда) | fields, pastures | approx. 20 | < Fi. kontu ‘house and lands
surrounding it’. This word is probably a derivation of the Uralic *konta or
*kunta (both forms attested) ‘group of people; administrative territory’36

35

It has been suggested that this word could be connected with an Ob-Ugrian word with
a similar meaning (Sammallahti 1988: 551). This postulation is based on the assumption
that in this word the first syllable *a is sporadically not labialised in Sámi.
36
This is a new etymological version which is not to be found in standard references.
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-ванга | Кортеванга, Русованга, Мареванга | approx. 10 | < Karelian vanka
‘meadow (on a shore of a lake or a river)’. The word is a Germanic borrowing
(cf. Old Norse vangr ‘meadow’ < *wanga ‘curve’, SSA ( – the meadows in the
river valleys are typically situated at the bends of rivers).
-ранда | Вочаранда, Кавкаранда, Кукранда | approx. 10 | < Finnic ranta
‘shore’, a word of Germanic origin (< Proto-Germanic *strandā).

5.2. Some common bases and their origins
There are many more bases than formants in northern Russian substrate names.
The bases vary much areally and there are few bases which would be present in
the whole of the Arkhangelsk Region. Therefore, the list below is much less
representative than the list of formants above and serves mainly as an
illustration. All the examples are from the Pinega District.
As noted above, many of the etymologies for the bases are not verifiable on
the basis of the characteristics of the object. Thus, the etymologisation of the
bases is often more insecure than the etymologisation of the formants. However,
analogical processes which affect the phonological shape of the toponym are
not as common in the bases as in the formants and therefore, the bases always
have their origin in the specifics of the substrate language toponyms.
The material is presented according to the probability scale presented above
in section 3. Only the three most probable groups of etymologies are taken into
consideration. As noted above, some elements in substrate toponyms occur both
in the bases and in the formants (-сар(ь) ‘island’, -ранда ‘shore’, -немь ‘cape’,
etc.) and these have been left aside here because they have been considered
above. As there is no similar systematic presentation of toponymic bases as
there is for formants (Matveev 2001), no figure for toponyms including a
specific formant is given. One should note, however, that besides Pinega
district, most of the toponymic types presented here also appear in other areas in
the Arkhangelsk region.
A Toponyms belonging to toponymic types present in living languages with an
etymology that can be verified by language-external facts:
Палт- / Полт- | rivers | Полтома two rivers, Палтанские fields | < Finnic
*pal3tte ‘slope’ (Germanic borrowing). Names denote objects characterised by
hilly terrain and slopes.
Шул- / Сул- | rivers, riverside objects | Шуланемь cape (in two places), Сульца
river |< Finnic *sula ‘melted; unfrozen’ Names denote places which remain
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open in the winter or open first in the spring (cf. section 6.3 on the double
substitution of Finnic *s.)
Хар- | several kinds of objects | Хараполы field (in two places), Харанемь
meadow | < Finnic *haara ‘branch’ (Baltic borrowing); names denote geographical features which are somehow ‘branched’: one Хараполы is situated on
a hill which has a shape similar to a horseshoe, the other is situated at a
confluence.
Юром- | rivers | Юрома river (in several places) | < Finnic *jyr(h)ämä ‘a deep
and wide place in a river’. Names denote rivers which flow through lakes.
Кыл(ь)м- | brooks, rivers | Кылма river, Кылмовка spring | < Uralic *külmä
(> Finnish kylmä) ‘cold’. Names denote objects characterised by especially cold
water.
Явр- | brooks and rivers flowing from or through lakes | Явроньга ‘lake’ |
< Proto-Sámi *jāvrē / Pre-Finnic *jävri ‘lake’. It is peculiar that most substrate
lake names in the Arkhangelsk Region have been adapted as partial translations.
Therefore, the substrate language word for ‘lake’ has been preserved only in
brook and river names. They suggest that in most of the Arkhangelsk Region
the word had a phonological shape close to that of Sámi *jāvrē (Æ SaN jávri).37
Торос- | lakes, rivers | Торосозеро | < Sámi / Pre-Finnic *toras- ‘crosswise’
(> saN doares, East Mari toreš ‘against’) Name denotes lakes which are passed
through on the way to other, more important lakes.
Some names which belong to this group have etymologies not as straightforward as those mentioned above. In these cases the naming motivations are
not easily understandable and, therefore, the lexemes behind the names are also
not easily identifiable. In some cases investigation into place names in the living
Finnic languages provides information that makes an etymological interpretation of the toponyms possible. A few cases are presented below.
Кандело small lake (< Finnic *kantelek [ÆFinnish kannel]) ‘gusli; harp; a
musical instrument’ (a Slavic borrowing). This name denotes a lake with a
shape similar to a gusli. An investigation of Finnic and Karelian lake names
derived from similar lexemes (NA) proves that motivation of this kind has
37

In fact, all the Russian substrate toponyms point to either –vr-, –hr– or –kr– (< *–kr–)
in this word (Matveev 2002). If these words indeed are connected to the Finnic järvi,
the Baltic etymology for the word (< *jáura ’moor ‘moor or sea’, Nuutinen 1989)
cannot hold.
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indeed been used in naming lakes in the territory of the historical Karelian
settlement.
Варгас a part of a river (a strait) (< Finnic *varkas ’thief’, Germanic
borrowing) This name denotes a strait by the River Kuloj which forms an
alternative and shorter waterway when moving along the river. An investigation
of Finnic toponyms with similar lexemes proves that this is indeed the likely
motivation for several place names derived from varkaus ’theft’.38 The Finnish
expression kulkea (kuin) varkain ‘move quickly (literally: ‘like a thief’)’ is also
semantically related to the motivation behind *varkas-toponyms..
Валвадось marsh < Finnic *valva3ttus (Æ Finnish and Karelian valvatus) ‘hole
in the ice that remains open’ from valva- ‘stay awake or open’ This name
denotes an open, moist bog. Investigation of Finnic toponyms with a similar
lexical content implies a common naming motivation. This word has obviously
been used as a metaphor for open bogs.
Мурд- | Мурдой brook (in several places) < Finnic *murto ‘breaking’; in
toponyms of Pinega district ‘whirlpool’, | The names derived from this word
stem are connected to brooks which flow into the main river at narrow points
where whirlpools arise. Another investigation into Finnic place names connected to a similar naming model revealed the same motivation. In Karelian there is
also a dialectal word murto ‘whirlpool; deep water’. This clearly is a derivation
from murtaa ‘break’. The original meaning of the word seems to have been ‘to
turn back’.39 One needs to be aware, however, that the word murto is connected
to several other name types in Finnic languages as well (‘thicket; brake’;
rapids’).
B Toponyms which belong to toponymic types present in the living languages
but which have an etymology that is not verifiable on any language-external
basis
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Also, the name of the Finnish town Varkaus in Southern Savo seems to be connected
to this motivation. This town is situated on an isthmus between two major lakes
Kallavesi and Haukivesi near a place where big rapids Ämmänkoski flow from the
previous to the latter. Travelling through the rapids by boat may have been avoided by
taking a short cut through across the isthmus.
39
This is also the meaning of the Mordvinian (Erzya) murdams and (Mokša) mqrdems
which have been connected with the Finnic verb with some reservations (in SSA). Also,
the North Sámi murdit ‘retreat’, which is a borrowing from Finnish, proposes similar
semantics.
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Матк- | brooks, lakes etc. | Маткоя brook | < *matka ‘road; passway’. In
Finland, names of this kind have been given to places which were passed on the
way to some important destination. As there is no information available on the
traffic routes used by the pre-Slavic populations of northern Russia, it is not
possible to verify whether or not a similar kind of motivation is also behind the
substrate names of the Pinega basin. As this name type is common among living
Finnic languages, it is likely that a similar type existed in substrate languages of
the Arkhangelsk Region as well.
Хид- (Хит-) | settlements, lakes, elevations | Хидгора hill, Хитозеро lake |
< *hiiti (> Finnish hiisi) ‘unholy’, originally likely ‘sanctuary; centre of a
settlement’. Bases derived from *hiiti are typical in the present Finnic languages
and they have been considered in detail in the toponymic literature (Koski
1967–1970). In Finland and Estonia, the place names formed from the
appellative hiis(i) are often connected with old centres of settlements which,
quite probably, had sanctuaries. The present semantics of the word seem to have
developed relative to the adoption of Christianity. In northern Russia, some
хит- or хид-places are situated in the centres of old settlements (cf. Хидгора
above, section 2.3). In other cases, this kind of correlation is not self-evident,
however. It is probable that archaeological excavations could in some cases
provide further support for the etymology.
Хярг- | brooks | Хярга brook (in several places) < *härkä ‘bull’; Toponyms
formed from a word stem meaning ‘bull’ are typical of Finnic languages.
However, there seems to have been a peculiar toponymic model in the substrate
language of the Pinega basin: four small brooks which bare this name all have
an especially strong current in spring time, while in the summer they dry up
altogether. There is probably some kind of metaphoric naming motivation
behind the model.
Чухч- | brooks; settlements | Чухча river (2), Чухчамень village < Proto-Sámi
*ćukvc5e (> North Sámi čukčá) ‘capercaillie; tetrao urogallus’ This toponymic
etymology has been suggested in several treatises on northern Russian substrate
toponymy (cf. Matveev 2004: 103–104). The fact that the word related to the
Sámi word for capercaillie existed in the substrate languages of the territory
seems well founded: the Russian dialectal чухарь and the Komi dialectal čukči
which both mean ‘capercaillie’ have, most likely, been borrowed from substrate
languages of the territory.40 However, the naming motivation for the чухчplaces can hardly be verified in most cases. Moreover, there are other problems

40

The development of the Russian word has certainly been affected by глухарь, which
is the literary Russian designation for capercaillie.
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related to the identification of Sámi elements in substrate names (see section
6.1).
Нюхч- | rivers, settlements | < Proto- Sámi *ńukć8e ‘swan’ (> North Sámi
njukča) As with place names formed from *ćukvc5e it is not possible to verify or
falsify this old toponymic etymology (originally suggested by Castrén, cf.
Matveev 2004: 94–95) on the basis of language-external facts.41
C Toponyms formed from identifiable Uralic lexemes not used in toponymic
formation in living languages (or used only according to some other naming
motivation)
Кыч(ас)- | several kinds of objects | Кыча lake Кычас lake, Кычверетия a
passway between marshes < *kicca(s) ‘narrow’; the objects denoted to are
characterised by their narrowness. Living Finnic languages lack a similar
naming model.
Ухт- (Охт-)| rivers, lakes, objects related to bodies of water | Охтома river
(< *ukti ‘way; passway’ (> hanti V oγət ‘track’, etc., Mansi KU āxt id. etc.,
Hungarian út ‘way; road’). As noted by Mullonen (2002: 208–217) toponyms
with this base denote rivers or water routes which have a narrow passway by
land to other water systems (Ru. волок). It is probable that in these toponyms a
word present in the Ugric languages and meaning ‘passway’ or ‘road’ has been
preserved (Saarikivi 2004c: 349). This word has no cognate in present Finnic or
Sámi but it seems to have existed in the extinct languages of the Finnic and
Sámi type spoken in northern Russia.

5.3. Old Finnic personal names and
the northern Russian substrate toponymy
So far, the northern Russian substrate toponyms have been studied almost
exclusively on the basis of appellative lexicon. However, the present Finnic
languages also have a substantial number of toponyms formed from personal
names. These are especially characteristic of settlement and field names. In
Finnic languages, toponyms derived from personal names constitute approx.
10% of the total number of toponyms (Kiviniemi 1990: 143–145). In settlement
names their number may be as high as 50% (Mullonen 1994: 85–86).
41

It has been suggested that this kind of bird names may also have been used as a sort
of totem names (Matveev 1986). Аt the present stage of the research, this hypothesis is
quite speculative but may well prove to right in principle.
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In northern Russia, only some isolated examples of substrate toponyms
derived from personal names have been presented in the toponymic literature so
far (see Saarikivi 2003). This is partly due to a lack of historical documentation.
There are few documents which name individual pre-Slavic settlers in northern
Russia, and probably not a single document that would with certainty connect a
particular individual to a specific place. Further, the system of old Finnic
personal names has been described fairly superficially.
Only a limited number of Finnic pre-Christian personal names has been
preserved in historical sources. It is clear, however, that in a similar manner to
toponyms, many Old Finnic personal names have consisted of two parts
(Kauko/valta, Iha/lempi, Vihta/mieli)42 or have been based on participles
(Valittu ‘choiced’, Lemmitty ‘beloved’, Toivottu ‘hoped’). Quite likely, the first
part of these two-part names was also used on its own. It may be assumed that
when toponyms were formed from personal names, the generic of the name was
eliminated and the first part of the name began to be used as the specific of a
derived parallel toponym (Ihamieli ‘personal name’ + mäki ‘hill’ Æ Ihamäki,
Kaukovalta ‘personal name’ + la ‘locative suffix’ Æ Kaukola settlement).
In living languages toponyms derived from personal names are most typical
in settlement names, quite typical in names connected with agriculture and quite
atypical although not nonexistent in hydronyms. The probability of an
etymology based on a personal name also follows this form. However, because
of a lack of literary sources, all the toponymic etymologies based on personal
names would belong at the maximum to group 2 on the probability scale. There
is, to be precise, nothing in the places themselves that could verify or falsify an
etymology based on a personal name.
In some cases, it is hard or even impossible to decide whether a substrate
toponym was based on a personal name or a corresponding appellative. Thus, it
is not clear whether toponyms with the bases derivable from the Proto-Finnic
*repoi ‘fox’ (e.g. Pinega settlement name Revomurga43, cf. Matveev 2004: 63)
can be connected to the appellative meaning of the word or to the personal name
based on the appellative and attested in literary sources (cf. Stoebke 1964: 64).
In the following, some northern Russian place name types have been
etymologised on the basis of Finnic personal names (some of them were
presented earlier in Saarikivi 2003).
Ихал(ь)- | settlements, meadows, brooks, etc. | Ихальнемь meadow, Ихала
river, Ихалово village, etc. (see Matveev 2004: 37–38) | < personal name
42

Kauka- is modern Finnish for ‘lengthy, long’, valta ‘power; might’, lempi ‘love’ and
mieli ‘will; desire’. Iha and vihta are nonexistent in modern Finnish. The former has,
however, survived as a derivation ihana ‘lovely; delightful’. Vihta is a name element
with a likely Germanic origin.
43
Мурга is a Russian dialectal geographical appellative meaning 'pit caused by erosion'
(cf. Saarikivi 2004a: 196–197).
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*Ihala. The one-time existence of this name in northern Russia is verified by the
Novgorod birch bark letter 249, which includes the personal name Игала
(Zaliznjak 2004: 623–62444). Although the Finnish dialectal and Karelian
adjective ihala ‘lovely; delightful’ also exists, it is probable that most of the
northern Russian substrate names with this base are derived from personal
names. There are many personal names derived from iha ‘delight’ (Ihalempi,
Ihamieli, Ihamuoti45), and *Ihala certainly also belongs here. The same name is
also preserved in the Finnish surname Ihalainen (SNK 148, cf. also Saarikivi
2003: 144).
Кавка- | Кавкола village (in the mouth of Dvina) < personal name *Kaukoi. A
Similar name element has been used as a first component of several preChristian Finnic personal names (Kaukomieli, Kaukovalta, *Kaukohalu46, etc.)
and they have been preserved in several Finnish surnames (Kaukinen, Kauko,
Kaukonen, etc., SNK 207–208).47 Some substrate names with the lexeme kaukacan be connected with the appellative semantics of the element *kauka ‘distant,
remote’, originally ‘long’ (cf. Matveev 2004: 38). Matveev (ibid.) has also
connected the name of the village Кавкола to the Finnish kaukalo ’vat’ and its
Finnic cognates. This is extremely unlikely, because no similar toponyms are
attested in the present-day Finnic area.
Ракул- | settlements, bodies of water | Ракула settlement, Ракулка river |
< personal name ?*Rakkoi(la). This frequent northern Russian settlement name
type has been interpreted as Finnic though without a true etymology by
Matveev (1999: 86). It seems likely that it was based on the Karelian personal
name *Rakko(i) which has been preserved in some literary sources and in
Finnish surnames Rakkola and Rakkolainen (SNK 521).
Вихт- | village, branch of a river | Вихтово (< Вихтуй, a form attested in early
documents) village, Вихтовский river branch | < personal name *Vihto(i). The
village name Vihtovo in the Pinega District is one of the oldest in the Dvina
basin, attested even in 1137. It is, most likely, connected with an element
attested in several old Finnic personal names (Vihtimeeli, Vihtari, Vihtiä,
Stoebke 1964: 105–106). Also, this personal name has been preserved in the
birch bark letter 2 (Вихтимасъ) and in the Finnish surname Vihtonen (SNK
744).
44

This name has already been identified as Finnic already by Helimski (1986).
Literally ‘lovely form’. The is name has probably meant, approximately, ‘goodlooking’.
46
This kind of previously nonattested personal name most likely appears in the
Novgorod birch bark letter 249 (У Кавкагала), referred to above.
47
Even today there is a christian name Kauko in Finland, although this is a formation of
the period of national romanticism.
45
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Хим- | meadows, bodies of water | Хима river, Himasora brook etc. | < personal
name *Himo(i). The same name element occurs in compound personal names
Himopää, Himatoinen, *Himottu, etc. which have been preserved in old literary
sources (Stoebke 1964: 20–21). Likely, the personal name Гымуй, mentioned in
birch bark letter 403 also belongs here. The same element has also been
preserved in the Finnish surname Himanen (SNK 120). The appellative himo
means ‘lust; desire’ and it is likely that this meaning is also behind the personal
names.
Айн- | Айново village in the Pinega District | < personal name *Aino(i) (not
attested in literary documents). The literary meaning of the name was probably
‘sole; the only one’ (fi. ainoa ‘the only one’). Further, such names as these have
been preserved in Finnish surnames (Ainas, Ainalinen, Ainoinen).
The examples above demonstrate that Finnic personal names are useful in the
search for etymological cognates to northern Russian substrate names. While it
has been considered an out-dated tradition in Finnish toponymistics to explain
unintelligible place names by loosely suggesting that they may include old
personal names, of explanations of this kind should not be categorically
rejected. They can be proposed by stricter criteria than those suggested by
previous scholars. Especially in cases in which a common element occurs both
in surnames and several individual place names connected to settlements, does
the reconstruction of an old personal name seem possible. Many Finnic personal
names have also been preserved in the Novgorod birch bark letters and this
substantially enhances the credibility of some of the comparisons above. In
addition, old Finnic personal names have been preserved in surnames and
toponyms which denote settlements and belong to types typically derived from
personal names (most notably, toponyms with word final –ла, a formant that
originates in Finnic settlement name suffix and -ev(o) /- ov(o), Russian
settlement name suffix]).
In addition to old Finnic personal names, it also seems likely that personal
Christian names have survived in the substrate toponyms of the Dvina basin
(Лукомень < ?Лукий, Иванемь < ?Иван, Юрола, Юрьемень < ?Юрий, etc.).
There would be nothing strange in 14–16th century Finnic settlers in the Dvina
basin adopting the Christian name system. Similar names are today commonplace among the Finnic people of northern Russia.
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5.4. Appellative substrate vocabulary and substrate toponyms
Many words present in substrate toponyms also occur as appellative borrowings. The borrowing of toponyms and geographical vocabulary are related
phenomena which both typically occur in the case of language shift (see in
detail Saarikivi 2000; Aikio 2004). Place names and geographical appellatives
are learned in a similar manner, while learning the concrete objects they denote.
As noted already by generations of scholars, most of the appellative
borrowings in northern Russian dialects are of Finnic origin. In addition, there
are a few borrowings considered to be Sámi, some Komi and Nenets borrowings and vocabulary from unidenfiable but, most probably, Uralic sources.
Among the frequent semantic fields of Uralic borrowings are words related to
geography, weather conditions and northern means of livelihood such as
fishing, hunting and reindeer herding (Myznikov 2004: 78–248).
There are two groups of appellative vocabulary that can be considered
linguistic substrate in the sense that they have belonged to the vocabulary of an
extinct language in a specific area. These are 1) vocabulary that besides
appellative use also appears in substrate toponyms and 2) vocabulary that
denotes strictly local concepts and has a narrow distribution in dialects. For
example, the well-known Finnic borrowing лахта ‘bay’; also (through
methonomy): ‘marsh; moist place; meadow’ (< *lahti ‘bay’, Kalima 1919:
15148) has a wide distribution in North Russian. In the Pinega District, it forms
many Russian toponyms that consist of an adjective attribute and a geographical
appellative (Великая лахта ‘large bay’, Грязная лахта ‘soiled bay’, etc.). As
it also occurs as a formant in substrate toponyms (Куклохта meadow,
Киглохта village, Ролахты bay) we know that it has belonged to the extinct
Finnic vernacular of the Pinega basin and has not spread there through other
Russian dialects. Similar terms with a wide distribution in Russian dialects, but
which are fixed in the substrate toponyms of the Pinega District are луда ‘rocky
islet’ (< Finnic luoto id.), каска ‘young woods’ (< Fi. kaski ‘burnt-over
clearing; woods that grow in it’.), виска ‘brook that flows out of a lake’ (< ?Fi.
vieska ‘current in rapids)49, щелья ‘hill or steep bank by a river’ (< *selkä ‘ridge
(originally: ‘back’)50, etc.
48

The Russian word could also have originated from the pre-Finnic *lakti.
This etymology (proposed by the author of this article in Saarikivi 2004a: 196) is
insecure because the Finnish dialectal vieska has a narrow western distribution and the
meanings of the Russian and Finnic words are different. According to another version,
this word is a Komi borrowing (REW I: 204; KESKJ 58).
50
The initial щ which occurs only in some dialects (the other dialects have ш), is
probably the result of folk etymology. The word was contaminated with the Russian
щель ’gap; hole’ (rivers with steep banks flow through gorges, see Saarikivi 2004a:
197).
49
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The other group of geographical terms of substrate origin has a very limited
distribution in dialects. Typically, these are words which denote the geographical features of some specific microterritory. They may denote only to a
few places and, therefore, are used in a manner close to the use of toponyms.
Thus, the dialect word мурга ‘funnel-like pit caused by erosion’ is only attested
in the Pinega dialect of Russian (SRNG 18: 353) and the adjacent Udora dialect
of Komi (KESKJ 179). This is natural in that the objects it denotes are
uncommon in most of northern Europe. In the Pinega District, this word is
connected to pits caused by the rapid erosion of soil consisting of karsts. The
fact that the word belonged to the substrate language of Pinega District is
reinforced in that мурга also occurs as a formant in at least one substrate
toponym (Ревомурга, a settlement name).
Another group of words which seems to originate in the substrate language
is used in toponyms not as formants or bases of substrate toponyms, but only
quite alone (as the only lexeme in toponym) or in conjunction with the Russian
adjective attribute. In these cases, the dialectal distribution and the phonological
shape are the main criteria in classifying the words as local substrate borrowings. Thus, Russian dialectal койдома ‘passable marshland’ has been attested
only in Pinega and some nearby districts. The word seems to be connected with
Finnic keidas ‘high place on a swamp, etc.’ This, in turn, is a Germanic
borrowing (< *skaiða-z ‘passage, distance, interval’, SSA). There is no word
that would directly correspond to the Russian dialectal койдома (< likely
*kaitama) in the Finnic languages, but as we know that the Finnish keidas had
*ai in the first syllable and geographical terms with a derivational suffix –ma /
mä (or –mo / –mö) are commonplace in Finnic languages (Hakulinen 1979:
130–131), it is quite possible that in the extinct Finnic dialect of Pinega, a word
*kaitama ‘passable swamp’ has existed (Saarikivi 2004a: 195–196).
A similar case, although with a somewhat wider dialectal distribution is the
мег ‘bench of a river’ which could have been borrowed from *mäki (see Veske
1890: 164). In modern Finnic, mäki only means ‘hill’ but in the Finnic substrate
language of the region, the semantic shift ‘hill’ > ‘bend of a river’ would appear
to have taken place. This shift would be explicable in that mäki would have first
developed the meaning ‘a high place by a river’. A similar semantic shift has
occurred also in Slavic: the cognate of the Russian берег ‘shore’ (< PIE
*bhergh-) means ‘hill’ in Germanic (cf. German Berg).51 The presumed
semantic shift can be further supported by the use of the word in the Pinega
dialect. It is frequent in expressions such as идти через мег ‘walk through a
bench of a river (i.e. not by the coastline but over land)’ and на мегу ‘at the
51

The word мег has also been borrowed into Komi dialects, probably from the substrate
languages of the Dvina basin. The etymological explanation given by KESKJ (~ ud
mog, saN mohkki, p. 171) is rejectable on phonological grounds (the vowel
correspondences are not regular).
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bend in a river (i.e. at the bench, not by the coast). Moreover, the Finnic mäki
‘hill’ is probably nonexistent (or very rare) in Finnic substrate toponyms of the
Dvina basin although it does belong to most common generics in all of the
Finnic languages. As most of the other common generics of Finnic are
otherwise present in Dvina basin place names, the absence of mäki would be
suprising, especially if one takes into account that it is among the most common
geographical appellatives in the toponym formation of many Finnic languages
(cf. Kiviniemi 1990; Mullonen 1994: 26).
Thus, there are borrowings in North Russian dialects, which have probably
originated in extinct Finnic languages with no exact parallels among presentday Finnic idioms. As many of them denote geographical concepts and are used
in toponym formation, the study of appellative substrate vocabulary is
intimately connected with the study of substrate toponymy. One should note,
however, that those toponyms including only a geographical appellative should
be classified as Russian and not substrate toponyms.

6. Ethnical interpretation of northern Russian
substrate toponyms
6.1. The dating of Russian colonisation in the Dvina basin
The substrate toponyms of the Dvina basin reveal no traces of such Slavic
sound shifts as polnoglasie, elimination of nasal vowels or disappearance of the
yers. This clearly points to the fact that Slavic spread to this area later than it did
to the vicinity of the Gulf of Finland where these phonological phenomena are
present in some toponyms. It is not clear, however, from the substrate toponymy
where the even approximate borders of these sound shifts are to be found. Many
scholars have pointed to such Novgorod Region toponyms as Мста
(< *mustajoki and Нарова < Narva, cf. Ageeva 1989: 220–221) which
presumably represent reflexes of these sound shifts. Moreover, many Novgorod
Region river names of probable substrate origin end in a consonant (ibidem.)
whereas river names of this kind in the Arkhangelsk Region are rare. This
suggests that Novgorod Region names ending in a consonant have had word
final yers. One should note, however, that the main bulk of appellative Finnic
borrowings in Novgorod dialects are more recent (Myznikov 2004: 261–263)
and this leads to the conclusion that Finnic-Slavic contacts in this area lasted for
a long period. Also Mullonen (2002: 43–51) has pointed to some toponyms
from the Svir’ basin (Винницы < Veps Vingl, Свирь < *Syväri) which seem to
be have been borrowed before the disappearance of the nasal vowels and yers.
The disappearance of the yers has been dated at 1150–1300 by Zaliznjak
(2004: 59–62). As there are no traces of yers in the toponyms of the Dvina
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basin, one has to admit that the entire Dvina basin must have been linguistically
overwhelmingly Uralic until the beginning of the 14th century.
The distribution of different morphological adaptation types of substrate
toponyms is probably connected to the different russification patterns of Uralic
populations. It has been demonstrated that the partial translation pattern (cf.
section 3.2 above) has spread into those areas in which the Slavic population
came from Novgorod (Gusel’nikova 1994: 12). Mullonen (2002: 128–132) has
convincingly demonstrated that the distribution of brook names with the
formant –ой and Russian partial translations with the ending –ручей ‘brook’
correlate with the Ladoga-Tikhvin and Onežskaja group of Russian dialects and
the archaeologically defined border of the early (prior to 1000 AD) and late
(after approximately 1250 AD) colonisation of the Svir’ basin. She suggests that
the full adaptation of toponyms would have been connected with the Slavic
migration to the Svir’ basin, while partial translations would be the result of a
slow russification of the indigenous Uralic population through language shift.
It is not clear yet whether similar correlation patterns can be observed elsewhere, also. One should note, however, that correlations of this kind are not
universal. In the Finnic-Sámi contact zone (inner Finland) all substrate toponyms are adapted as partial translations (cf. Ante Aikio’s article in this volume).

6.2. Identification of substrate languages:
were there Sámi in the Dvina basin?
Most of the examples referred to above are from Finnic languages. However, all
scholars agree that many toponymic types of northern Russia cannot possibly be
explained solely on the basis of the Finnic languages. It has been continuosly
proposed since Castrén that besides Finnic tribes, also the Sámi inhabited
northern Russia. As noted above, this argument was based on toponyms which
include lexemes present in Sámi languages. It finds limited support in
ethnotoponyms and there are also few fragments of oral tradition which could
be related to the Sámi (see Matveev 2004: 192–193 and article by
A. K. Matveev in this volume).
However, the northern Russian place names indicate very peculiar kinds of
“Sámi” languages. Those Sámi languages known to present linguistics have a
large amount of vocabulary without Uralic cognates or loan etymologies (cf.
Itkonen 1948: 16–26). These vocabulary layers can be considered borrowings
from from extinct Paleao-European substrate languages (for details see Aikio
2004, Saarikivi 2004a). The frequent but unetymologisable Sámi geographical
terms (North Sámi forms given) njárga ‘cape’ (< *ńark8e) and geađgi ‘stone’
(< *k5eδkē) occur in toponyms only to the west of the Dvina basin, and the area
of distribution of some other central terms (such as bákti ‘rock’ [< *p5akt5e],
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roavvi ‘place where there has been a forest fire’ [< *r5ov5e], vuotna ‘fjord’
[< *vuon8e], etc.) is even more northern and western (Saarikivi 2004b: 206–
210). Thus, important layers of vocabulary present in Proto-Sámi and its
offsprings are nonexistent in the “Sámi” place names of the Dvina basin.
Further, toponyms with phonological and morphological developments
characteristic of Sámi languages do probably not exist in most of the
Arkhangelsk Region. Thus, the attribute form of the adjective guhkki ‘long’,
guhkes (< Proto-Sámi *kuk5es) which occurs in several Sámi substrate origin
lake names in Finland and Karelia, is nonexistent in the substrate toponyms of
the Dvina basin (Saarikivi 2004b: 202). This is symptomatic, because the
existence of a separate attribute form of an adjective is a characteristic and
innovative feature of the Sámi languages. The fieldwork by the author also
implies the conclusion that, in the Pinega basin, toponyms with the base kukcharacterised as Sámi by Matveev (2004: 185), are more likely connected to the
Finnic *kukku(la) ‘hummock’.
The traces of regular Sámi sound shifts have in many cases been flushed
away by the Russian adaptation of the place names (cf. results of the Sámi
vowel shifts *i, *e, *ü > (North Sámi) a, *a > (North Sámi) uo, etc. and the
substrate language – Russian sound correspondences *a, o ~ o, e, a ~ a, etc.
referred to above). However, some Proto-Sámi vowel shifts are attested in
toponyms in the western parts of the Arkhangelsk Region (op.cit 196–198, cf.
toponymic types лумб- ‘small lake’ and еле- ‘upper’). There are also examples
of the Sámi development *ś > ć in some appellatives (cf. Russian dialectal
appellative чильма ‘an open place in a marsh’ (< *śilmä ‘eye’, Matveev 1978)52
and toponyms with the base чолм- ‘strait’ (< śolma, Matveev 2004: 316;
Saarikivi 2004b: 197–199).53
The picture of the substrate languages in the Dvina basin becomes even
fuzzier if one takes into account that elements characterised as Sámi by generations of scholars, combine with elements which may only be characterised as
Finnic. This results in toponyms which are certainly Uralic, but which are
enigmatic from the point of view of Uralic linguistic taxonomy. Thus the
specific of the name Чухчемена has been interpreted on the basis of the Sámi
*ćukvc5e (> North Sámi čukča),’capercaillie’ whereas the generic of the name is
without doubt connected to the Finnic *neemi ‘cape’, which, in turn, is
nonexistent in Sámi (Matveev 2004: 225–226, cf. also names like
52

This word is connected to Finnic lexical convention to suonsilmä literally ‘marsh-eye’
= ‘an open place in the marsh’ from silmä (< *śilmä ‘eye’). This convention is
nonexistent in Sámi languages, while the offspring of PU *śilmä (> saN čálbmi ‘eye’) is
otherwise present. The word also lacks the Sámi vowel developments.
53
Note, that in the latter article it has been argued that this word may also be offspring
of Pre-Finnic *ćolma. The implications of northern Russian toponyms for the history of
Finnic and Sámi affricates are discussed below in 6.4.
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Нюхчалакша, Шубоя, Шубматка etc.). It seems likely that names of this kind
are not Sámi-Finnic partial translations either, because no Finnic language has
the sound combination –hč–. Thus it seems justified to suggest that we are
dealing with toponyms from extinct languages which shared lexical features of
present Finnic and Sámi branches of Uralic languages (see, however, A. K.
Matveevs differing opinion in this volume and Matveev op.cit.).54
Moreover, as noted above, there are also northern Russian toponymic types
etymologisable on the basis of Uralic languages which are, at least apparently,
neither Sámi nor Finnic. For example, place names with the bases ухт- and
кыч- or the formants -сара or -пала are certainly Uralic, but they cannot be
labeled according to the present Uralic branches. This also implies that the
toponymic types referred to by Matveev with close resemblances in the Sámi
languages (cf. нюхч-, чухч-, торос- above; see Matveev 2004: 210–231 for
more types) did not necessarily originate in a language which should be
characterised as Sámi in the present sense of the word.55 Moreover, many of
Matveev’s etymologies are uncertain (they belong to categories 2,3 and 4 on the
probability scale) and some could well be interpreted as Finnic (cf. toponymic
bases палд- < *palt(t)e- ‘slope’ [and not (North) Sámi bealdu ‘field’, Matveev
2004: 95], чуга [< ??Vepsian čuga ’corner; spot’ or Vepsian *čuhu ‘hill’––a
word reconstructed on the basis of toponymy––Mullonen 1994: 56–57] and not
Sámi *ćokk8e ‘top of the hill’, cf. ibid. 102–103], кук- (< Finnic *kukku(la) and
not Sámi *kukk5e ‘long’, cf. ibid. ).
Instead of speaking of Sámi toponyms in the eastern and central Dvina basin,
one should probably speak of toponyms which share some phonological and
lexical features with the Sámi languages. They seem to have originated in
Uralic language forms which also underwent the sound shift *ś > ć and had
several lexemes in common with the Sámi languages. However, not one of the
central geographical appellatives which today differentiate Sámi toponymic
systems from Finnic systems was present in these languages. The hypothesis
that there were substrate languages of non-Finnic and non-Sámi character is
further supported by the fact that the historical sources mention several tribes
without parallels among the present Uralic peoples.
54

Sámi čukvcá is without Uralic cognates. Komi čukči, referred to as a cognate word in
UEW and KESKJ is probably a borrowing from substrate languages of the Dvina basin.
This word presents a phonotactic structure that has no regular correspondence in
present-day Finnic (first syllable u + middle consonant cluster, second syllable á).
Therefore, it is likely that even in Sámi, this word is a Palaeo-European substrate
borrowing.
55
An especially peculiar case is the base нючх- which probably is connected to a word
meaning ‘swan’ that is present in many Uralic branches. Words belonging to this
connection have many irregular sound correspondences (Sámi has irregular word initial
shift j > ń).
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In the western parts of the Arkhangelsk Region, there seem to have been
substrate languages closer to modern Sámi in some respects – two good
candidates for areas with such a substrate language are the Beloozero region and
the Lower Onega region56 (see Matveev 2004: 114–131; 181–186). But even
these languages were lexically not similar to modern Sámi. Place names in the
Dvina basin point to a dialect continuum in which lexemes and innovations
present in the modern Sámi languages increase to the west and diminish to the
east. Where exactly the substrate toponymy should be labeled as Sámi is a
question that cannot be unambiguosly answered.
At present the question of non-Finnic substrate languages in the Dvina basin
is far from settled. Further, the hypothesis that there were Sámi in the Dvina
basin may find support when the etymological study of place names in the area
proceeds. Most likely, this must be solved by areal investigation of toponyms. It
is sure, however, that possible Sámi languages in this area were linguistically
much less similar to the modern Sámi languages than Finnic tribes in the area
were to modern Finnic.

6.3. Identification of Finnic tribes
In research history, the Finnic tribes of the Dvina basin were considered
Karelian (Castrén 1844, Kirkinen 1963), Veps (Haavio 1965, Pimenov 1965)
and lately Karelian, Veps and other Finnic (Matveev 2004: 194–204). In ethnic
interpretation of place name material, ethnotoponyms have dominated: the чудь
have mainly been interpreted as Veps, while the idea that there were Karelians
in the Dvina basin was based on ethnotoponyms derived from the ethonym
Корела.
In addition to Russian ethnotoponyms, the most promising methods in
identifying the Finnic substrate languages are a search for vocabulary present in
some Finnic languages and nonexistent in others, and a search of naming
models historically productive in specific Finnic languages and nonexistent in
others. The third method available in differentiating Sámi toponyms from
Finnic ones, a search for traces of regular phonological shifts, is not easily
applicable in the case of Finnic toponyms, because only minor sound shifts
differentiate individual Finnic languages and even their traces have often
disappeared, especially if the toponyms have been borrowed from one Finnic
language into another. However, some toponyms still hint at substrate languages
with specific phonological characteristics.
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In addition to toponyms with close analogies in the Sámi languages, this area also has
an oral tradition concerning the chudes which is similar to that of the Sámi (Pimenov
1965).
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As in the case of toponyms characterised as Sámi by generations of scholars,
the distribution of lexemes, naming models and phonological shifts characteristic of individual Finnic languages is not easily interpretable in ethnic terms.
Thus, in the lower Pinega basin where there are корела-ethnotoponyms, no
definite traces of the most frequent Karelian toponymic term lampi ‘small lake’
are attestable. This state of affairs may, of course, be connected with the small
number of lakes in this area, but also frequent Karelian name models such as
karsikko ‘memorial tree’, ryhjä ‘centre of a village’, nilos ‘smooth; slippery’,
haiseva ‘stinking’, etc. (concerning these models see Kuzmin 2004, Vahtola
1980), etc. are nonexistent in the area. This signifies substantial differences between the languages of Karelians in inner Finland and present-day Karelia, and
the Karelians in the Dvina basin.
Some name types traditionally characterised as Karelian are present in the
Pinega basin, however: серг- (< *särki ‘roach’), лап- (< ?*lappi ‘Sámi; North
Karelian’) and probably even квать- (< kuadjad < *kaatiot [< Russian dialectal
гати ‘pants’]). The last one of these also points to a Karelian sound shift
aa > ua in first syllable.57 Another possible Karelian phonological shift present
in Pinega toponymy is s > š, which seems to occur in the base шул- ‘unfrozen’
(< Karelian šula < Proto-Finnic *sula).
In the same area, many substrate toponyms have a phonological shape close
to Veps. Thus, the bases варгас and ламбас (see above 5.2) have preserved the
word internal consonantism of Proto-Finnic which in other Finnic languages has
changed as a result of consonant gradation (*varkas > Finnish varas
(: varkaan), *lampas > Finnish lammas (:lampaan)). At the same time, in the
substrate names there are no traces of voiced stops, a phonological feature
characteristic of Veps.58 Also a couple of lexemes nonexistent in Karelian, but
present in Vepsian appear in Pinega toponyms: Чуга (< Veps čuga ‘angle; spot’
or *čuhu, *čuhak ‘hill’, cf. Mullonen 1994: 56–57), Пурдева (< Veps purde
‘spring’). However, these combine with words which are nonexistent in the
living Veps toponymy (such as *hattara ‘cloudlet; in dialects: bush’
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Kiviniemi (1977: 200) has identified this as a metaphoric Karelian name type used to
refer to lakes which consist of two branches or two lengthy bays. Кватьозеро indeed
has this kind of a form. If this really is a Karelian name, it has to be supposed that
diphtoingization of the aa had happened in the substrate language. This is a
development characteristic for Karelian only of all the Finnic languages. For the reasons
discussed above, identifying Кватьозеро as a Karelian place name is, however,
premature.
58
The voiced stops in the toponyms Ламбас, Варгас etc. are a result of the
phonological adaptation of substrate names in to Russian (cf. section 4.1). Voicing of
stops is probably a relatively new sound shift in Vepsian. It is not attested in the place
name material of Писцовая книга Обонежской пятины from the end of the 15th
century.
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> Хатара, Хатармень, *laama ‘wide place at a riverrun’ > Ламозеро, *hettek
[or *hetteh > Finnish hete] ‘spring’ > Хетельга).
Thus, while the overall selection of lexemes and the phonological
characteristics of the substrate toponyms in the Pinega basin are probably closer
to modern Veps than to modern Karelian, the substrate toponyms of the region
cannot easily be labeled either Veps or Karelian. In addition, some toponymic
types such as settlement names with the formants –пала and –вера have their
closest parallels in the southern group of the Finnic languages. The fact that the
vowel combination e – a has been substituted uniformly in Russian substrate
toponyms and yielded the central vowel in Southern Finnic is also a remarkable
parallel with Southern Finnic and the substrate languages of the Dvina basin.
Furthermore, some northern Russian toponyms also suggest a substrate
language that would have preserved the diphthong *ai in cases where most of
the Finnic languages have secondary ei, cf. the appellative койдома (section
5.4), and toponyms with the base хайн- (< ??*haina ‘hay’, a Baltic borrowing
[> Finnish heinä], see Matveev 2004: 73–74). A similar retention occurs in
South Estonian and Livonian.59
Thus, there are features of various Finnic languages in the substrate
toponymy of the Dvina basin. In addition, some words present in northern
Russian toponymy can be identified as Finnic, but they appear anomalous from
the point of view of closer identification of the substrate language. Thus, the
formant –пала ‘village’ has no appellative cognate anywhere in living Finnic
and the frequent formant -сара ‘brook’ can only be compared to a marginal
Finnish and Karelian dialect word which is not common in toponyms in any
living language. Also, toponymic types such as кыч- ‘narrow’ and many
geographical appellatives (курья ‘lenghty bay’, рада ‘marsh that grows low
woods’, койдома ‘passable marshland, мег ‘bend of the river’, cf. section 5.4.
above) do not point to any living Finnic language but rather, to a Finnic idiom
lexically different from all present-day Finnic languages.
Some facts suggest that the Finnic population of the Dvina consisted of
several different linguistically definable groups. Thus, in the Pinega district
there are two parallel toponymic bases сул- and шул- with a similar motivation
(< *sula ‘melted; unfrozen’). This suggest that the Finnic population probably
arrived in the territory in several waves, in a similar manner to present-day
Finland where competing toponymic patterns of different Finnic tribes often
exist side by side in the same region (cf. Vahtola 1980; Kiviniemi 1971).
As there are historical sources suggesting a Karelian presence in the Dvina
basin in the 15–16th centuries (cf. Kirkinen 1963), it seems reasonable to
assume that some relatively modern Karelian toponyms of the Dvina basin bear
59

The etymology хайн- < *heinä (Matveev 2004: 73–74) is not the most reliable. In the
Pinega district, there are four names with this base and none of them is connected to a
place in which hay now grows.
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witness to Karelian settlers who arrived in the territory just before or simultaneously with the Slavic migrants from the southern Novgorod lands, (?at a
time when the Karelian sound shift aa > ua had already occurred). This is in
accordance with the views presented by Matveev (2004: 198–201) that
Karelians settled along the lower reaches of the river valleys, whereas the Veps
diffused into the forests at the southern edge of the Arkhangelsk Region.60
However, this line of reasoning does not answer the question as to why several
frequent Karelian toponymic types did not spread into the Dvina basin (at least,
not into the Pinega district). Perhaps this is related to the late appearance of
Karelian settlement (?at a time when several toponymic types present in
Karelian toponymy had lost their productivity). It may also be partly due to the
geographical differences between Fennoscandia and the Dvina basin.
Before these late Finnic newcomers, tribes speaking an archaic Finnic
language forms with the diphthong *ai instead of ei in first syllable, lack of
consonant gradation and likely also a mid-central vowel similar to the Estonian
õ in the phoneme inventory lived in the Dvina basin. It is not clear, how
uniform these Finnic language forms were. The fact that there are numerous
tribe names attested in the historical literature suggests that there may have been
many Finnic tribes without a common ethnonym and identity. The speakers of
these Finnic languages employed some toponymic types with no close parallels
in the present Finnic languages. However, some of them probably used the same
ethnonym (чудь) of themselves as some groups of Veps in the 19th century.

6.4. Permian and still other layers of substrate toponyms
The Permian traces in the toponymy of the Dvina basin are somewhat minor
and have therefore, been left mainly untreated above. There are some areas with
a substantial number of Permian substrate names such as the lower Vyčegda,
which was likely inhabited by Permian tribes in the Middle Ages (Turkin 1971).
It has also been proposed that the тоймичи погане mentioned several times in
the Chronicles could have been a Permian tribe.61 In the Pinega basin Permian
toponyms, though quite common, seem to form a more recent superstratum
layer on Finnic and other layers of substrate toponymy. This is in accordance
with a hagiographical account Житие Стефана Пермского which mentions
Komis who refused to convert to Christianity and moved from Vyčegda to
60

Matveev (op.cit.) also refers to the fact that in the Beloozero region, there is at least
one clear Vepsian sound shift which occurs in the toponymy, namely, is > iš. If this is
correct, it would well correspond with historical sources pointing to a Veps settlement
in Beloozero (e.g. Russian primary chronicle).
61
This view was based, among other things, on the toponym Тоймокары which figures
in the Chronicles and presumably includes the Permian word kar ‘fortified place’.
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Pinega in 14th century. Most certainly, the Pinega basin has been one of the key
areas of late Finnic-Permian language contact as there are many Finnic
borrowings in the neighbouring Udora dialect of the Komi language (Lytkin
1967).
The Permian-Finnic linguistic contacts are likely not restricted to the new
borrowings. There seem to be borrowings from Finnic which, in addition to
Komi, are present also in Udmurt. Moreover, there are also words which seem
to have been adopted from Pre-Finnic into Proto-Permian (Saarikivi 2005).62
Thus it seems that pre-Finnic and pre-Permian language forms have had fairly
long lasting and intimate contact. This same observation has even earlier been
made by Jorma Koivulehto in connection with early Germanic and other western Uralic borrowings which spread into the Permian languages (Koivulehto
1981; 1989). This view is also supported by the fact that Finnic toponyms in the
Dvina basin point to a Finnic substrate language of archaic character which
likely spread into the region as soon as Proto-Finnic began to break up.
In addition to analysing the Finnic, Sámi and Permian layers of toponymy, it
is a tradition in Russian onomastic studies to distinguish Meryan and севернофинская (“North Finnic”) layers of substrate toponymy. Both of these layers of
toponymy are, according to Matveev (1996, 1998, 2001), spread in the southern
parts of the Akhangelsk Region.
The central Russian tribe name мерья is attested in several historical sources
and there are ethnotoponyms from the same word stem. It is hard to define the
distinctive Meryan types of toponyms, however, because the мерья is just a
tribe name in the Chronicles, not a language that would have been described by
linguists. Most of the toponymic types present in the territory connected with
мерья in historical sources are also present elsewhere. Thus, the northern
Russian topoformants –ма, -н(ь)га, -пола, -бала and –ла occur in toponyms
also in the territory historically inhabited by Merya. In the same area there are
toponymic types with the closest cognates in Mordvinian, such as the river
name formant –ля (~ Mordvinian l´ej ‘river’) and the formant марь (~
Mordvinian mar ‘hummock’, for details see Ahlqvist 2001). The toponymic
types explained as Meryan in the south of the Dvina basin (most notable by the
rivers Ustja and Vaška) have been even otherwise explained, as a heritage of
some groups of Maris (Ahlqvist 1997; 2000). Without going into details, it is
sufficient to note that there are parallels between the pre-Slavic toponymy of the
southern Dvina basin and the Jaroslavl and Kostroma areas. This is only natural
in view of the political dependence of these areas on the central Russian
principalities. In order to label a toponymy layer of some region as Meryan,
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In the lecture referred to above (Saarikivi 2005) it was suggested that many irregular
phonetic phonological correspondences between the Finnic and Permian vocabulary
should be explained as borrowings from Finnic and its predecessors to Permian. These
thematics will be handled in detail by the author of this article in another connection.
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however, one should define which toponymic types should be classified as
Meryan. Before this is done, Meryan is not too useful a characterisation for a
layer of substrate toponyms.
The севернофинская type of toponymy is even less clearly defined. Most of
its area falls outside the Arkhangelsk Region and the scope of this presentation.
According to Matveev, a characteristic feature of this group is the preservation
of Uralic *ś (which developed into s in Finnic and č in Sámi). This would be
reflected in those toponyms with the base селм- (< *śolma > Finnic salmi, Sámi
čoalbmi ‘strait’). Though the characteristics of the севернофинская group have
never been explicitly presented, the idea that in northern Russia there once
existed an archaic Uralic substrate language which did not undergo either Finnic
or Sámi sound shifts finds some support, in that some substrate toponyms
probably did not undergo the Finnic sound shift š > h (cf. toponymic types
пыш- ‘sacred’ [> Fi. pyhä, for details see Matveev 2004: 232–242, cf. also the
dialectal word сорьез ‘grayling’ which could correspond to the Finnish harjus
id. [Myznikov 2003: 75]). Some other toponyms likely preserved word initial
*wo (cf. formant -вой, -бой) which later developed into o in Finnic and Sámi.

6.5. Northern Russian toponymy and the origin
of Uralic subbranches
Needless to say, ethnic conclusions made on the basis of northern Russian
toponyms are uncertain because of the varying reliability of the toponymic
etymologies they are based on. Notwithstanding these difficulties, some general
remarks can be made.
The Proto-Uralic linguistic homeland was, most likely, situated in the
southern taiga zone (Itkonen 1966; Joki 1973: 358–364; Carpelan & Parpola
2002)63. Therefore, one must suppose that also the Arkhangelsk Region was
linguistically non-Uralic at the time it was first settled by humans. It is quite
probable that some of the Pre-Uralic toponyms have been preserved in river
63

In the scholarly history, the Uralic linguistic homeland has most often been located
either in the southern taiga zone of western Siberia (Castrén, Hajdú, Janhunen) or in the
Middle Volga region (Aminoff, Toivonen, Carpelan & Parpola). At the present, the
paleolinguistic argumentation by Carpelan & Parpola (2002) seems most convincing.
As there are established borrowings from Proto-Indo-European in Proto-Uralic, the
latter must have been spoken in the vicinity of the former. The Proto-Indo-European
homeland, in turn, can be located by cart and wheel vocabulary and the archaeological
findings connected with early cart and wheel culture in the Ukrainian steppe (cf.
Mallory 1989). Thus, the Uralic linguistic homeland must have been situated north of
this territory, in the Middle Volga region. In addition to loan contacts, this explains the
areal distribution of the Uralic languages. It also fits in with the palaeolinguistically
meaningful vocabulary reconstructable in Proto-Uralic.
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names. As the Dvina basin is closer to the linguistic homeland of Uralic than the
areas in which Finnic and Sámi are spoken at present, it seems clear that at least
some parts of this area became linguistically Uralic before the present Finnic
and Sámi speaking areas.
As the Permian toponyms in the Dvina basin are of modest number and
probably relatively new, the Proto-Permian homeland must have been outside of
this territory. This observation is in accordance with the prevailing theories
concerning the location of the Proto-Permian speaking area somewhere in the
Vjatka basin (Bartens 2001: 10–11; Belyh 1999).
The Finnic toponymy of the Dvina basin has at least two and probably more
layers. Also, many Germanic and Baltic loanwords (*lampas ‘sheep’
[< Germanic], *ranta ‘shore’ [< Germanic], *varkas ‘thief’ [< Germanic],
*härkä ‘ox’ [< Baltic], *liiva ‘sand’ [< Baltic], *kelta ‘yellow’ [< Baltic]) occur
in Finnic substrate toponyms of Dvina basin (cf. 6.2 and 6.3 above) and the
Finnic substrate languages of the area are thus “modern Finnic”, unlike the
Sámi (or whatever they should be labeled) substrate languages which cannot be
characterised as “modern Sámi” because of the lack of one central vocabulary
layer.
Due to the archaic phonological characteristics of some extinct Finnic
dialects of the Dvina basin, the Finnic language must have spread to this area
quite early. At present, standard theories locate Proto-Finnic somewhere in the
vicinity of the Gulf of Finland (Kallio 2006 with relevant references). The main
reason for this is the Pre- and Proto-Finnic borrowings from Proto-Germanic
which must have been adopted somewhere in the vicinity of the Gulf of Finland,
as there is no evidence of Germanic tribes in inner Russia.64 Aside from
Germanic loanwords, there are other layers of borrowings in Pre- and ProtoFinnic which point to a more eastern Finnic homeland, however. The Baltic
loanwords may have been adopted both in the vicinity of the Gulf of Finland as
well as in central European Russia, but it is especially the Iranian borrowings
(cf. Koivulehto 1999b) that imply language contacts in central Russia. Further,
the early borrowings from Pre- and Proto-Finnic to Proto-Permian point to an
early presence of Finnic tribes surprisingly far away in the east. The Finnic
languages seem thus to have formed a dialect continuum in which Germanic
loanwords have spread as far as Proto-Permian and, in the later period, Komi.
As part of the same dialect continuum Aryan and Iranian loanwords may have
spread from central Russia to dialects which later developed into modern
Finnic. Also, sound shifts (š > h) have probably spread in this way most likely
from west to east (and it has traditionally been argued that Proto-Finnic sound
64

Proto-Germanic loanwords in Finnic have traditionally been connected to archaeologically discernable Bronze Age influences in the western coasts of Finland and
Estonia. One should note, however, that many germanists consider the dispersal of
Proto-Germanic as a substantially later phenomenon.
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shifts originated through Germanic influence [see Posti 1953, Kallio 2000]).
This is supported by the fact that toponyms which probably did not undergo the
shift š > h are concentrated to the east of the Dvina basin (cf. Matveev 2004:
234–232).
In the later period, new Finnic tribes spread from west to east and brought
new toponymic models with Karelian phonological characteristics to the north
of the Dvina basin. Veps, in turn, spread into the southwest of the Arkhangelsk
Region. The old Finnic population of the Dvina basin was neither Karelian nor
Veps, however. They seem to have spoken an archaic language with several
Proto-Finnic features and, quite probably, one development in common with the
southern group of Finnic (mid-central vowel). Thus it seems that the division of
the Finnic languages into a southern and a northern group has old roots. The
area in which the southern dialects began to emerge was probably situated east
of Estonia by Lake Peipus. The spread of an archaic Finnic language form from
this area both to the Arkhangelsk Region and to southern Estonia would be
understandable.
The present-day Arkhangelsk Region and its neighbouring territories
probably played an important role in the development of the Sámi languages as
well. As noted above, there are no examples of differentiating Sámi geographical vocabulary in the area whereas the traces of the Sámi sound shifts are
likely restricted to the western parts of the area. Moreover, many toponymic
types, with the probable Sámi etymologies include lexemes etymologically
opaque in Sámi (saN čukcá ‘capercaillie’ siida ‘village’, njukča ‘swan’, suhpi
‘aspen’ and their counterparts65).
According to Matveev (1999, 2001, 2004), Finnic and Sámi substrate
toponyms exist side by side almost everywhere in the Dvina basin. Such a
conclusion seems to be an illusion caused by too straighforward an ethnic
interpretation of the toponymic material, however. As the Sámi toponymic layer
is very different from that of modern Sámi, it is quite possible that many
toponymic types characterised as Sámi by Matveev originated in idioms closer
to Finnic or Pre-Finnic. At the present phase of research it cannot be established
whether toponyms such as Чухчамень with lexemes etymologisable both on the
basis of Sámi and Finnic originated from the same kind of extinct idioms as
toponyms with formants –сара and -пала or the toponyms with the base кычcharacterised as Finnic (although they do not point to any particular living
Finnic language) or in substrate languages which were fundamentally different
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The two first two of these do not have any cognates in the other Uralic languages. The
two latter display phonological irregularities (such as word initial ń in njukča and initial
syllable u instead of the regular uo in suhpi) and even the words considered as their
cognates have many irregularities (cf. Finnish haapa ’aspen’ with irregular long a,
Mordvinian l’oksij ’swan’ with l’ instead of j, etc.)
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from Finnic. In any case, there are toponymic types which cannot be identified
as either Finnic or Sámi.
From the point of view of the identification of substrate languages affricates
are of great importance. There are namely certain toponymic types which seem
to have preserved the nonpalatised affricate *c, cf. печ- ‘spruce’ (< *pecä
[Æ Finnish petäjä, North Sámi beacci]), поч- ‘branch of a river’ (< ?*puca
[Æ Finnish pudas66], cf. even the etymologies of Matveev куч- ‘rotten’ [Æ saN
guocca], кочкем- ‘eagle’ [Æ saN goaskin]). This affricate seems to have also
been preserved in South Estonian (see Kallio forthcoming), but in the other
Finnic languages it has developed into t or s (latter reflex before i). Thus the
toponymic types referred to above have, if their etymologies are correct,
preserved the Proto-Finnic consonantism and, in this respect, they stand apart
from most of the Finnic. Moreover, as noted above, there are examples of a
Sámi phonological shift ś > ć in the toponyms. In addition, as also noted above,
there are also some toponyms which have probably preserved Proto-Uralic *š
and word initial *wo.
Thus, there seem to be remnants of archaic language forms with a
consonantism close to Pre-Finnic (or Proto-Uralic as these are almost identical
at the reconstruction level) in the Arkhangelsk Region and neighbouring areas.
From the point of view of linguistic prehistory this would be only natural: as the
inland area west and northwest of the Uralic linguistic homeland must have
become linguistically Uralic before the Baltic Sea coast, where the (Pre-)FinnicGermanic language contacts presumable took place, it is necessary to assume
that those languages which first spread to this area were of a phonologically
archaic character. While the Finnic language form spread to these areas from
the west some enclaves of these archaic Uralic language forms seem to have
escaped this second wave of Uralicisation and probably survived until the
Slavicisation of the area.
The Proto-Sámi sound shifts seem to have originated in that area which later
became Finnic. After ś > ć, a change which probably occurred in the common
ancestor of Proto-Finnic and Proto-Sámi, Sámi vowel rotation (a > uo, i,e > a, ä
> á etc.) took place. The Sámi vowel changes are, quite probably, attested in
toponyms in the western parts of the Arkhangelsk Region. As Proto-Sámi also
had multiple contacts with Proto-Germanic (cf. Koivulehto 2000; Aikio
forthcoming), it can be assumed that in a similar manner to the Finnic dialect
continuum described above, there was also a Sámi dialect continuum capable of
66

Finnish pudas has a regular cognate in Ob-Ugrian languages (mansi pasql, posql,
posal Khanty p3asql, etc. ‘river branch’). The Proto-Uralic form of the word would be
*puca. It is quite probable that the North Russian toponyms with the base поч- belong
here as many of them denote river branches. In this case, the phonetic form of the word
is quite interesting, with a preserved back affricate and a vocalism close to Sámi (note,
however, that saN bovces 'river branch' does not belong here because of the –vc–).
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spreading Germanic loanwords from the, what is nowadays, the Finnish coast of
the Baltic Sea to the east. The area of the Sámi languages must have been
situated to the north and probably also to the east of the Finnic dialect
continuum. In the area west of the Arkhangelsk Region Proto-Sámi speakers
also encountered populations who spoke a Palaeo-European language(s), from
whom they borrowed vocabulary that did not spread into the Dvina basin.
As the Sámi lexemes present in the toponyms of the Arkhangelsk Region are
largely opaque in that they do not represent regular Sámi sound shifts, one is
inclined to conclude that the rare lexical parallels between the toponymy of the
Pinega basin and the Sámi languages may be due to borrowing. For example,
the toponymic base шуб- which Matveev associates with the Proto-Sámi *supē
‘aspen’, appears over a large area in which the prevailing toponymic substrate
type is Finnic (Matveev 2004: 318). Moreover, this word also appears in
toponyms which have distinctively Finnic bases and formants (Шубматка,
Шубоя). In the same area, toponyms formed from the Finnic *haapa ‘aspen’ do
not exist (Matveev 2004: 308, 318). Thus one could imagine that the Finnic
idioms of the Pinega and neighbouring dialects might have borrowed the
designation of aspen from the Proto-Sámi found at that time in the western parts
of the present-day Arkhangelsk Region. This word would then have become
commonplace in the Finnic toponyms of this area. As for toponymic types such
as чухч- ‘capercaillie’ and нюхч- ‘swan’ (cf. also шид- ‘winter village, Saarikivi
2004b: 211) it seems premature to make a suggestion concerning what the
mechanism was for their diffusion to the east. Probably, some of these words
may be Palaeo-European substrate loans borrowed by Proto-Sámi speakers
either from a Uralic speaking population in the Dvina basin or from their nonUralic speaking predecessors.
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Commentaries concerning article 2
This article is the most recent publication in this volume and, therefore, also
best expresses my current position in the methodology and ethnic interpretation
of substrate toponyms in the Arkhangelsk Region. Some shortcomings in this
treatise can still be mentioned.
The research history section could have been enhanced by several dozens of
works some of which contain valuable information, among them articles by A.
Sauvageot, B. A. Serebrennikov, G. Ja. Simina, O. V. Vostrikov, R. A. Ageeva,
E. A. Helimski, etc. In addition, there is a rich tradition in the study of central
Russian substrate toponyms methodologically connected with the study of
northern Russian toponyms. Some of the most important contributors in this
field have been I. Kuklin, G.A. Smolickaja and Arja Ahlqvist. It is the aim of
the author to comment the scholarly tradition concerning northern Russian
substrate toponyms more in detail in a planned monograph (cf. section 0.3.)
The notions formant and base have been used in this article because they
belong to the tradition of Russian toponymic literature. They are not to be
confused with the term formant used in phonetics to refer to resonances. I am
not fully convinced as to how well these notions would fit into international
toponymic terminology. Nevertheless, the etymological analysis of northern
Russian substrate toponyms should be conducted separately for word-initial and
word-final position and, therefore, the distinction behind these notions is an
important one irrespective of how they are referred to.
In connection with the formants, the role of analogy could have been
discussed more extensively. It is clear that particular formants (-га, -н(ь)га,
-немь) have spread analogically to new toponyms in Russian. This phenomenon
does not occur in the case of other formants, though. Therefore, describing the
scope and amount of analogy in the spread of structural toponymic models
would be an important task in the study of North Russian toponyms.
Although the Finnic toponymy has not traditionally been analysed in this
way, one could speak of formants also in Finnic languages. For example,
lexemes with the word-final elements –nkV (Himanka, Liminka, Kiiminki,
Oulanka), –nne (Tarjanne, Palanne), –ne (Pälkäne), –mV (Siitama, Outamo),
etc. connected to an unintelligible word beginning are probably understood to
be place names among most Finnish speakers. Research conducted on
–nkV-names (Räisänen 2003) has shown that these are of multiple origin. One
could thus suggest that the toponymic ending has spread by analogy and that it
has turned into a sort of model of adaptation for toponyms from different
languages.
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ARTICLE 3:
Прибалтийско-финская антропонимия в субстратных названиях
Русского Севера. Перспективы изучения

Commentaries concerning article 3 and section
5.4 of article 2
The toponymic etymologies from personal names are clearly one of the areas in
which perspectives for the study of North Russian toponymy seem most
promising. The possibilities of conducting studies of Finnic personal names in
toponymy have been, however, seriously hindered by the fact that also the
living Finnic toponymy has been poorly analysed from the standpoint of
personal names. As an exception one can, however, mention a study by Irma
Mullonen (1994: 85–102), who has used the Veps toponymy to reconstruct Old
Veps personal names.
So far, no criteria have been presented which could be used in reconstructing
unattested Finnic personal names on the basis of toponyms. For this purpose I
have formulated the principles below. They are, most likely, not complete and
the methodological work in this field should be continued.
1) There should preferably be several toponyms which include the
hypothetical personal name
2) Toponyms should preferably belong to categories that are often formed
from personal names in living languages, i.e. settlement names, field and
meadow names, etc.
3) An explanation that a toponym is derived from a personal name will be
most probably correct if the name belongs to a structural type that is often
formed from personal names.
4) In the case of the substrate names, the explanation that a toponym is
derived from a personal name is more likely to be right if it includes
suffixes which are connected to personal names (–ла, –ов(о), -ин etc.).
5) A reconstructed personal name should preferably be motivated.
6) A reconstruction of the personal name is substantially more reliable if the
assumed name element can also be attested in Finnic surnames.
When writing article 3, I was not aware of the fact that the Novgorod birch bark
letters contain many Finnic personal names which have not been analysed in the
scholarly literature. In section 5.2 of article 2 that is dedicated to the personal
names, I refer to birch bark letters as additional evidence in favour of the
proposed etymologies from personal names. The Finnic personal names in birch
bark letters have been touched upon by many scholars (Helimski 1986; Laakso
2005, Krys’ko 2006), but no systematic analysis of them has been provided so
far. This research subject will be left for future study.
In addition to names referred to in the two articles commented upon here,
also some other Finnic personal names in the birch bark letters have parallels in
northern Russian toponymy. Thus, it would appear that the personal name
*Leino(i) can be reconstructed on the basis of birch bark letter 278 [у Леинуя].
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Most certainly, the same lexeme also occurs in the Finnish surnames Leino,
Leinonen, etc. These names are derivatives of the Finnic *leinä ‘weak,
miserable’ (> Finnish leina, leino id., a Baltic loanword [cf. Lithuanian klíenas,
Latvian kliens ‘lean’], SSA II: 60); The northern Russian toponyms which may
be connected with this personal name are Лейнема, a village in Pleseckij
District and Лейнручей, a brook (tributary of Andoma) in Vytegra District
(materials referred to from STE).
At present, it is possible to sustain some etymologies presented in article 3
and in section 5.2 of article 2 by introducing into the discussion some new
toponymic materials. Thus, toponyms formed from personal names with generic
*valta are to be found also in other northern Russian regions. Literary sources
point to a village Валдола, that no longer exists, in the Важская пятина
(STE). In the Konoša district of the Arkhangel’sk Region there is the village
called Валдеев that has also probably been formed from the personal name
*valto(i). The same motivation could well have been behind such toponyms as
Валдово, woods in the Velsk District, Валдушки village in the Primorski
District, etc. However, it is not clear if toponyms like Валдозеро lake in the
Holmogory District, Валдручей brook in the Vytegra District, etc. also belong
here. These kinds of names could, at least formally, have been derived also from
the appellative valta ‘power, force [also: big size]’, this word is not common in
the toponym formation of Finnic languages, however.
Toponyms formed from base ихаль– are commonplace in northern Russia.
Matveev (2004: 37) gives 16 examples, of which some may have been formed
from the corresponding Finnic adjective ihala ‘lovely’. Most of the names are
clearly from personal names, however: six of them also include the Russian
derivative –ов which occurs in connection with the personal names.
The place names derived from the personal name Asikka are also attested in
two other northern Russian regions: there is a brook Азикова in the Upper
Tojma District and a river the Azikova in the same District. Rivers with the
names Азика and Малая Азика also occur in the Onega District (STE).
Moreover, I still find the idea that some northern Russian toponyms may
derive from Christian personal names credible. Even some new similar cases
could be presented. Thus the name of the village Юрола in Pinega District
could well have connection with the Christian name Юрий. This toponym must
have originated in the substrate language because of the determinant –ла, which
is of Finnic origin. The same element also occurs in the names Юропалда
meadow (< ?? *Jüri(n)pelto) and Юрнема (?? < *Jüri(n)neemi) which are
attested in the village of Maslinnikova in the Pleseckij District). It is also likely
that the village name Юряминская (< *Jüri(n)neemi, with Russian derivational
and gender suffixes) at the mouth of the Dvina has a connection with this
element.
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Some additional remarks on the details.
I no longer believe that there are many cases in which northern and central
Russian toponyms with the formant –пола / -бола (p. 136–137) are formed
from personal names. At least in the case of the Pinega basin it would seem that
this group of names is typically formed from appellatives (Летопала < *leettek
‘fine sand’, Хараполы < *haara ‘branch’, Ластепала < lasta ‘flood meadow’
[a dialect word], Воепала < *woja ‘brook’, etc.).
There is a mistake on page 137: instead of Ихала there should be Ихаль.
Nowadays I admit that personal names with the stem *VihtV- must be of
Germanic origin (cf. German Wicht ‘thing; being’, Pl. ‘demons’ < ProtoGermanic *wihti > Old Norse vettr ‘thing; way of life’). This Germanic word is
likely also the loan original for Finnish vihtahousu ‘devil’ (p. 139).
The reconstruction *lempi should be favoured for *lempV (p. 139).
The Finnish kekri ‘Hallowmas’ has no connection with Finnic *käkrä. Kekri has
been explained as an Aryan borrowing (cf. Koivulehto 2000).
The Finnish personal name *Uimo(i) that can be reconstructed on the basis of
toponyms and surnames has, most likely, no connection with the verbal stem ui‘swim’. Probably, the name is connected with the stem (h)uima- with wide
range of meanings related to mental states (p. 143), cf. Finnish huima ‘frisky;
dizzy’, huimata ‘feel giddy’ etc (Ulla-Maija Kulonen, personal
communication). The same element seems to have occurred in several personal
names (cf. the Finnish surnames Huima, Uima, Uimonen jne.)
The toponyms with the base Карг- probably belong to several different groups.
Quite probably, many of them are not related to the Finnic karhu in any way.
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ARTICLE 4:
Über die saamischen Substratennamen
des Nordrusslands und Finnlands

Commentaries concerning article 4
The view that there are Sámi toponyms in northern Russia was first presented
by Castrén (1844) who based his view on some isolated examples of place
names that resemble lexemes of Sámi languages. After him, this view has never
been seriously challenged. The subsequent studies have revealed many more
types of toponyms which have been considered Sámi by Russian scholars.
However, the etymologisation of Sámi toponyms has occurred only at the
lexical level, i.e. it has been considered a sufficient method of investigation into
Sámi toponyms simply to present parallels of northern Russian toponyms in the
vocabulary of Sámi languages. This is clearly not enough, and a more accurate
treatise on this layer of toponymy is needed.
The study republished here scrutinises the characteristics of the northern
Russian toponymy layer labelled as Sámi from various points of view. Some of
its main arguments were published even earlier in congress proceedings
(Saarikivi 2002). The article republished here presents a more versatile treatise
on problematics of this kind.
As the toponymic materials referred to in the article were not published in
the article itself, I include some previously unpublished materials here. They
derive from the STE archive, Yekaterinburg, onomastic archive of the Karelian
Science center, Petrozavodsk (KarSc) and the onomastic archive of the
Research center of the domestic languages (NA). Most of the Finnish materials
used in the study have been received from Ante Aikio who will publish them in
a forthcoming monograph for which reason they are not listed here.
Unfortunately, I did not have most of the primary materials at hand any more
when I produced the list below. Therefore I was forced to use my notes and
there are some contradictions between the materials published here and in the
maps of the original article. Some dots in the maps now occur in locations
which are not understandable to me any more. Especially is this true of maps 5,
7 and 15.
However, the main arguments of the article are not dependent on the
particular names but the distribution of the name types. Therefore, I make an
effort to publish at least those materials at hand at present. Moreover, majority
of the toponyms referred to in the article were identifiable on the basis of my
notes and the few contradictions between my notes and the published maps are
inconsequential to the central results of the article.
Map 3: *lappi ‘Sámi’
The Finnish and Karelian materials concerning lappi-toponyms and the map of
Russian ethnotoponyms have been published elsewhere (see p. 180 of the article
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under commentary for references). The materials concerning lap-toponyms in
Russian-speaking areas are the following:
Лапа river (flows into river > Верхняя Айга) Arkhangel'sk region, Mezenski
district
Лапа river, Лапица brook (> Ёжуга), Arkhangel'sk region, Pinega district
Лапомень meadow and bend in river Sjamžen’ga, Arkhangel'sk region, Pinega
district
Лапозеро lake in Arkhangel'sk region, Pinega district, area around Trufanogory
Лапово meadow, Arkhangel'sk region, Holmogorski district, village Jurola
Лаповка river, Большое and Малое Лаповское 2 lakes, Arkhangel'sk region,
Vinogradovski district
Лапомина village Лапский остров island by the village, Лапа river
Arkhangel'sk region, Primorski district
Лаповское озеро lake by the river Пукшеньга (> Dvina), Arkhangel'sk region,
Plesecki district, drainage area of river Jemca
Лапица brook Arkhangelsk region, Plesecki district, area around Šenkursk
Лапа river (> Ковжа) Arkhangelsk region, Konoša district
Лапа river (> Пустая), Лаповские озёра group of lakes, Vologda region,
district around the lake Воже
Лапий наволок = Лапилахта Karelia, Pudožski district, village Kuganavolok,
Лапозеро Karelia, Pudožski district, Kolodozero
Note that the names Лапинский river (> Ёнтала) Arkhangelsk region,
Krasnoborski district and Лапинский brook (> lake Воже) which are indicated
in the map, quite probably, derive from surname Лапин.
In addition, even the following toponym (first attested during a field expedition
in 2004) likely belongs to the same connection as the names referred to in map
3:
Лапомень river bend by the mouth of the river Pokšen’ga, Arkhangel'sk region,
Pinega district, region around the village Pokšen’ga
The following name was omitted from the material because it is a primary
settlement name (< ??personal name *lappi):
Лаповская village Arkhangel'sk region, Verkhne-Toemski district
Map 4: Proto-Sámi *luomp8e ‘small lake’
Лумбушка lake, Arkhangel'sk region, Onežski district
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Лумбаж (Лумбаш) lake, Vologda region, Babaevo district
Лумбозеро lake, Arkhangel’sk region, Verkhne-Toemski / Vinogradovski
district – NB! The dot in the map pointing to this lake is somewhat too far
south.
Большая and Малая Лумбушка brooks (> Тихманьга), Arkhangel’sk region,
Kargopolski district, Lake Lača area
Lumbušinjärvi village, Republic of Karelia, Karhumäki (Medvež’egorski)
district
Lumbikand’ärvi lake, Karelia, Suojärvi district
Lumpahanjoki river, Lummasjärvi lake, Karelia, Vieljärvi (Vedlozero) district
Lummatjärvi (Ru. Лумбозеро) Karelia, Aunus (Olonec) district, area around
village Kotkozero
The following names which may belong to this connection were omitted from
the material for various reasons:
Lonbozero lake Arkhangel’sk region, Beloozero district (could also derive from
Finnic *lampi ‘small lake’)
Лумбарь river (> Ярбозеро) Vologoda region, Vaškinski district (the name
does not denote to lake)10
Map 5 8ele- ‘up’
Елесора (Елесёра, Елеесора) brook, Arkhangel’sk region, Verkhe-Toemski
district (NB! This toponym may also derive from Komi jel’ ’forest brook’)
Елин brook, Arkhangel’sk region, Verkhne-Toemski district, Zabor’e
Елокур island Елокурка, Елокурья bay in the river brach at the mouth of
Dvina, Arkhangel’sk region, Primorski district
Еленьга river (> Копса), Arkhangel’sk region, Onežski district
Елезеро lake, Arkhangel’sk region, Plesecki district Tarasovski village
Елаская гора name in a historical document (16th century), Елаш river
(> Паденьга > Vaga), Arkhangel’sk region, Plesecki district
Елесмина (Елемина, Елечмина) bend in the river Киндеровский (>
Мошинское озеро), Arkhangel’sk region, Njandoma District
Елозёмка river (> Матьзеро), Arkhangel’sk region, Njandoma District
Верхняя and Нижняя Елема river (> Уxта), Arkhangelsk region, Kargopolski
district
Елемское lake, Елема river, Vologda region, Vytegra district
Элинручей brook (> Ошта) Vologda region, Vytegra district
Еленьга river and village, Vologda region,Vytegra district
10

Note, however, that the name of the lake this brook flows into, Ярбозеро, is derived
from Finnic *järvi ’lake’.
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Елеш river (> Унжа) Vologda region, ??Babaevo district, village Babuškino
Елома brook, Еломское (Ёломское) lake Vologda region, area around lake
Vože
Еленьга river, (> Кубена) Vologda region, Sjamženski district
Еленская горка elevation, Vologda region, Beloozero district – A historical
document mentions toponym Еле-озеро in the same area in 1676.
Элимозеро lake, Karelia, Pudožski district,
Элemox marsh, Karelia, Pudožski district
Elimid’d’ärvi lake, Karelia, Prääsä (Prjažinski) district
Elinlaksi bay, Karelia Rebola district
Ellinjärvi lake, Karelia, Rebola district, Lendery
Elmisjärvi lake, Karelia, Belomorsk district, Kiimasjärvi
Eligilampi (Elingalampi) small lake, Karelia, Paatene (Padany) district,
Šalgovaara
Elilampi (Elitlampi) small lake, Karelia, Belomorsk district, Paanajärvi
(Panozero)
Elinoja brook (> Kesäjoki), Karelia, Kemi (Kem’) district
Some dots on this map occur in positions which do not correspond to those
materials available to me at present. Unfortunately, reasons for this are not quite
understandable. Note that, for example, in my notes there are three objects in
Vytegra district and only one in Onega district while in the published map there
are two objects in both districts.
I admit that it would probably be desirable to produce an entirely new map.
Nevertheless, the area of distribution of the names deriving from *8ele is the
same in the materials published here and on the map of the original publication.
Moreover, most of the objects denoted are identifiable in both of them.
In addition to the materials available on the map, the following Karelian
names, most likely, belong to this connection.
Elijoki Belomorski district, Röhö (Regozero)
Ellinlampi Louhi district, Kälgärvi
Map 6: *7c5olm5e ‘strait’
Map showing distribution of the names deriving from *7c5olm5e in Arkhangelsk
and Vologodsk regions and in the Russian-speaking Karelia is published by
Matveev (2004: 327). The Veps names derive from publications by Mullonen
(1988; 1994).
Karelian names denoted to in the article are the following:
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Tšolma village, Kiestinki (Kesten’ga) district
Tšolmankijärvi lake, Kostamus (Kostamukša) district, Haikola
Tšolmajärvi lake, Muujärvi (Munozero) district, Rukajärvi (Rugozero)
Tšolmankoski rapids, Prääsä (Prjažinski) district, Vaaženi,
Jolmarvi lake and Jolmožend’ogi river Paatene (Padany) district
Jolmoni an island by Jyvälakši, Kalevala district
Unfortunately, I cannot understand any more what the two dots east of the lage
Onega stand for. In addition, the following Karelian names, most probably,
belong to the same connection:
Tšolmaniemi in lake Tuoppajärvi, Kiestinki (Kesten’ga) district
Village Jolmo7ni (Eлманьга) Enkijärvi, Kieretti (Keret') district
Jolmosenvirta brook Kostamus district
Map 7 *woja ‘brook’
Map showing distribution of substrate names deriving from *woja in
Arkhangel’sk and Vologoda regions is published by Matveev (2001: 341). An
even more accurate map is included in an unpublished manuscript by Matveev
(1970).
The Karelian and Finnish names referred to in this connection are the following:
Vojatšu settlement (Ru. Надвоицы) by the lake Uikujärvi (Vygozero) and the
lake Войцкое. River Vyg flows through the settlement to the lake Войцкое.
Voingi river and lake, Belomorsk district (NB! The dot indicating this name is
too far east, moreover, the same name is probably indicated also in the map 14)
Voikoski rapids Valkeala
Voinsalmi strait Leppävirta / Heinävesi
Voikoski rapids Mäntyharju
Also here, one dot in western Finland (in Ostrobothnia region) occurs in a
location which is not understandable to me any more. The same is true of the
dot in the southern Karelia.
Map 8 *kukk8e
Кукозеро lake, Arkhangelsk region, Holmogory district, Rakula
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Куколохта lengthy bay, Vologda region, Beloozero district
Куккомосозеро lake, Karelia, Pudožski district
Kukkozerko lake, Karelia Pudožski district
Kukkahansuo lengthy marsh, Karelia, Olonecki district
Kuukazjogi river, Karelia, Aunus (Olonec) district
Kukkarvi lake, Karelia, Prääsä (Prjažinski) district
Kukkarvenjärvi, lake, Karelia Vedlozero
Kukkarbi lake, Karelia, Padany, Šalgovaara
Map 9 *7nuk7c8e ’swan’
Materials from Arkhangelsk and Vologda regions and the Russian-speaking
Karelia are published by Matveev (2004: 312). In addition, the following name
almost certainly belongs to this connection:
Нюхчагуба bay in the River Uikujoki (Vyg), between Sorokka (Belomorsk) and
Vojatšu (Nadvoicy)
Map 10 *7cuk7c8e ’capercaillie’
Materials from Arkhangelsk and Vologda regions are published by Matveev
(2004: 312). The Karelian name that may belong to this connection is the
following:
Tšuksoilampi lake Kontupohja (Kondopoga) district, Sunu
Map 11 *sup5e ’aspen’
Materials from Arkhangelsk and Vologda regions are published by Matveev
(2004: 318). The Karelian names referred to in the article are the following:
Suopasjoki river and Suopassalmi village, Kalevala district
Suopajoki river and Suopajärvet lakes, Sorokka (Belomorsk) district, Tunkua
(Tunguda) region
It is well possible that the Karelian toponyms are, in fact, connected with
another Sámi word (saN suohpa ’ford’).
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Map 12 *7nark8e
Нергозеро and Нерюга Arkhangelsk region, Onežski district
Нергалахта bay, Karelia, Pudožski district, Vodlozero
Nerolaksi Vuokkiniemi Kostamus district – NB! The dot indicating this name is
too far in the east. Moreover, it is not quite clear whether this name belongs into
this connection.

Map 13 *k5edk5e ’stone’
Кеткоручей, brook, Кеткозеро, lake, Pudožski district, Kolodozero
Kätkäjärvi lake, Prääsä (Prjažinski) district
Kätkie7ne, Kätkiäislammit Repola (Reboly) district, Lužma
Kätkäjoki, Kätkäjärvi, Kätkälakši Kiestinki (Kesten’ga) district
Kätkäyslammit group of small lakes, Paatene (Padany) district
Kätkäjärvi lake, Kalevala district, Jyskyjärvi (Juškozero),
Kätkiene lake, Muujärvi (Muezerski) district Rukajärvi (Rugozero),
Kätkärvi, Kätkäjärvi lake, Karhumäki (Medvež’egorski) district, Prokkola
(Jukkaguba)
Kätkäjoki river Kätkälakši bay, Kätkävuara hill Kiestinki (Kesten’ga district),
Sofporog
It is not clear for me anymore, what does the dot north of lake Ladoga refer to.
In addition, the following name belongs to this connection:
Kätkilampi Kemi (Kem’) district, village Kagara
Map 14 *p5akt5e
All the names referred to are in Finland. In Karelia, there are a few names
which could belong to this connection, however. They were omitted from the
material because there was no information available whether they are connected
with stony places. Nevertheless, I publish the material here for the possible
future research:
Paahtoniemi cape in Pääjärvi, Kiestinki (Kesten’ga) district
Paahtaniemi cape in Koutajärvi, Kiestinki (Kesten’ga) district
Paahtolakši Kiestinki (Kesten’ga) district (Oulanka)
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Map 15 *vuon8e ’fjord’
One dot in the North Karelia points to village Vuonninen and Vuonnisjoki, river,
Kostamus district. I cannot any more understand what the two other dots
indicate. Quite probably, the more southern one is connected with the lenghty
lake Voingi, Belomorsk district, Kevättämäjärvi (Kevjatozero).
Despite the contradictions between the map and the materials at hand to
me at present, the approximate distribution of the lexeme *vuon8e ’fjord’ in
toponyms is, quite likely, correctly indicated on the map. This is demonstrated
in that there is also the village Vuonislahti at the end of a lenghty bay in lake
Pielinen Northern Karelia.
There is also a village Вонгуба in the northwestern corner of Arkhangelsk
region, Onežski district. This village is situated at the end of a lenghty bay. If
this toponym belongs to this connection it would mean that the distribution of
*vuon8e ‘fjord’ in toponyms is somewhat wider than indicated on the map.
Map 17 *sijt8e ’winter village’
There is a probable mistake on this map. In fact, in southern Karelia there is
only one Siid-name, namely the following:
Siidniemi village, Prjažinski district, Pyhäjärvi (Svjatozero),
This mistake was caused by the fact that the abovementioned toponym figures
in the materials from different villages in NA and KarSc. The dot in the
speaking area of Veps derives from the materials published by Mullonen (1994:
120).
Map 18 *kuotkoj ‘isthmus’
Котканы island Njuhča district, in the White Sea
Kotkatkangas, woods and isthmus, Pyhäjärvi (Svjatozero), Prjažinski district
Kotkatjärvi village, Aunus (Olonec)
Kuutkupohjanlakši Suojärvi, Porajärvi (Porosozero), Lubasalmi
Kotkadguba bay Kotkadniemi cape Kontupohja, Munjärvi
Kuotku ?a settlement (the type of the object not indicated clearly) Muujärvi
(Munozero) district, Rukajärvi (Rugozero)
Kuotkuonlakši, bay, Kostamus district, Pižmalakši
Kuotkut lenghty cape, Kostamus district, Voknavolok
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In addition, the following name, quite certainly, belongs here:
Kotkatlahti in lake Prääsänjärvi, Prääsä (Prjažinski) district
additional remark to details:
p. 170–171 At present, I consider the hypothesis of a strong lexical PalaeoEuropean substrate interference in the Sámi languages as proven by A. Aikio
(2004).
p. 186 At present I am inclined to think that the Finnish luoto is not a substrate
word but a Germanic borrowing (cf. Hofstra 1995– Note that the loan
explanation has some problems, commented in LÄGLOS II: 230).
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ARTICLE 5:
Is there Palaeo-European substratum interference
in western branches of Uralic?

Commentaries concerning article 5
In this article an effort has been made to implement methods developed for the
study of Finno-Ugrian substrate in northern Russian dialects in another context,
namely, the study of Finnic and Sámi languages. The central ideas of the article
were first presented in a lecture delivered to the Finno-Ugrian Society on 16.10.
2001. These ideas were first published in another form (Saarikivi 2001), but
nowadays I consider this publication wholly outdated because of the naive
etymological analysis it contains. I also have some doubts about the arguments
presented in this article because of the scarce lexical material it contains, but as
I believe that the methodology outlined in the article may be useful, I have
decided to republish it here.
The attempt to prove that there is Palaeo-European substrate interference in
Finnic is only preliminary and more research in this field will be needed. In the
case of Sámi, I consider the Palaeo-European substrate interference to have
been proven by Aikio (2004).
On pages 193–194 a question of theoretical importance is treated, viz. the
idea that some loanwords which occur in an area with a linguistic substrate
could have been adopted first as toponyms and only later appellativised to
become nouns. This kind of process does really seem to occur as there are some
appellatives in most languages which originate from proper nouns (cf. English
champagne, academy, casanova, cognac, etc.). It is also a widely known
phenomenon that especially lexically transparent toponyms tend to turn into
appellatives in certain contexts (cf. Kiviniemi 1990, who refers to this phenomenon as kotipelto-ongelma, “own field-problem”, as Kotipelto ‘own field’, lit.
‘home/field’ is a common Finnish toponym which tends to turn into an
appellative). The scope and range of this phenomenon have probably never been
studied in detail. It is even less clear how typical the borrowing of toponymic
word elements as suffixes is. For example, the Turku archipelago place names
Borgarlot, Skorvlot, Grytlot referred to on page 193 with the second component
–lot ‘rocky islet’ which are interpreted as place names formed according to a
borrowed Finnish model in Swedish could equally well include a Finnish
loanword that would have disappeared in the dialects.
It is not possible in detail to solve the question concerning the role of
toponymy in the emergence of dialectal geographical appellatives in this
connection. The fact that both are usually preserved through language shift
holds, however.
On pages 195–197 some etymologies for Russian dialectal vocabulary are
presented. It is found that the words in question originate from substrate
languages which have been close to the present Finnic languages, although not
identical to them. Since those criteria which suggest that a borrowing has
occurred from an extinct substrate language have not been presented elsewhere
in the articles in this volume in a unified way, I present them here:
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1) Borrowings from extinct language forms may point to a slightly different
phonological shape in the source language word than is present in the
modern languages. These words may have retentions which can resemble
linguistic reconstructions, or they may include derivational suffixes
which can be recognised on the basis of living languages or linguistic
reconstructions, but which do not combine with a similar stem in the
present-day languages.
2) Borrowings from extinct languages often have a punctual area of
distribution in the dialects or a distributional area that consists of several
areas which are not geographically related. In some cases, the same word
may be proven to have been borrowed twice, once from the living
language and in another context from a substrate language.
3) Borrowings from extinct languages often refer to local concepts which
are actual only in a specific geographical area.
4) In an area where the presumed borrowing from an extinct language form
has taken place, there should also be substrate toponyms from the same
type of substrate language because toponyms are the lexemes most salient
for borrowing in a substrate situation.
5) Lexemes which are fixed in a substrate toponymy are especially likely
candidates for borrowings from extinct languages.
In connection with the individual etymologies, the following remarks can be
made.
In addition to the Finnic *alho, the word волгас could also be compared to the
Finnic olhava, a toponymic element used of low-lying land. In MSFZRS (92–
93), волгас has been explained as a Sámi borrowing (cf. SaN vuolli ‘place
under or below’ [spatial noun], vuollegaš ‘low’). In my opinion, the geographical distribution of this word is an argument against this suggestion. The word
occurs only to the east of the Arkhangelsk Region and, as noted in article 4,
there are no clear cases of toponyms with the Sámi sound shift a > uo in this
area.
In MSFZRS (87) виска has yet again been explained as a Komi borrowing. This
does not seem probable in the light of criterium 4 above, i.e. the word виска
occurs in toponyms in an area in which the prevailing substrate type is not
Permian, but Finnic. Moreover, the Permian etymology of the word (a
comparison with the Udmurt vis ‘distance, interval’, KESKJ 58) is somewhat
dubious. The Finnic word I have proposed as a loan original is also not common
in the modern language, but it is semantically close to the meanings of the
northern Russian виска. Moreover, a borrowing from Finnic would better fit the
linguistic context of the word.
One should also note the very similar semantics of the toponymic stem
*viks- that is attested in the area historically settled by the Veps (Mullonen
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2002: 290–292). If these toponyms originated in a word that had been present
also in the Finnic idioms of Dvina basin, the Permian word could be considered
a borrowing (-ks- > -sk- is a regular change in Permian). These words could
even be cognates if they originated in *viiksi (with long vowel in the first
syllable [cf. Finnish niini ~ Komi 7nin ‘bast’]).
I no longer believe that the word мурга would have some connection with the
verb murtaa ’break’. The Finnish dialectal muramaa and murakko which have
been mentioned in this connection have also likely nothing to do with the verb
murtaa ‘break’. If мурга is a Finnic borrowing, it may be connectable with
these words.
The most evident deficiency of the article is that it treats only the geographical
vocabulary. To make the argument for Paleo-European substrate interference in
Finnic and Sámi more plausible, evidence from other fields of vocabulary and
place names should be presented. In addition to geographical concepts, possible
substrate words may be found in flora and fauna related vocabulary and
probably to some extent even in vocabulary related to other domains.
As for the Sámi languages, I believe that after the publication of Aikio
(2004) there should be no doubt that there are considerable lexical substrate
interferences from extinct languages in Sámi. As for Finnic, I still find it
probable that there are borrowings from extinct languages also in Finnic,
although I do admit that the amount of such vocabulary is probably not very
numerous. Moreover, the layer of Palaeo-European borrowings in Finnic was
certainly borrowed earlier than the Palaeo-European substrate vocabulary of
Sámi languages, on the basis of phonotactic criteria (cf. Kallio forthcoming).
The most probable candidates for substrate words are lexemes such as mäki and
niemi with a stable meaning and phonological shape, but without any
etymology whatsoever.
There are clearly borrowings from extinct languages even in other branches
of Uralic. In addition to Sámi, the most obvious case are the Samoyedic
languages which seem to have at least two layers of substrate vocabulary, in a
similar manner to the Sámi languages. One of these has been adopted into
Proto-Samoyedic and is recognisable on the basis of a lack of Uralic cognates
and loan etymology as well as the obscure sound structure and meanings related
to the assumed speaking area of Proto-Samoyedic. In addition, there are layers
of borrowings from unidentifiable sources in individual Samoyedic languages.
There is also a possible layer of substrate vocabulary in the Ob-Ugrian
languages.
In comparison with the Samoyedic, Sámi and Ob-Ugrian languages, the
Finnic languages have substantially less possible substrate borrowings. This
may be partly due to the fact that these languages have been studied more from
the etymological point of view and, therefore, there are more well founded
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etymologies from Indo-European languages for Finnic words than for ObUgrian or Samoyedic words. This is probably not the whole explanation,
however, because it is unlikely that central vocabulary layers would have been
left unnoticed, even in the etymologically less studied Uralic languages. It is
much more likely that the difference lies in the geographical areas in which
these languages are spoken. While Ob-Ugrian, Samoyedic and the Sámi
languages have spread to the northern peripheries, the Finnic languages have
remained in the taiga zone and have, quite probably, spread to territories already
occupied by Indo-European and Sámi languages.
Additional remarks to details.
p. 194 At present, I believe that the sound substitution *e > a has been
explained sufficiently well. It always occurs in stems in which e in the first
syllable occurs before a second syllable back vowel (cf. 4.1 of article 2).
p. 195 Russian орга ‘low woody place’ and ольга id. are cited here as examples
of Finnic borrowings related to geographical concepts. At the time I wrote this
treatise I was guided by Kalima (1919) who considered the former word a
borrowing from Finnic orko and the latter word a borrowing from Finnic alho.
A recent consideration by Myznikov (2004: 70–71) has shown that, in fact, both
words may be variants of the same lexeme which originates in Finnic orko. If
this should prove to be correct, it would probably somewhat enhance the
credibility of the Finnic etymology for волгас which, in the opinion of the
author, may derive from a word related to Finnic alho.
p. 200 When I wrote the article I was not aware of the fact that Katz (1990: 28)
had proposed a Germanic loan etymology for the Finnic saari (from *skarja >
Swedish skär ‘island’). This suggestion is, however, quite probably incorrect
because it presupposes the substitution sk > s, which is improbable in the
absence of parallels (see criticism by Hofstra 1995: 71).
p. 200 I am now inclined to believe that the etymology proposed by Posti
(1977) for the word lahti is correct.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The principal results of the articles of this study can be presented on two levels:
results which are of importance to general linguistics and onomastics and results
which are of importance to comparative Uralistics and the study of the history
and prehistory of Russia.

1. Theoretical and methodological conclusions
1.1. Transfer of lexicon in language shift
It is stated in article 1 that the assumption of a special linguistic contact
interference type, substrate interference, does not facilitate the analysis of
Finno-Ugrian influence in northern Russian dialects. The effects of the assumed
interference types (borrowing vs. substrate, such as these terms are defined by
Thomason & Kaufman 1988) cannot be distinguished in historical time-depth,
at least not in the area under study. It is likely that such a situation prevails also
in many other language contact areas. Similar criticism may also be aimed at
other assumed mechanisms of contact-induced change (cf. section 1.7 of the
introduction). While these mechanisms may in some cases be distinguishable in
the case of an ongoing language shift, their results in the historical time-depth
are often so similar that such distinctions seem futile from the point of view of
historical linguistics.
Neither does the assumption that language shift influences first and foremost
the phonology and morphosyntax and to a lesser extent the lexicon hold in
northern Russia. The origin of many phonological and morphosyntactic features
in northern Russian dialects is disputed and their possible substrate origin hard
to prove. This is due to the fact that linguistic pattern change, especially within
morphosyntax, can rarely be described as a direct transfer of a source language
feature onto the target language. Also, the effects of imperfect learning are
typically hard to discern in the case of a particular feature and in historical timedepth. It seems that there is little room for generalisations in this field and more
research will be needed to develop methods for identifying the substrate
interferences within phonetics/phonology and morphosyntax. More case studies
on contact-induced language change within these subsystems of language, with
relevant background information on the social circumstances in which the
change took place, are urgently needed.
In northern Russia the extent of lexical borrowing from Finnic has been
significant, notwithstanding the fact that language shift has taken place.
Especially is this true if substrate toponymy is taken into account – and it
should be taken into account if a detailed picture of the substrate interferences is
to be obtained.
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The transfer of toponymy in a language shift situation is connected with the
capacity of toponyms to refer to places without describing them. The transfer of
toponymy probably always takes place in the case of language shift when the
shifting language collective is of a substantial size. The fact that in northern
Russia significant lexical borrowing of appellatives has also taken place is
connected to several preconditions. Firstly, the language shift has not been
rapid, but spread from one region to another over the centuries. Secondly, some
appellative borrowings are like toponyms in that they are learned in connection
with the concrete objects they denote. This is the case with the geographical
vocabulary considered in articles 1, 2 and 5.
Northern Russia is both geographically and ecologically different from the
areas in which East Slavic originated and from where it spread into this
territory. As Slavic speakers came to this area they did not possess an adequate
terminology to describe its characteristics. This seems to have been one of the
factors that made substantial lexical borrowing of appellatives from substrate
languages necessary. The fact that the substrate borrowings are often related to
local concepts (cf. even materials on substrate vocabulary in Sámi by Aikio
2004) suggests that the ecological and geographical difference between the
linguistic homeland and the expansion zone of a language seem to be among
those factors which determine whether lexical borrowing from substrate
languages takes place or not.
Although distinguishing between substrate and borrowing interference as
linguistic processes is not possible in the northern Russian dialects, in some
cases it may be possible to distinguish between those areas where the presentday Slavic-speaking population has settled after migrating and those areas
where language shift from Finnic to Slavic has occurred. This can be done on
the basis of the characteristics of the toponymic systems and the appellative
borrowings used in the area. An example of the toponymic systems of two
villages (one an old Finno-Ugrian settlement, the other Russian) is presented in
section 2.3 of article 2 and the Finnic appellative borrowings with a distribution
not connected to any living Finnic languages are considered in articles 1 and 5.
What is important here is that it is the lexical criteria and historicalcomparative standard method which can be used for identification of the areas
of language shift and migration. The phonological and morphosyntactic features
of northern Russian dialects are, in the most cases, unsuitable for drawing such
ethnohistorical conclusions. This suggests that from the point of view of the
study of ethnic history of a particular region, the assumed linguistic processes
that presumably take place in language contact are not of great importance.
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1.2. Limits of toponymic etymology
In the history of etymological studies, the etymologisation of place names has
long been one of the least developed fields. The application of standard
etymological methods to the toponymy does not yield reliable results because
toponyms do not possess semantics which could be investigated in a similar
manner to the rest of the vocabulary. As toponyms tend to lose their connection
with the lexemes they are derived from, it is typical for toponyms not to follow
exactly the same phonological developments as the rest of the vocabulary.
These problems are discussed in section 3 of article 2.
Well-founded toponymic etymologies are typically based on the comparison
of substrate toponyms with the attested name types of present-day languages.
As some naming models are more common than the others and as some naming
models refer to characteristics of the object which are verifiable on the basis of
language-external facts while some do not, it is evident that some toponymic
etymologies must be more reliable than others. From the point of view of their
semantic probability, toponymic etymologies form a continuum. This is
illustrated in section 3.2 of article 2. Some etymologies will be as certain as any
normal well-founded etymologies, while some will remain speculative even
after the strongest possible case is made out for them. This is not due to
inadequacies in the implementation of the etymological method but to the
nature of a toponym, which is primarily a linguistic sign that refers to a
particular object and only secondarily carries a lexical content that could be
etymologically identified. If a toponym does not refer to any language-external
discernable characteristics of the object, or if it is based on an exceptional
motivation, the possibilities of etymologising it succesfully will remain limited.
Although some toponymic etymologies will remain speculative, it is likely
that in every language contact area there are toponymic types which can be
reliably etymologised. Therefore, from the point of view of etymology,
toponyms should always be analysed in masses. The background to all of the
toponyms in a specific area can never be explained trustworthy, but the attesting
of all the relevant toponymic layers should usually be possible.

1.3. Analogy in the development of substrate toponyms
It is a tradition in Russian toponymistics to analyse the Finno-Ugrian substrate
toponyms in two parts, i.e. to divide the toponyms to formants and bases. The
formant is a word final element that recurs in several toponyms. It usually
originates from a geographical appellative or suffix of the substrate language.
The base, in turn, is the rest of the toponym, i.e. the word beginning. Both the
base and the formant can be defined as phonotactic types of substrate toponyms.
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The definition of these notions and the reasons why the formant and base are
not morphemes are further discussed in section 3.1 of article 2.
Unlike the bases, the formants typically spread by analogy. In northern
Russian toponymy some common formants (-н(ь)га, -немь, -ма etc.) have
turned into adaptation models of substrate toponymy. As a result, those
formants often occur in positions which do not directly correspond to the
structure of the toponyms in the substrate language. The reason for this is that
from the point of view of the language community the formants include
information that the word belongs to the category of toponyms, and, in some
cases, to a special class of named objects (rivers, brooks, capes, etc.). This is
also the factor behind the multiple origin of some formants (such as -н(ь)га and
-ма). As soon as a certain phoneme chain is associated with a certain kind of
object by the language community it will be substituted for several phoneme
chains of the substrate language if they occur in connection with the same kind
of topographic object. This makes it possible for some of the formants to spread
even to those toponyms in which they are etymologically secondary.
The scope and amount of analogical diffusion of formants in North Russian
nomenclature is not clarified yet and more research in this field will be needed.
It is also an open question to what extent the idea of specific adaptation models
of substrate toponyms can be generalised to other contexts.

1.4. Identification of substrate language
The identification of a substrate language is probably the most important
contribution of toponymic studies to the study of prehistory. Unfortunately,
however, many toponymic studies make ethnohistorical conclusions on the
basis of scarce and unreliable material. This is also the reason why sceptisism
has often prevailed among critical scholars concerning the possibilities of
toponymic etymology.
For trustworthy identification of the substrate language in a particular region
a substantial number of reliable toponymic etymologies from a single source
language is needed. The reliability scale presented in article 2 may be a useful
tool for identifying the best toponymic etymologies. Of course, no figure may
be given as to how many good etymologies are needed for identification of the
substrate language. As in the case of the reliability of a single toponymic
etymology, here also the borders are flexible. Moreover, in many cases the substrate languages have certainly been different from the present-day languages
and, therefore, their identification is a matter of degree.
In northern Russia one should be able to distinguish between many closely
related substrate languages. For this purpose separate lexical, phonological and
typological criteria can be used. Lexically differentiating toponymy contains
words which exist only in a specific language or a group of languages, whereas
phonologically differentiating vocabulary represents traces of sound shifts
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which have occurred only in a specific language or group of languages. In the
case of typological criteria, the areal distribution of semantic and structural
toponymic types in particular languages is used to define the substrate language.
In article 4 of this study, the idea that there is a Sámi layer of toponyms in
northern Russia is criticised by arguing that the assumed layer does not include
a differentiating Sámi vocabulary layer of probable Palaeo-European origin and
that the clear cases of Sámi phonological developments in northern Russian
toponymy are restricted to the western parts of the Arkhangelsk Region. It is
thus demonstrated that the idea of Sámi toponyms in the Dvina basin has been
based on isolated etymologies. The overall characteristics of the toponymy in
this area point to languages which are close to Sámi in some respects, but which
should probably be characterised as intermediate between Finnic and Sámi.
The idea that the history of the Finno-Ugrian languages could be investigated by examining the distribution of sound shifts and the vocabulary
characteristics of individual groups of Finno-Ugrian languages in substrate
toponyms seems fruitful. It is quite likely that it could be implemented even in
other areas where the Finno-Ugrian languages have become extinct. It may also
help to characterise substrate languages which were dissimilar to the presentday languages, in a more systematic manner than hitherto done.

1.5. Identifying borrowings from extinct languages
The material considered in this study points to the conclusion that, in addition to
toponyms, there are appellative borrowings from extinct Uralic languages in
northern Russian dialects. These can be identified on the basis of phonological
and distributional criteria some of which are listed in commentaries concerning
article 5. Finnic borrowings in northern Russian dialects probably originated
from extinct Finnic language forms, if they occur in dialects spoken far away
from the present Finnic languages and if they are not attested in those dialects
situated between the Finnic-Russian language border and their area of
distribution. Some borrowings may also have a distribution that consists of
several dotted areas unconnected to each other. This suggests that the word was
borrowed independently in several regions.
There are also borrowings in northern Russian dialects which point to
phonologically and morphologically slightly different loan originals than those
present in living languages. Some cases are handled in section 4 of article 5.
Typically, words of this kind include derivational suffixes which although
identifiable as Uralic do not combine with the stems in question in living
languages. In some cases, historical-comparative reconstructions provide a basis
for identifying borrowings from extinct languages. In these cases the borrowed
vocabulary points to a source language which was phonologically archaic.
Some words of this kind are dealt with in section 4.3 of article 4 and 6.4 of
article 2.
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2. Ethnohistorical conclusions
2.1. Uralic languages of pre-Slavic northern Russia
The studies in this volume once more confirm the view that the central preSlavic toponymy layer of northern Russia is a Finnic one. They also support the
view frequently expressed by Russian scholars that Permian traces in the
toponymy of the Dvina basin are quite minor. An exception would seem to be
the Vyčegda basin and its surroundings where there is a substantial Permian
toponymy layer (Turkin 1971).
A closer identification of the Finnic substrate languages of the Dvina basin is
a hard task. In the southwest there are clealy areas in which the prevailing
substrate type is Veps, and in the north of the Dvina basin there seems to be a
Karelian toponymy layer. However, in many areas the choice of Finnic
vocabulary and naming models used in toponym formation does not allude to
any particular present-day Finnic language, rather it represents a mixture of
naming models from different languages. Some naming models present in
northern Russia do not have any parallels in living Finnic. Moreover, there are
traces of a substrate language that probably shared some conservative features
with southern Finnic (see section 6.3 of article 2 for details).
Most scholars have assumed that besides Finnic toponyms, there is also a
Sámi layer of toponyms in the Dvina basin. In article 4 it is argued that the
assumed Sámi toponyms of this area do not show traces of a central Sámi
vocabulary layer, the Palaeo-European substrate vocabulary. Also, traces of
regular Sámi sound shifts are restricted to the western parts of the Arkhangelsk
Region. Thus, the question whether there is a Sámi layer of toponyms in the
Arkhangelsk Region is connected with the characteristics of toponyms which
can be described as neither Finnic nor Sámi. At present, the author of this study
is inclined to think that most of the northern Russian toponyms considered as
Sámi by scholars such as Castrén, Wiklund, Matveev, etc. represent, in fact, a
language form that was neither Finnic, nor Sámi, but shared the lexical and
phonological features of both of these groups.
Some facts suggest that archaic Uralic substrate languages survived in the
Dvina basin for a relatively long time (articles 2 and 4 discuss this problem).
Some “Sámi” toponymic types may have originated in such languages. It is also
possible that some Sámi vocabulary may have spread to eastern substrate
languages as borrowings, or that there were indeed languages which should be
characterised as Sámi, in so far as some central Sámi sound shifts did take place
in these languages, even though they do not share the same layers of borrowings
from Palaeo-European sources with the present Sámi.
Russian scholars have suggested the existence of even other toponymic
layers in northern Russia (Meryan, “North Finnic”, cf. Matveev 2004). It will be
the task of future research to determine whether such an assumption is justified.
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2.2. Substrate toponymy of northern Russia and the history
of the Finno-Ugrian languages
The toponyms of the Dvina basin testify that in the Middle Ages the Finnic
language area was much larger in the east than it is at present. Finnic must have
been spoken in the Dvina basin even in the 12th century, at the time of the
appearance of the first documentary sources. It is interesting to note that at this
period most of present-day Finland was still linguistically Sámi. Thus, the
Finnic language area was geographically substantially different in the medieval
times than at present. It is interesting to note that in the light of the northern
Russian toponymy, the oldest Finnic language form in this area was probably
the closest to the southern group of Finnic languages, most notably, South
Estonian. The present area of southern Finnic would thus be only the residue of
a vast linguistic area that has become Russified.
Finnic toponyms in the Arkhangelsk Region and Finnic borrowings in Komi
include many old Germanic loanwords. According to the traditional view, this
vocabulary layer of Finnic was adopted on the shores of the Baltic Sea. If this is
correct, one has to assume that the Finnic languages have spread to the Dvina
basin from the west. The Finnic languages seem to have formed a dialect
continuum from the Baltic Sea area to the Dvina basin. In this continuum,
Germanic borrowings have spread to the eastern periphery of the Finnic
language area and the Permian languages.
Most likely, even languages which did not undergo the central Finnic sound
shifts were spoken in northern Russia prior to or even simultaneously with
Finnic, as there are some borrowings in Permian in which these sound shifts did
not occur (section 2.5 of the introduction). Also, some North Russian dialect
words indicate substrate languages of this kind (see section 6.4. of article 2). At
this point of the research, further conclusions concerning these phonologically
archaic Uralic substrate languages seem premature.
The fact that sound shifts characterised as Sámi occurred in the substrate
languages in the western parts of the Dvina basin suggests that this region has
played an important role in the genesis of the Sámi languages. In the west of the
Dvina basin, the Sámi languages seem to have originated on the basis of the
archaic language forms referred to above. A crucial role in the emergence of the
Sámi languages was played by those Palaeo-European substrate languages
which were spoken in Karelia and inner Finland. These are the areas in which a
Proto-Sámi vocabulary layer from extinct languages were borrowed.
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2.3. The dating and mechanisms of the Slavicisation
of northern Russia
In the toponymy of the Arkhangelsk Region, both in the Slavic as in the
substrate layers, there are no signs of Slavic phonological archaisms such as
nasal vowels, yers, etc. This leads to the conclusion that East Slavic spread to
this area later than to the Novgorod and Pskov Regions, and the Svir’ basin,
where archaic phonological phenomena of this kind are attested (section 6 of the
article 2).
The absolute chronology of Slavicisation is reflected in historical documents
and archaeological findings. In 13th and 14th century documents, most of the
toponymy and personal names connected with the Dvina basin are FinnoUgrian. The pagan tribes of the Dvina basin are mentioned in literary
documents up to the 16th century. Thus, there are grounds for believing that the
first permanent Slavic-speaking population arrived in the Dvina basin in the
13th century. It is probable that some groups of Finnic speaking people moved
to the Dvina basin from the west and were included in the same population
streams which brought the Slavic-speaking population into the Dvina basin.
Even these groups of Finnic-speaking peoples ultimately assimilated into the
Russian population.
On the basis of toponymic and historical materials, it is hard to conclude
when the final linguistic assimilation of the Finno-Ugrians to the Slavs took
place in the Dvina basin. One is inclined to think that the 16th and 17th
centuries must have been crucial in this respect. However, the fact that Russian
population statistics continued to use separate entries for the чудь population up
to the 19th century testifies that in many areas the local population continued to
have a separate identity even after linguistic assimilation. This seems to suggest
that in its last phase, the merging of Finno-Ugrian and Slavic populations in the
Dvina basin was a peaceful process. Probably it resembled the ongoing
language shift to Russian among the Karelians and the Veps.
In section 2.3 of the article 2 it was argued that toponymic studies may help
to distinguish the old Finno-Ugrian settlements from the Russian ones. In the
former, the main bulk of settlement names is Finnic and large systems of living
substrate toponymy are constantly in use. Old Russian villages, in turn,
typically have only Slavic settlement names. Here substrate toponymy is used
somewhat less than in the settlements of the language shifters and substantial
oral traditions of the conflicts between Novgorodians and the чудь may be
found. It is not clear, however, how generalisable this kind of observation is.
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2.4. Northern Russian substrate toponymy and
Finnic personal names
One of the articles of this volume, article 3, is dedicated to the problematics of
Finnic personal names in northern Russian toponymy. In this connection,
criteria for identifying extinct personal names in toponyms have been
developed. These criteria are further enlarged on in section 5.3 of article 2 and
the commentaries concerning article 3. These passages are a step forward in
identifying the extinct personal names in toponyms as well as in the investigation of the old Finnic personal name systems. If developed further and
applied to other contexts, the criteria developed for the study of northern
Russian substrate toponyms may prove fruitful for studying also the living
Finnic toponymy from the point of view of personal names.

2.5. Possible traces of Palaeo-European substrate languages
in northern Europe
Article 5 of this volume is dedicated to the problematics of possible PalaeoEuropean substrate interference in Finnic and Sámi. It is argued that this old
hypothesis can be proven to be more credible in the light of substrate studies
conducted in other areas.
It is certain that prior to Uralic, languages of unknown genetic character
were spoken in northern Europe. This must be the case because of the probable
localisation of the Proto-Uralic in Central Russia, the dating of the Proto-Uralic
at approx. 5000–3000 BC and the fact that there are archaelogically discernable
traces of humans in most of northern Europe from considerably older periods. It
is not yet clear, however, how substantial an interference these languages had
on the expanding Uralic language community.
The theoretical considerations presented in article 5 may prove fruitful in
looking for traces of extinct languages in the Uralic language area. As noted
above, the Palaeo-European substrate features of Sámi have been treated in a
very convincing way by Aikio (2004) and the existence of a Palaeo-European
substrate in Sámi cannot, in all probability, be doubted any longer. A PalaeoEuropean substrate interference in Finnic also seems likely, although this
substrate is older and not so obvious as in Sámi (cf. Kallio forthcoming). This is
probably due to the fact that the Finnic languages spread mainly to those areas
already occupied by Indo-European and Sámi people.
Palaeo-European substrate interference in Finnic should be studied in the
future, taking into account especially the etymologically unintelligible
toponyms of the Finnic language area. It should be investigated whether is it
possible to find groups of toponyms which, although etymologically opaque,
represent recurring phonotactic types in a similar manner to those in the Sámi
area. If such an approach were to succeed, it would be regarded as a substantial
argument in favour of Palaeo-European substrate interference in Finnic.
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